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Architecture and Structure in Open and
Intro-Open Systems∗
Mihai DRĂGĂNESCU
1. In a previous communication [1] some relations between information and
structure were examined. This paper will present an overview of the architecture and structure of systems1 .
There are two major classes of systems to consider: open systems and introopen systems [2]. This does not mean that we cannot imagine a closed physical
system and treat real open or even intro-open systems as quasi-closed. But only
under certain conditions, and with certain negligence, systems can theoretically
be seen as closed systems.
If we do not need to insist on the notion of open system, being the object of
systems science so developed today, instead we should show what we mean by
intro-open system.
We believe that from a philosophical point of view, nature, existence, creates
not only open systems but also intro-open systems. We could exemplify the
system introduced by the case of the human brain whose psychological level
has the potential to open to the establishment of structures that it can invent,
so which are not given to it from its existing structures or received from outside.
∗

Paper presented in Romanian at the session of the Engineering Sciences Section of the
RSR Academy on November 15, 1978. Translated from Romanian by Gheorghe M. S, tefan.
1
The title of the paper includes the term intro-open system. We will notice an important
diﬀerence between the intro-opening (introdeschidere in Romanian) and the half-opening
(ı̂ntredeschidere in Romanian). In Romanian, the words introduction and introspection
are used. Intro-opening is a notion ﬁrst used in another paper and is more related to
introspection than to half-opening (ı̂ntredeschidere). The meaning of the half-opening
as a narrow space between two elements that do not close or do not ﬁt together perfectly
does not correspond to the meaning of the intro-opening.
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Recognizing a special psychological level, although related to the concrete substrate, to the spatio-temporal substance, does not actually mean intro-opening.
If we think about microelectronic intelligence, isn’t an artiﬁcial intelligence
program also a psychological level? A recent paper is entitled ”Psychology of
Artiﬁcial Vision” [3] and it is known that artiﬁcial vision is a subdomain of
artiﬁcial intelligence. Can a device with artiﬁcial intelligence be an intro-open
system?
In previous works [2] [4] we deny this possibility. Intro-opening implies an access of the psychological level and to the physical depths of the material world
not only to the spatio-temporal universe of current physics. So we do not stop
like Heidegger [5] in the middle of a road that proves to be bivalent philosophical, that is, with the possibility of materialist interpretation but also, in fact,
especially idealistic. The fact that there is a path of intro-opening we ﬁnd
reﬂected for a long time in Romanian as Constantin Noica would ﬁnd studying
the meaning of the Romanian word “ı̂ntru”2 [6]. Even if Noica’s analysis is
of Heideggerian type, it eliminates the philosophical bivalence, demonstrating
how in Romanian “our experience of being proves to be a rational one” [7].
The philosophical fairy tale “Youth without old age” called “the fairy tale of
being” by Constantin Noica [8] shows how man penetrates the basic nature of
things. This fairy tale reveals to us, through Noica’s philosophical interpretation, how man can get there in depth and be their equal. The Romanian fairy
tale, the ﬁrst in Petre Ispirescu’s collection, oﬀers an ontological model foreshadowing not only the opening of a road ı̂ntru but also a journey to the end
that Heidegger avoided. Heidegger contemplates ı̂ntru and, this rather poetic
contemplation, it is after him the true thought.
Interesting in relation to what we call intro-opening is also the position of
Edmund Hesserl [9, 10]. Husserl not only does not deny the spatio-temporal
openness of any system, but unlike Heidegger he even pays all his attention to
what it represents as reality and to the way in which science treats it. But he
also seeks the phenomenology of the world through the psychology of man. Not
through the spatio-temporal psycho-physical but through what could be placed
apart from it, beyond it in the form of a pure phenomenological consciousness.
Huserl’s intro-opening, opening in the opposite direction to the spatio-temporal
one, stops in a pure consciousness. At Husserl there is an intro-opening but
2

The Romanian word “ı̂ntru” is a pretty hard word to be translated in other languages.
Let’s try in English to translate it by “get into”. It evokes a tendency toward deep
realm, like in “my mind can get into some pretty deep stuﬀ”. (tr. note)
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it stops in itself, although other nuances appear in his works that lead to
considering him a philosophical polyvalent.
However, intro-oopening can have diﬀerent materialistic nuances. The simplest
ﬁrst is that as a psychological level, in which the information itself can develop
anyway, within certain limits, in relation to the physical substrate. The second
interpretation is that of a psychological level that has not only a connection
with a substratum known to current physics but also a material support of
a new physical nature, deeper nature that really allows new, free, creative
structures, the level itself psychological. The deep substance could be one of
the ingredients necessary to become all the spatio-temporal realities, ensuring
a ring of the material world.
Everything that is alive, by extrapolation, appears to us as intro-open, but the
greatest interest is presented by the human brain as an open and intro-open
system. When we say default intro-open system we will also understand open.
The opening is dominant, the intro-opening is more hidden. Strictly open are
only the lifeless systems, so also the technical systems created until today.
2. The notion of architecture of systems, at least of the systems that process information, and we will refer in the ﬁrst part of the paper only to open systems,
seems to be of particular importance. It is no coincidence that it appeared in
the ﬁeld of electronic computers. Although it seems to be an extension of the
notion of architecture in the ﬁeld of construction, the architecture of electronic
computers has a much more subtle meaning that we can extend to all systems
that include information systems. It is true that even specialists and manufacturers of electronic computers are not always consistent. They talk about the
abstract architecture of a computer but also about the hardware architecture
of the computer as well as the architecture of the software. Today, the combination of hardware, ﬁrmware and software, through ﬁrmware understanding
what is microprogrammed in the computer, is so intertwined that the notion of
architecture can only refer to the whole computer viewed from the user’s point
of view. So the architecture appears at the user-computer interface.
It is true that a computer can be viewed by a user at diﬀerent levels, to take
a theme from psychology and philosophy, for example at the level of microprogramming or Fortran language or a specialized language for certain requirements and functions. Each of these levels can be realized in diﬀerent ways, for
example a program in FORTRAN can be executed by means of a compiler (so
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by software routines) or it can be translated by ﬁrmware (microprograms), in
microinstructions. It is important for the user to know the FORTRAN language, together with other logical aspects regarding the operational structure
of the computer, including time constraints and other necessary aspects. What
lies behind them, such as hardware, ﬁrmware and software, is less important,
but can only be achieved with the help of certain structures of this type. The
hardware and software structure was not available for a while. Today, through
microprogramming, the computing technique knows important transformations
new structures of computers allow the realization of new architectures. But we
make a diﬀerence between structure and architecture. The ﬁrst depends on the
constructive technology of computers, memories and technical interfaces, the
technology of programming and microprogramming, the second should depend
on what we want from the computer and then on how we logically design information systems. So far, architectures have resulted from hardware-software
structural organizations. The still huge technological possibilities of microelectronics, the emergence of artiﬁcial intelligence, make us think that we should
do the opposite. Let’s imagine architectures and hence establish requirements
for structures. And the imagination of architects also includes requirements
in relation to the human information universe, and let’s not forget that the
human brain has various levels, also in relation to society as a whole or its
socio-technical and technical systems, tasks that I consider the ﬁeld of functional electronics.
To imagine an architecture means to assume in the abstract a possible structure
to realize it. The notion of “abstract machine” or “abstract electronic computer”
is gaining ground lately. Kevin C. Kahn of Intel Corporation (Santa Clara,
California) deﬁnes [11] with J. N. Fasel et all. the abstract computer as a
collection of hardware and software that provides a well-deﬁned set of functions.
An abstract computer or automaton can only be made of hardware. An abstract
automaton made by software has always been a good candidate for hardware
integration [11]. In this case, ﬁrmware, as solid memory, is understood to be
part of the hardware. Then, remarks Kevin Kahn, he can build an automaton
dedicated to an application in the form of a single microelectronic device, i.e.,
a very large-scale integrated circuit (VLSI). At the other end, we could build “
microprogrammable computers’ of the highest generality but ... with ... a very
low level of functional integration [11].
I have cited these considerations because in specifying an architecture, it can
be developed for a speciﬁc function, a range of functions or an architecture can
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be designed for general use. For example, what would be the architecture of a
general artiﬁcial intelligence, as general as human intelligence? Can we go in
this direction? In principle, yes, but it seems that we do not yet have the necessary structures to achieve such a requirement. The functional approach, by
functions and with the integration of these functions, I consider to be the most
convenient in the current stage, for the architecture of information systems of
any class they would be. Of course, these functions must be seen in relation
to the requirements of man and society, so the functions we are interested in
are no longer the traditional ones, ampliﬁcation, recovery, logical calculation,
arithmetic calculation, etc. but more general, otherwise oriented, but encompassing them. resort to the former. The combination of these functions, locally
or distributed is another problem, in line with the contemporary trend towards
distributed computing.
That is why the notion of architecture, in my opinion, cannot avoid not only
the problems in time of information but also space, let’s call it, geographical.
The user, to whom we relate the architecture, man or society, works in time,
moves in space or is in a geographical space.
Let’s see to what extent the current deﬁnitions of architecture satisfy such
criteria, with the function or functions, time, space.
In the case of considering the intro-opening, insofar as we could do it artiﬁcially,
new criteria and the requirement in relation to the architecture may appear.
However, we currently exclude such a possibility from our considerations.
Part of the deﬁnitions of the existing architecture in the literature refers to
what is visible to the programmer, so to the specialized user. But let’s not
forget that a computer seen at diﬀerent levels of programming, represents as
many abstract machines and from this point of view as many architectures.
Don Senzig (Hewlett Packard Corp., Palo Alto, California) says: “By architecture we mean those parts of a computing system that are visible to the
programmer, that is, the instruction set, input/output commands, interrupt
characteristics” [12]. Others reduce the architecture to the instruction set, or
to the logical vision of the machine through the instruction set [13].
A. K. Agrawala and T. G. Rauscher, in a book on microprogramming, deﬁne
the computer architecture “as the attributes of a computer seen by the programmer, i.e., the conceptual structure (i.e., registers, arithmetic and logic units and
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their logical connections) and functional behavior (represented by the set of machine language instructions)”[14]. There is a clear tendency in this formulation
to deﬁne the electronic computer at the level of the machine language, which
was indeed the deepest layer of abstract computer possible. The authors, like
we emphasize that “the architecture of a computer must be diﬀerent from its
implementation, which includes the full range of hardware units, the physical
connections between them and how to perform machine language instructions”
[14]. Agreeing only with this last point of view, we will notice that the last
layer no longer corresponds to the machine language, because today we can
program at the level of microprogramming. In fact, Agrawala and Rauscher
acknowledge that “now it is necessary to consider architecture at the level of
microprogramming ... microprogramming has evolved from an implementation
technique to a subject that now deserves in itself architectural design considerations” [14]. Then do we attach the computer architecture to this last layer of
ﬁrmware? I think that the set of abstract computers that a computing system
presents represents as many architectures and I have the impression that along
with the functions it can perform in space and time.
In fact, the very notion of virtual machine that is realized on a basic machine,
host, strengthens the point of view that we support. The last layer of the
engine is the host computer and in general we ﬁnd it today at the level of
microprogramming.
It is possible that on an identical hardware structure, through microprogramming, we can achieve diﬀerent control units and therefore diﬀerent architectures
even at the level of microprogramming. Some architectures can then be made
by the specialized user for functions desired by the user.
We did not intend to go into the details of computer architecture, nor to give
in this introductory paper a rigorous deﬁnition of the architecture of a computer or an information processing system, but only to highlight some general
elements, criteria for such deﬁnition. This results from the current trends in
the development of computing technology and distributed computing, but also
from the point of view we approach in relation to them. Temporal architecture for example is beginning to be considered, meeting this term in Daniel
McGlynn [15] in connection with the microprocessor time cycle diagram.
We will probably have to deﬁne architecture in such a way that a general deﬁnition can be adapted from general systems to the particular case of the electronic
computer or microprocessor comprising layers of abstract machines each with
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its own architecture. The notion of architecture is important because it will
represent, from now on, the user’s point of view, its requirements limited by
the constraints of the technological possibilities of equipment and programming
(proposed name for software). Concrete architecture is the result of a compromise, but the notion appears fruitful, promising for deciphering new paths of
progress.
We must also note that in fact the constraints of the equipment are becoming
weaker due to strong and general microelectronic circuits. All the more so then
the architecture begins to depend more and more on the logic of our thinking
and less on the hardware which becomes more and more ﬂexible and malleable.
A ﬁnal question we ask ourselves is whether the multiplicity of possible architectures of a single ﬁxed system cannot ultimately constitute a more comprehensive architectural structure. Respectively, all the architectures of a system
to ﬁt into a more general architecture. A tendency to look at things in this
direction could be encouraged by the deﬁnition of the architecture of a computer network. A recent deﬁnition is worded as follows: “The architecture of
a network is a formal speciﬁcation for a data communication system. It includes the deﬁnition of a set of interfaces and, for the most complex interfaces,
a set of protocols (detailed rules of interaction through interface)” [17]. But
the programs from diﬀerent computers, which can be found at diﬀerent levels
in the respective computers, in diﬀerent languages and for diﬀerent functions.
The general architecture can therefore include through its interfaces, the connections with the other particular architectures. Therefore we can speak of a
general architecture if it connects particular architectures through interfaces.
A general architecture obviously can have not only internal interfaces but also,
I would say especially, interfaces with the social user, enterprise, institution or
society.
From the above consideration it follows that we can consider the keywords of
architecture, interfaces, functions, language, instruction set, temporal, spatial
aspects, logical structure of documents, constraints of equipment and software,
etc.. In the light of such considerations we can judge the evolution of the
architecture of electronic computers for our country [18] [19].
3. Can we raise the issue of the architecture of a National Information System (NIS)? The way in which we approached the notion of architecture in
the previous paragraph results in such a possibility. The structure of the na-
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tional information system is today conceived broadly from the point of view
of equipment in the form of a network of electronic computers, geographically
distributed databases, data transmission buses, etc. [20]. The model structure,
the corresponding programs as well as the data structure are less well deﬁned
and this is not surprising because we have not developed an architectural conception of NIS. That is why the complete structure (equipment and programming) develops somewhat on its own, just as rural and urban settlements have
developed in the past, without systematization plans and will eventually come
out, something that will have a certain architecture, but how do we know that
this is the architecture that will be useful and eﬃcient in our society? We have
a series of works on NIS carried out at the Central Institute for Management
and Informatics, the Central Directorate of Statistics and the State Planning
Committee, obviously each vision being by the position in state of the respective body. There are also known points of view expressed by individual authors
[21] [22].
From the way we approached the notion of architecture, it results that it must
correspond to the user and his functions. The user consists of society and individual. The NIS architecture must therefore satisfy social users and individual
users. This double orientation is not at all contradictory and I believe that
a communist society in which information will count to the greatest extent
will satisfy both requirements. In socialism, however, we are not wrong, and
especially in the conditions of our country, if in a ﬁrst stage we insist on the
systems in the economic units, as we have the task by the Plenary Decision
of the Central Committee of the P.C.R. since April 1972, and whether we will
design NIS with priority for the scale of society as a whole.
The NIS architecture is the one that stands in front of the society as a system,
the architecture must correspond to the type of society we choose, even within
the socialist system. That is why the problem of architecture is so diﬃcult. We
have possible structures but the architecture is not deﬁned.
The society being, in a certain sense a system, comprising information, it also
has an architecture.
Can we extend the notion of architecture to society? What can be the architecture of a society? The answer is given by Marxism, for which production
relations and social relations in general are essential in society. The architecture
of society must therefore refer to the norms, laws and customs that govern social
relations. In society, the laws that society imposes have a great contribution
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to determining its architecture.
The structure of society is determined by the bodies of society, state bodies, economic units, associations of diﬀerent natures, groups, by the relations between
them, so also by the social relations in general [23].
It is obvious that between NIS architecture and society as organization, structure, architecture, there must be a high compatibility because they are interconditioned. In the Nora/Minc report on the computerization of French society
[24] after observing the general rule that “Any technological revolution has
caused in the past an intense reorganization of the economy and society” and
emphasizes “the real serious changes of civilization that the computer revolution can bring them” the following conclusions are drawn:
• “computer science has today become an instrument of almost total plasticity, its organization can be molded without obstacles on all power
conﬁgurations”
• So piloting informatics means choosing a model of society but the installation of teleinformatics can “ﬁx the structures for decades”
• “... only need to be centralized, ..., to process the essentials on the spot,
not to send above and for interaction only the exception” [24]
The above emphasizes, in our opinion, the importance of the NIS architecture
compared to the NIS structure. I do not want to draw practical, concrete
conclusions in this communication, but only to emphasize that the notion of
NIS architecture is at the interface between society and the equipment-program
structure of NIS, is therefore exactly the term of conceptual interaction between
leaders society and structure technicians.
The political implications are obvious, nothing is more political in computer
science than the NIS architecture.
4. To what extent can we use and prove fruitful the notion of architecture in
relation to the human brain?
We must keep in mind that the transition from computer to human brain, for
the purpose mentioned in this paper, must be done through an intermediate
category: the computer with artiﬁcial intelligence.
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The computer we have been working with to this day still has no goals of
its own, and as one computer specialist points out, ”the main function of the
computer is to control external equipment” [25]. Obviously, such a computer
although it carries out a laborious internal activity is oriented outwards, it is
an open system. What about the computer with artiﬁcial intelligence? But
the possible computer with artiﬁcial aﬀectivity as C. Bălăceanu and Edmond
Nicolau observed [26]? Are they still only open systems? Will the intelligent
and aﬀective information that will act on itself on any medium, even one of
silicon, ever have intentionality in the sense of Husserl or will in a psychological
sense? Although such systems can be considered with a reduced intro-opening
as we suggested in the ﬁrst paragraph, they cannot be considered as having a
true intro-opening.
True intro-opening involves access to a primordial substance that we have called
infor-matter, and if such a substance also exists in it are inscribed the informational elements of the laws of nature, then the architecture of the universe is
determined by the underlying laws, it turns out that what is inscribed in the
structured informatics that contributes to the generation of the universe but
also to its maintenance, is in fact the deepest architecture.
The architecture seen by the laws that generate the universe is the architecture
seen at the spatio-temporal level, it appears to us as systemic, mathematical,
although if we take into account everything that deﬁes mathematics in mental
and economic-social life, we should be more careful. Part of the architecture
of the universe is systemic, mathematical, but it stops being so at the psychological level of man. For man, society and the universe, therefore, the problem
of architecture arises diﬀerently because these are intro-open systems.
At the neuronal level of the brain can the notion of architecture be applied similarly to the computer? Yes, if we look at the brain in a behaviorist conception,
as a system with inputs and outputs, with stimuli and responses. No, if we
look at the brain through its intro-opening as having access to a substance that
may have no structure. Any architecture is a constraint, no matter how wide
it is. The brain has an intro-opening to what has no architecture, precisely
because it has the possibility to lose architectures, sometimes artistic imagination, sometimes as possible things and we cannot know if such devices could
ever create real things.
We can look at the architecture of the brain neuronal and even molecularly with
the above reservations, we can look at the architecture of the brain psychologi-
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cally, much of our psychological level has an architecture still insuﬃciently well
known, but we will talk about psychological architecture with even more careful reservations; we can also look at the architecture of the brain in relation to
intro-opening, where it is intro-open in without architecture but where it could
create architecture.
How exactly? By mathematics, geometric shapes or phenomenological intentionality, not exactly of the Husserlian type, but understood in the direction
of the introduction, as a source of meanings that can no longer result from
anything formal. It may be that in this direction, of intro-opening, a mix
of mathematics and intentional phenomenology speciﬁc to the intro-openness
may be needed, and this mixture may generate an architecture that must be
understood at a level diﬀerent from that of our open systems which we usually
treat as mathematical objects. The world in depth is potential, potentially
inﬁnite for architectures, so we can’t say to the extent that it still has its own
architecture. The architecture of our universe seen at the level of depths is the
informational and phenomenologically intentional structure, as a whole, both
inscribed in what we believe to be computer science. The information of the
laws of the universe is based on more complex information, partly mathematically descriptive, partly not.
Economists and sociologists are slowly coming to such conclusions regarding
the description of the economy and society. Among these can be cited ﬁrst of all
N. Georgescu-Roegen [28] for whom the capacity to comprehend mathematics
is limited in relation to economic and social processes, especially in terms of
their dynamics.
The architecture of society is therefore only in the ﬁrst approximation, but very,
very important, which I said in the previous paragraph, but by introducing the
component elements, society transcends its architecture, by its ability to decide
its spatio-temporal architectural constraints with enough freedom by its management structures but also by the potential to ﬁnd ways to the fundamental
material resources of existence. It is this second agreement that could also
inﬂuence the architecture of society in the future in the sense of the previous
paragraph.
The open and intro-open system has an architecture and can be an architecture
creator, the open system has only architecture.
5. In this session, Prof. Cartianu, Edmond Nicolau, Solomon Marcus and
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Mariana Belis, refer to psychological and psychological informational processes.
Between the nervous and the psychic, a discipline like psychophysiology [33]
seeks to establish a connection. Functional models of the nervous system and
the brain are proposed by C. Bălăceanu, Edmond Nicolau, Gh. Cartianu [29]
et all. and functional models of the psychological level are also tried, recalling
in this direction the older contribution of S, tefan Odobleja [34] and the newer
contributions of Mihai Golu [35] [36].
I think that the whole argument in this introductory paper on the architecture
of intro-open systems and devices reaches a climax with the consideration of
psychological architecture, obviously of the man of the greatest interest. It is a
topic that we intend to develop later considering its philosophical importance
in a concept of a material ring of the material world as well as the practical
importance for functional electronics because one of its directions is that of
coupling with the human brain.
We will observe that the interface aspect of the architecture of the psychic level
is put from three points of view:
• in relation to the external space-time world, which also includes the organism that supports the psychological level
• in relation to himself or to a part of himself, from which one can follow
the rest of the psychological architecture
• in relation to computer science, a primordial substance in which the living
organism that supports the psychological level is introduced.
Elements of psychological architecture will be largely conscious consciousness,
automatic consciousness, subconscious, cognitive, aﬀective, control and monitoring modules, then what determines consciousness, etc. Psychological architecture, unexplained to this day satisfactorily neuro-cybernetic or psychophysiological, can operate with everything that constitutes psychological reality and
in these conditions new physical assumptions may prove necessary. But ﬁrst
we need models of psychological architecture going down to a certain detail
that takes into account genetic, social and creative factors. In this way we
will better understand the interaction between society and man, maybe we will
understand the philosophical foundations of civilization.
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Abstract
In the ﬁrst part, we raise the question of the philosophical setting up by nonprofessional philosophers, and of the scientiﬁc concepts posited as starting point
of their philosophical interpretation. In the second, we outline some signiﬁcances of
the concept of architecture, as telos in relation with information.
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Introduction
From the standpoint of knowledge, a paper is valuable when it is positive
towards two requirements: to be consonant with the latest acquisitions in the
ﬁeld of research in that moment and to be daring in front of them – for this
reason being worthwhile in actuality or potentially for the ﬁeld as such – and
to be heuristic, i.e. to allow or even induce new developments of the proposed
20
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theses. Mihai Drăgănescu’s early sketch answers to these criteria. Clearer,
even though his later philosophical construction was not (yet) promoted by the
Romanian philosophers, in the scientiﬁc approach the suggestions to go deeper
than the structures of existence were and are fruitful. And this – despite the
not yet elaborated and even understood phenomenological approach in ontology.
As it is known, the increase of information sciences and the interdisciplinary
approach in physics, chemistry, biology, linked to the mentioned sciences, have
used just the concepts and “openness” of Mihai Drăgănescu.

Concerning the degrees of openness of systems
Mihai Drăgănescu’s paper presented here once more suggests the historical character of philosophy’s precedence towards science. This precedence, commonly
illustrated by the ancient Greek philosophy as a nursery for many scientiﬁc
theories developed later, means both that it was determined by complex intellectual causes and that it was temporary. Once a scientiﬁc theory related to
a domain or problem emerged, the research in that domain or relative to that
problem must refer, for information and tackling, to that scientiﬁc theory. The
reference to previous philosophical records as a basis for that concrete research
eventually helps only if they have richer ideas and correlations which thus may
constitute new directions of the study.
Approaching our problem, we can observe that the fact that philosophy has
focused on the relationships between the external object and the contemplative
and acting subject does not mean at all that it would have frozen them in
absolute mutually external ones between two impenetrable realms. On the
contrary, the history of philosophy shows the same evolutionary path as science
does, revealing the complexiﬁcation of philosophical ideas, in the framework of
dialogue of diﬀerent philosophical standpoints
The paper’s reference to Heidegger’s “stopping in the middle of the road”,
namely, before emphasising that matter and consciousness are not separated
and that the consciousness is able to see the depth of the material world, is
a little childish. Of course Heidegger stopped: because his philosophical purpose was diﬀerent from that of some of the latter philosophy’s interest in the
bivalence of information in the structuring of the material world. As an existentialist, he obviously insisted on the strong inﬂuence of the material world
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on the subject, even on the relative autonomy of the artiﬁcial part of the material world, considered as a Gestell of man’s vulnerability. As well as – on
the creative power of man’s psyche: analysed not psychologically, but as a
result of man’s essence “in proximity of the Being”, and unfortunately only
in a solipsisti manner (in a sophisticated philosophical language, in the frame
of methodological individualism; but Hedegger transcended the simple methodological individualism in the practical realm, i.e. in the practical philosophy).
Not the idea of perspicacity of the human consciousness to be open to invisible forces and structures of the material world missed to Heidegger, but that
of the neglect of the Other: the exclusion of the social generated au fond an
insurmountable contradiction between the time marked evolution of the human being and its irrepressible essential pattern. Or, put in other way, as a
phenomenologist, Heidegger developed an ontology of man as a constitution of
his essences1 (which are objects of the ideal nature of consciousness, and not
objects in themselves), that was on the one hand closed, but on the other hand,
open because its content was given by the experience of consciousness and its
internal – external conditionality.
In its turn, according to the Husserlian tradition, philosophy as phenomenology
is the philosophy which sees the entire external conditioning of thought, that
is to say of the existence of man qua man, but which precisely pursues the way
in which thought becomes aware of all these, but also of the way in which universals are constituted. Opposed to the paper’s idea that Husserl would have
reduced phenomenology to psychology, we can underline again the idea that
whereas psychology is a science of fact, phenomenology “is a universal reﬂection, which tends to clarify and ﬁx conceptually all the intentional objects that
my consciousness can aim at”2 . So the two disciplines have diﬀerent terrains.
Husserl linked in a more rigorous way the essence, grasped by philosophy, to
the existence, than some of his successors (Heidegger and Max Sheler). But
all of them were interested not in the ability of the consciousness to grasp
its internal meanings (studied by psychology), not in its power to “sense” the
depth of matter, but in the experience of the consciousness in relation with the
experience of man and the forging of the universals. (Continuing the radical reﬂection of Husserl – and surpassing some “dogmatism” presented by Heidegger,
Merleau-Ponty, as a great phenomenologist, opposed both to idealism “which
1

2

[Sartre ’36], p. 140: the phenomenological reﬂection “seeks to grasp the essences. That
is to say, it begins by placing itself from the outset on the terrain of the universal”.
[Merleau-Ponty ’20], p70.
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make the exterior immanent to me” and to realism, which submits me “to a
causal action”, both positions “falsifying the motivational relations between
the interior and the exterior”3 ).
Letting aside the directions they arrived at, the phenomenologist mentioned
by the paper considered the consciousness as Hegel had shown, thought characterized by the distinction between the subject who thinks and, on the other
hand, the object external to him (this being even the body of the subject, and
even the consciousness, that is to say the nearest existence towards and toward
which thought inclines). Consequently, consciousness is the structure of the
opposition in the coexistence (the chiasmus, as Merleau-Ponty later showed) of
the subject and the object. Interiority oriented outwards; and becoming richer
or more speciﬁc just following its multi directional relationships with the “outside”. The phenomena as they present to the consciousness (this is the object
of phenomenology) are the “interface” of the subject and the object: an interface that includes other interfaces (language, for instance), better emphasising
the internal (consciousness / subject) and external (object) conditionality.
This critical pointing to the paper’s image about the philosophical poles it considers does not aim to criticise the author’s limits in the philosophical knowledge. What is at stake is to understand that science may begin from philosophicsal suggestions but at the same time it must autonomise itself from them and
surpass them. As an engineer fully preoccupied by the meanings of the special
domain of artiﬁcial creation of which he was a creator – microelectronics, thus
information generation, transmission and control – Mihai Drăgănescu endeavoured to develop a coherent image of these meanings. He relied, obviously, on
professional papers. But the richness of the domain of information and the beginning time of the information science itself led him to go further, projecting
hypotheses beyond the existent results of scientiﬁc theories: in philosophical
papers like that presented in this issue of Noema, and like the next The Depth
of Existence, published a year later. The paper of 1978 signalled some of these
hypotheses as they emerged as a philosophical theory in the book of 1979 and
the following.
And since Mihai Drăgănescu knew that he was adventuring beyond his specialty
3

[Merleau-Ponty ’45], p. 417. See also “the question is always to know how I can be open
to phenomena which are beyond me and which, however, only exist insofar as I take
them up and live them”, ibidem.
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– itself at the beginning – he immersed in philosophy and believed he found
landmarks and poles for his construction.
However, he used already scientiﬁcally worked concepts: like that of system,
and of open system. But instead of building on these concepts, he remained
at the philosophical outlines of Heidegger and Husserl, and of the Romanian
philosopher Constantin Noica. Of course, we discuss only a working paper that
rather advances some ideas without much elaboration. But – and not because
the paper was presented to fellow engineers – as always it did, the philosophy deserving its name should have considered also the scientiﬁc views and
concepts. Ludwig von Bertalanﬀy who wrote in English the General System
Theory: Foundations, Development, Applications (New York: George Braziller,
1968) was never mentioned, though this book scientiﬁcally explained the systems and open systems. If the General System Theory would have been mentioned, then the intro-openness – philosophically borrowed from Noica and
described as the ability of consciousness to resonate with the depth of matter
and this because it has a material support “of a new physical nature, deeper
nature”, meaning information – about the depth of the material world and its
resonance in the consciousness not only would not have been controversial but
would have gained ground.
Of course, we have to see not only what was the stage of understanding the
information – matter problem in the 70s-80s (and what is nowadays 4 ), including the problems of the consciousness, but also Mihai Drăgănescu’s goal: to
understand information beyond its “taming” trough mathematics and IT. He
was interested in the essence of information, still an open issue 5 . Anyway, he
4

Let mention that if “correlations between brain activities of two separated subjects may
occur, although no biophysical mechanism is known” [Wackermann ’03]Jiřı́ the progress
is so accelerated that a deep learning “realizes computations with deep neural networks
made from layers of mathematical functions” and that “to train deep physical neural
networks made from layers of controllable physical systems, even when the physical layers
lack any mathematical isomorphism to conventional artiﬁcial neural network layers”,
[Wright ’22]
5
Though here is not the place, it’s diﬃcult to not mention not only the quantum, atomic
and molecular bearers of information in the living (already Maupertuis spoke about
intelligent molecules), but also its semiotic and intentional functions: which once more
converge with Mihai Drăgănescu’s idea of intentionality seen as phenomenological structure of meanings. For the enlargement of the notion of information as semiosis see
[Deacon ’12], but also [Bruni ’12].
A result is not the neglect of mathematical approach of the algorithms of the logic of information, but on the contrary (and not because of practical reasons), see [Emmeche ’94];
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gave – in this paper and the following – the example of consciousness and man
as a whole (including the social coagulations of diﬀerent types and in toto) as
intro-open systems where information acted in at least two types of ways: by
directly formatting the material of structures – it being interdependent, at least
ultimately, with matter – and by assuring their interfaces, the connections and
integration of structures6 .

Concerning the architecture of systems
This comment has no atom of criticism. It only interprets the notion of architecture as it was supplied by the paper.
As it is known, the concept was borrowed by the IT because it links the structures and their functions or, philosophically expressed, reasons to be. Historically, Mihai Drăgănescu started from the possibilities of the hardware – microelectronic structures as circuits and memory cards, semiconductor materials,
chips and microprocessors – to manipulate signs, and those of the software, the
use of signs in programming7 . From this last face, the idea of appearance of the
whole machine – as a connection of the hardware and the software – involved
the principle of logical priority of the functions over the construction of the
whole. Indeed, architecture is the term that corresponds to the holism of open
systems explained by Ludwig von Bertalanﬀy through founding laws in physics
and chemistry. In IT, it reﬂects the existence of complex programmes in circuits which allow the microprogramming at diﬀerent component levels and “the
ﬂexibility of modiﬁcation and maintenance of diﬀerent microprogrammes” 8 .
while for the mathematical model of computation, Gödel suggested a vitalistic approach,
i.e. an embedded teleology, [Lethen ’20].
6
[Suteanu ’13] described man as having an in-betweenness status accessing the nodes of
the (Aristotelian) causal network of intertwining material and informational world, the
informational being not only the “formal cause” but also the eﬃcient one and the telic
one.
Concerning Mihai Drăgănescu’s paper, it’s clear today that only the enthusiasm of
conjectures making led him to consider that the psychological level opens “to the establishment of structures that it can invent”, but these structures “are not given to it from
its existing structures or received from outside”. The structures of thinking and feeling
are both given by the structures of the human brain and in their relationships with a
complex environment.
7
[S, tefan ’17].
8
Ibidem, p. 61. And, p. 62: “The structure of circuit is functionally updated by program-
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Architecture is another name of organisation – or, “administration of things”,
as Engels said a long ago – and this involves not only the clear-cut image of
the parts of systems (including systems of processes), i.e. of the elements of
structures of the systems, but at the same time the unitary, coordinated system
of semiotic control both at the level of parts and of the system9 . Organisation
is the result of organising and, as architecture is, it is the net of relationships
between all the structural elements of the system giving the appearance, the
“form” of the system.
In the technical systems – like the computing devices – the architecture is
given by the human design of the ﬁtness of structures and functions, in our
example of the ﬁtness of hardware and software, and certainly of all types of
programmes (at diﬀerent parts of the circuits). They are open systems but without autonomy from the standpoint of ﬁtness creation or of creation of correspondence of structures and functions. By deﬁning the architecture of computers
as “user-computer interface”, Mihai Drăgănescu pointed out the imperiousness
of “movers” of systems. Man is the “unmoved mover” for technical systems,
if we can borrow Aristotle’s formula from Metaphysics Λ, or, summarising it
as primary cause, man gives the telos, the what for of those systems. In other
words, man gives the form, or informs the otherwise insigniﬁcant “hylē”.
The living systems are not only open but they create autonomously their architecture. Using the model of computer, Mihai Drăgănescu showed the vehicle
of this formidable feature: information, embedded in matter and at the same
time being the trigger of its movement and development. As the architecture
of a computer is the whole computer resulted from the synthesis of microprogrammes as such and the hardware adequate to them, and thus it reﬂects or
is the ensemble of needs or intentions of the user considering the computer –
the user being the information provider from outside, formatting the whole
computer and its parts – as the architecture of living systems is formatted by
the junction of information, obviously embedded in and carried by material
structures as the atoms, molecules, cells, organs, group of organs, at all the
levels of the organism. Once designed, the computer has its architecture from
the deployment of algorithms, so from the coherent manifestation of the designed device as if this one would be autonomous. The living systems “design”
themselves as a result of the information acquired and stored both genetically
and epigenetically in their active relationships with their environment, and the
9

ming. From this point of view, electronics can only evolve as functional electronics”.
Apart from information science, see [Pagni ’16].
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“self-design” itself is not only a changing unity of all the “micro-exchanges” of
matter-information designs, but also a coherent unity of complex feed-backs
from both the bottom of diﬀerent types of micro-designs to the top of the comprising organism, and from the top to bottom. This complex integration of
diﬀerent types of sub-systems in and with the system of organism is like the
Russian dolls toy transformed into a model when information ﬂows transcend
the sub-systems in complex interfaces.
The holism of the living is created by the information ﬂows constituting in
forces/tendencies aiming to keep the integral organism,plus the local ﬂuxes (at
the level of the “hardware” – cells, organs, groups of cells/organelles), plus
the ﬂuxes at inferior levels (chemical reactions, electro-chemical signals etc.),
plus the ﬂuxes and forces at superior levels (for instance, of psychology and
cognition). The “user” is the whole living being, or the computer, or the
Descartes’ living machine or systems of machines of the human body 10 .
However, also in computer science one can “program at the level of microprogramming”, said Mihai Drăgănescu. Consequently, the information provider
infuses the formatting information in a ﬂexible manner and in an integrative
one. Information is “the key” and links diﬀerent systems because it itself is
intro-open: it has a material basis and it is purposive. And when we see the development of conjoint nonliving and living informational structures 11 , we once
more understand the far from simplicity intro-openness.
Beyond the model of the computer, Mihai Drăgănescu suggested a deep material basis, a “deep substance”: it would be, apart from his further papers,
that Aristotle’s active form simply means that successive (and concomitant)
ﬁtted into like tiles on the roof and like Russian dolls, overlapping physical,
electrical, chemical information-signals generate diﬀerent and successive formatted matter entities, from quantum to cells12 etc. The signal-information
is unique, corresponding to the unique experiences in the ﬂow of informationmatter formatting, gathers and rearranges over and over again, according to
the forces/tendencies resulted from information acting as impulses.
This complexity requires the “architect” conﬁguring/organising/arranging the
whole of systems according to their complex (intro-)openness. But the architect
10
11
12

[Bazac ’10]
[Palacios ’11].
[Koch ’99] [Koch ’04] [Fisher ’15]
[Adams ’20] [Shinhmar ’20].

[Wang ’16]

[Hamblin ’16]

[Li ’18]

[Wang ’19]
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does not make a single architecture, because as the computer “can be viewed
at diﬀerent levels”, so the technical and living systems in man’s environment
can be seen – understood – from diﬀerent perspectives, on diﬀerent aspects of
holism (and these aspects were considered, and still are, in very fragmented
views, damaging the holism). However, the accumulation of knowledge allows
the comprehension of both the information ﬂows and conﬁguration from the
balanced and necessary disequilibria at the local levels – where the fragmented
view seems useful – to those of the whole, where by transmission and interpenetration, through interface layers between systems, with higher systems / levels,
a moving synthesis realised.
The reason to be of information as such, and of information doubling of matter, was the existence of systems, and thus the functions through which the
existence of systems was assured.
Information leads to rearrangements, reordering, and already this emphasises
the local purposes, or teloi – the what for Aristotelian cause, till the superior
ones and till the telos of the whole, mutually ﬁtting into as the Russian dolls
toy. The architecture of systems is just the development of the telos of the
architects: man, but also the whole of a living system13 . And information
and information transmission means not only the architecture as appearance
or phenomenon as in its Greek etymology, but also purpose, namely, according
to the anthropological model, intentionality: related to the deployment of functions. The architecture gives the telos of systems. Finally, Mihai Drăgănescu
took over the philosophical concept phenomenology to suggest that the existence itself of the material world is related to the meanings constituted by the
information imprint of matter and by the transmission of information: “The
architecture of our universe seen at the level of depths is informational, and
phenomenologically intentional structure, as a whole”.
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Architectural Approach and the
Intro-Opening-Based
Structural-Phenomenology
Gheorghe M. S, TEFAN
Politehnica University of Bucharest

Abstract
We comment in this text on the implications that Mihai Drăgănescu’s extended architectural vision of intro-open systems can provide an eﬀective conceptual framework
for the structural-phenomenological approach imposed by limits increasingly touched
by the process of contemporary knowledge.

Introduction
In the fall of 1978, after a meeting we had with Professor Mihai Drăgănescu
to introduce him to the architecture of the system we were designing in our
research group, then when I drove him to the car that was waiting for him, he
gave me a small booklet with a title that contained an unusual word: introopening. Reading it, I understood the much wider scope of the Professor’s
intellectual preoccupations, facilitated by the special position that the ﬁeld of
electronics and computer science had and still has.
The text I am referring to – Architecture and Structure in Open and IntroOpen Systems – ﬁrst published in this issue of the journal Noema, retains its
importance 45 years from the time of its writing by the way it deals with a
31
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concept still insuﬃciently clearly ﬁxed in the ﬁeld of computer science and
sciences on which computer technology has fundamentally redirected them. It
is about the concept of architecture that electronics and computer scientists
have extended far beyond the original ﬁeld, that of builders.
In the text I discuss below, the concept of architecture is extended beyond the
realm of scientiﬁc forms of knowledge, into the realm of philosophical speculation. No less important are the comments on the limits of the architectural
approach.
After almost half a century, the reconsideration of this text may prove important in order to evaluate recent history, but also to glimpse or project the
evolutions that await us.

Into-openness
I had to wait a little over a year for the publication of the volume The Depth
of Existence (see [Drăgănescu ’97] which is the English version of the original
Romanian version [Drăgănescu ’79]) to clarify the meaning of the intro-opening.
I realized ﬁrst of all that the Professor’s thinking was not anchored in the ideology imposed by the totalitarian regime. The from-in-into triad, which took
from the non-Marxist philosopher Constantin Noica the particle into (ı̂ntru
in Romanian), provided a philosophical image of existence that lay above the
dogmatic distinction between materialism and idealism.
The mentioned triad closes a loop through the depths of existence and proposes
two types of systems: open and intro-open. The intro-opening is an opening
to the depths of existence and through it has a speculative character, but
which was imposed, in the late 1970s, by evidence from research at the limit of
knowledge.
The paper in question will focus in the following four sections on the approach
of systems, open or intro-open, from a double perspective: the conventional
structural and the emerging architectural.
The concept of intro-open system is commented on in the context of continental
philosophy by ignoring dialectical materialism. In 1978, such an attitude could
not fail to attract my attention. Moreover, it marked a turning point in the
way we approached the most subtle aspects of the electronics profession. This
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event coincided with the initiation of the Functional Electronics course in the
Faculty of Electronics, a course in which the concept of structure acquires a
signiﬁcant companion by introducing the architectural approach.
Unfortunately, even today the concept of functional electronics or the architectural approach are not clearly enough perceived in the academic environment,
let alone the industrial one. For this reason, the publication of this text written
in 1978 is timely and we hope it will have the impact it deserves.

Architecture
Frederick P. Brooks, Jr. opens the ”Architectural Philosophy” chapter written
in the volume Planing a Computing System. Project Stretch [Buchholz ’62]
with the following deﬁnition:
Computer architecture, like other architecture, is the art of determining the needs of the user of a structure and then designing to
meet those needs as eﬀectively as possible within economic and technological constraints. Architecture must include engineering considerations, so that the design will be economica1 and feasible; but the
emphasis in architecture is upon the needs of the user, whereas in
engineering the emphasis is upon the needs of the fabricator. (p.
5)
By ”engineering”, Brooks refers to the organization of the computer thus making the meaningful distinction between architecture and structure, i.s., between
the user’s view and the designer’s view.
When the complexity of a technical object exceeds a certain level, the distinction between what it has to do and how it is constructed to do what it has to
do becomes necessary. Historically, this level of complexity has been reached
ﬁrst in the ﬁeld of public construction. And so the architects and builders of
buildings appeared. The deﬁnition of functionality fell to the architect, while
the implementation of the construction fell to the construction engineer. (One
cannot speak of the architecture of a hut, but in order to build a cathedral, the
architect’s conception precedes the work of the builder.)
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The computer, through the two components that deﬁne it, the hardware and the
software, became, in the early 1960s, a suﬃciently complex entity to impose
the architecture-structure distinction.
At the end of the 1970s, Professor Mihai Drăgănescu concludes that the appearance of the microprocessor in the ﬁeld of electronics achieves the complexity
from which it can only evolve upwards through a complementary structuralarchitectural approach. Electronics products are starting to become more and
more the result of circuits tightly interleaved with information. Today, we call
this combination embedded computing. He called this approach functional
electronics1 .
After Brooks’ proposal, computer users came to use the term of architecture
in many less explicit or distorted ways. On notorious example is the wellknown example of von Neumann/Harvard architecture. In this case it cannot
be an architecture because we are dealing with an abstract model that mediates
between a mathematical model (the Turing machine that assumes ”inﬁnity” in
its deﬁnition) and an achievable physical model. The complexity of the model
(few interconnected blocks) does not reach the level at which the structurearchitecture distinction is required. Consequently, we have to talk about the
von Neumann/Harvard abstract model instead of the von Neumann/Harvard
architecture.
Mihai Drăgănescu brings the following important clariﬁcations regarding the
concept of architecture:
• the distinction structure-architecture is imposed mainly in the systems
in which an informational structure is developed (usually in the form of
programs)
• in hierarchically suﬃciently complex structured systems, architectural
hierarchies can be deﬁned that allow coherent interfacing between hierarchical levels.
The interface character of the architecture is imposed both by the binomial
physical structure - informational structure, and by the hierarchical organi1

In a discussion I had in the late 1980s, Professor suggested, without insisting, renaming
Architectural Electronics the discipline of Functional Electronics. We decided together
to keep the name of Functional Electronics in order not to reopen discussions on the
discipline that was anyway considered somewhat exotic in our faculty.
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zation of the complex systems that we add to our world (such as computer
networks).
The main eﬀect of the architectural approach is to maintain the complexity
of the systems at controllable levels. The distinction between ”what” and
”how”, which we make through architectural interfaces, simpliﬁes the path to
the implementation of complex systems. From this perspective, distinguishing
between the structure of a system and its architecture is, in the ﬁrst instance,
a way to accelerate technological progress. But beware, beyond a certain limit
of application, architectural thinking can also be an obstacle to technological
progress (see the blockage that represents the x86 architecture for the evolution
of the series of microprocessors that it describes).

National Information System
The third section of the analyzed paper applies the concept of architecture to
National Information System (NIS) and in this way to the level of the whole
society. In deﬁning the NIS architecture, the author gives priority to state
institutions, but also considers the useful functions for individuals to be taken
into account. It is a visionary attitude that was expressed in 1978 and in a
totalitarian state. Indeed, the IBM PC has been appearing and imposing itself
on individual users since 1981, and the iPhone became a universal personal
device in 2007. Prior to the 1989 events in Eastern Europe, there was no
question of (cross-border) Internet communication between individuals in a
totalitarian state.
The structure of a national network once established can support several architectural deﬁnitions. An architectural instantiation, once the structure of
the network is functional, can also be produced through a process of selforganization, but then we cannot be sure that it will serve society and individuals. Mihai Drăgănescu considers the problem of establishing an NIS architecture to be diﬃcult and without a solution in a predictable interval. In this
sense we quote:
The NIS architecture is the one that stands in front of the society as
a system, the architecture must correspond to the type of society we
choose, even within the socialist system. That is why the problem
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of architecture is so diﬃcult. We have possible structures but the
architecture is not deﬁned.
The historical evolution of the last decades shows us that the architecture associated with the structure of communication networks has evolved chaotically
under the rule of corporate criteria, neither those of the state nor those of the
individual.
For Mihai Drăgănescu, the problem of the architecture of communication networks was unresolved and, unfortunately, it is the same today. Maybe that’s
how it should stay !?
Things get complicated when Mihai Drăgănescu wonders if society as a whole
can have an architecture. Once the information-controlled processes gain an
important weight, the society will also have to appropriate an architecture.
This was not the case in 1978, but the author concludes:
”The society being, in a certain sense a system, comprising information, it also has an architecture. ... The political implications
are obvious, nothing is more political in computer science than the
NIS architecture.”

Architecture of the human brain
The relationship between the concept of architecture and the functioning of the
human brain is made by Mihai Drăgănescu in correlation with the concepts of
artiﬁcial intelligence and intro-opening.
Starting from the architecture of computing systems, the ﬁeld of artiﬁcial intelligence is the one that brings us closer to the ﬁeld of brain functioning. On the
other hand, the intro-opening of the brain to the depths of existence will lead
us to what might be called the architecture of the depths. In other words, the
chain of computer, AI, natural intelligence, connection through intro-opening
to the depths leads us to pose the problem of the architecture of deep reality.
The previous chain forces us to gradually move from formal representations to
non-formal representations consistent with an unrestricted approach to formal
structuralism.
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A system that is open and intro-open in the same time can be architecturally
creative in the vision of Mihai Drăgănescu. In the volume that will appear
after this communication was held at the Academy of RSR, at the end of
1979 [Drăgănescu ’79], this particularly surprising speculation will be further
developed and argued.
Thus, according to Mihai Drăgănescu, the human brain is equipped with an
architecture which allows an intimate connection through intro-opening with
deep reality with consequences that exceed the most spectacular aspirations
of the pre-Baroque alchemists. This role given to the architecture of introopen systems comes from an original philosophical approach that will be developed by the author in the coming decades. Man, society and the universe
will be approached by Mihai Drăgănescu from the perspective of a structuralphenomenological philosophy, which is why he concludes:
”For man, society and the universe, therefore, the problem of architecture arises diﬀerently because these are intro-open systems.”
How diﬀerent? So diﬀerent that the mechanisms of knowledge will have to approach processes that go beyond formal-structuralism. The functions by which
an intro-open system architecture is established will have to admit, in addition
to formal deﬁnitions, non-formal deﬁnitions that describe the behaviors of some
trans-systemic entities.

Architectural approach of psychological and psychological
informational processes
At the end of the paper MD considers:
”I think that the whole argument in this introductory paper on the
architecture of intro-open systems and devices reaches a climax with
the consideration of psychological architecture, obviously of the man
of the greatest interest.”
hoping that:
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”In this way we will better understand the interaction between society and man, maybe we will understand the philosophical foundations of civilization.”
We cannot fail to notice that the proposed architectural approach represents
for Mihai Drăgănescu in 1978, in a totalitarian social system based on an indisputable Marxist ideology, the way in which we have the chance to lay the
foundations of a philosophy of civilization. What civilization? The question
gets only an implicit answer based on an understanding of what the architectural approach entails. Without explicitly saying so, the author urges us to
look for the foundations of knowledge and creation far beyond what totalitarian
dogmatism oﬀered.

Concluding remarks
The extension of architectural approaches beyond computer science allowed
Mihai Drăgănescu in the following decades to initiate, inspired by [Kato ’99],
the use of category theory as a mathematical tool to support the structuralphenomenological approach [Drăgănescu ’00]. The fact that an architectural
description is focused on functional aspects, on the one hand, and the possibility
that a category may contain non-formal elements, on the other hand, facilitates
the connection of the architectural approach with category theory for structuralphenomenological applications.
The relevance of the text that we bring to the attention of the scientiﬁc community is to be manifested because the complexity of the investigated realities
reaches limits from which, starting from the strictly structural-formal approach,
it is no longer possible. The concept of architecture, based on functional descriptions, allows the control of complexities that structural descriptions cannot
control.
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Engineer Varadi Ernest, a Resercher,
Inventor and Polyhistor in Bihor County
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Abstract
In this paper the professional career of engineer Ernest Varadi (1910-1997) is presented. Engineer Ernest Varadi was employed almost all of his life at the Voivozi
Mining Company, Derna sector, the local bituminous shale exploitation in Bihor
County, Romania. He discovered a special oil named Polar Oil. He was a genuine
researcher and inventor.
Keywords: bituminous shale, bituminous sand, Polar Oil, Ernest Varadi, chemistry
and mining interdisciplinary research, psychological reactions to absolute tragedies
marking the personal life.
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Introduction
The geographical characteristics of Bihor County allowed mining to appear
here as well. Gold, copper and iron mining in the Băit, a, Vas, cău area has been
known since ancient times1 . In the last decades of the 19th century, as part of
the general modernisation process promoted by the Austro-Hungarian Empire,
geological prospecting discovered a rich area of bituminous sand and shale
in the Derna-Tătărus, i area. As a result, in 1874 began the exploitation and
utilisation of this resource in the area. In 1880, the Magyar Aszfalt company
was established and the processing of bituminous sand began in two factories in
Derna and Tătărus, i2 . Between 1908 and 1910 these two factories renewed their
installations and machinery and became real reﬁneries. They produce bitumen,
asphalt board and mineral oils. Parallel with the exploitation and processing
of bituminous sand, the exploitation of lignite developed in the Voivozi area.
After nationalisation, all mining units in the area were taken over by the Voivozi
Mining Company.
Let’s stop for a moment at the Băit, a Bihor area. At the end of the First
World War, the mining of molybdenum and bismuth are dominant in the Băit, a
area. Between 1938 and 1939 the ﬁrst molybdenum enrichment unit was built.
Prospecting over the area revealed the existence of uranium in the Băit, a3 area
as well.
Here, on this Bihorean land, began his professional activity engineer Varadi
Ernest, who later became a renowned bituminous shale specialist; and remained
here until his death.
1
2

3

[Fodor ’19] pp. 32, 35, 40, 44, 45; and [Ripoşan ’19] pp. 63, 65.
Mining in the present Bihor County at the end of the 19th century is presented in detail
by K. Nagy Sándor in [Nagy ’84].
https://fnme.ro/_files/Mineritul%20uranifer%20in%20Romania.pdf
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Who was engineer Varadi Ernest?
Varadi Ernest4 was born on 15 February 1910 in Oradea to parents Edmund
(Ödön) and Viorica-Reghina Taglict. His detailed biography was written by the
professor and publicist Iosif Popa, who was a close friend of his 5 . His father
was a leading lawyer of this city located on the river Cris, ul Repede. Varadi
Ödön had been elected for more than three decades to the leadership of the
Bar Association of Oradea, serving for many years as the president of the Bar.
He served in the First World War and wrote the book of remembrance for the
regiment in which he fought in the war. He ﬁnally reached the rank of Reserve
Colonel.
His mother belonged to a wealthy noble family from Făgăras, . This family
owned a thousand hectares of arable land and forests, a horse stud farm at
Sâmbăta and a glass factory in Turda. During their marriage, the Varadis
accumulated considerable wealth, including several premises in the central area
of Oradea.
The young Varadi started his studies at the Jewish High School in Oradea and
was a top student. After ﬁnishing high school, Ernest Varadi decided to study
chemistry against his parents’ wishes to pursue a career as an economist. This
decision was based on the experience when the young Varadi participated in a
high school chemistry competition and won ﬁrst prize.
For higher education, he opted for the universities in Western Europe, especially Germany. Thus the young Varadi chose the Polytechnic Institute in
Dresden, where he graduated in 1935 with a degree in chemical engineering
and mineralogy. He returned to Oradea and married the only daughter of the
well-known businessman of Oradea, Ullman Adolf. They had two sons together.
The Ullmans lived in Oradea, in a representative palace built in the Secessionist
style. This palace still exists today and is known to the people of Oradea as
the Ullman Palace.
4

5

Ernest is the surname on the Romanian ID card and he was known by that name. The
original surname is Ernő. Varadi is the name on the Romanian identity card and he was
known by that name. The original name is Váradi and means “from Oradea”.
[Pop ’04] pp. 64-65.
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Memories from youth
In an interview with Ms. Balla Tünde6 , Varadi Ernest says: ”My family has
its roots in Transylvania since the 17th century. My grandfather was a teacher
and wrote several books. A member of my family, dr. Huszar Ervin, was a
Roman Catholic priest. In the last years of his life he lived in Budapest. I
visited him several times and had the opportunity to discuss many diﬀerent
topics with him. I had a very pleasant childhood. My parents did everything
for me. My father wanted me to become a lawyer, but I was not attracted
by this profession. I started to fall in love with chemistry instead. I had even
built a small laboratory where I did experiments. Do you know why I loved
chemistry? Because it represents the essence of the exact sciences and the
experiments are independent of human malevolence and stupidity!”

Starting life in production
After graduating from the Polytechnic Institute in Dresden, Varadi returns to
Bihor and starts his professional activity in Băit, a. He ﬁrst studies molybdenum
ore and the radioactivity content of some minerals in the Apuseni Mountains.
He sends samples to specialised laboratories in Germany and Switzerland. It
was during this period that Ernest Varadi begins a fruitful collaboration with
his former university colleagues, a partnership which continued for many years
after the end of the war.

Transfer to Derna
In 1941, at the wish of his parents to be together during the war, he settled as an
engineer at the Derna-Tătărus, i7 mining operation in Bihor county. About this
decision Varadi Ernest tells the following in the above mentioned interview:
”For me it was a satisfaction that I was appreciated in Băit, a. We mined
molybdenum and bismuth. Later we also discovered uranium. Since we did
6

Interviu cu Varadi Ernest: Experient, ele sunt independente de reaua voint, ă a omului
”
s, i de prostie” (Interview with Varadi Ernest : ”Experiments are independent of human
malevolance and stupidity”), by Balla Tünde, published in [Balla ’98] pp. 65-68.
7
The area became part of Northern Transylvania taken over by Hungary.
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not have a processing plant, we resorted only to uranium enrichment. After the
Vienna Award8 my parents did not want us to live in two diﬀerent countries 9 . So
I decided to be transferred to Derna. Now I declare that I made a big mistake
leaving Băit, a10 . Since Germany had acquired the Molybdenum Preparation
Plant11 and needed specialists. They wanted me to return even though they
knew I was Jewish. They also promised me a world passport. Unfortunately,
my return to Derna did not save my parents from Auschwitz 12 . Why did I not
emigrate at an opportune moment? I did not want to leave my parents. If we
look at the road we have travelled throughout our lives, we see that it is full
of obstacles, crossroads and dead ends. Who knows where I would have ended
up if I had emigrated?”
Engineer Varadi had worked as an engineer at Derna. Then, with the German
occupation of Hungary and the installation of the Szálasi government, in the
summer of 1944 he was sent to a labour detachment. This detachment was
established in Tileagd, in a bituminous sand processing factory. Because of his
skills, engineer Varadi hoped that he would escape alive. But in October 1944
he was deported to Auschwitz with his family. He survived. ”Varadi had a
cold and withdrawn nature, communication was hard for him, especially after
1944 when he lost both his parents, his wife and two sons13 in the Holocaust
at Auschwitz.”

Life after liberation
After the end of the war, engineer Varadi returned to Derna 14 and was welcomed with open arms. Since during the war his engineer’s diploma was conﬁscated and disappeared, he was employed as an engineer by special order of
8

Second Vienna Award, September 1940.
Oradea became part of Northern Transylvania taken over by Hungary.
10
The area remained part of Romania.
11
The Agreement between Romania and Germany, signed on 27 November 1940, provided
for the establishment of joint Romanian-German companies in all areas of economic life.
12
His parents were deported to Auschwitz after the German occupation of Hungary on 19
March 1944 and the installation of the Sztójay government.
13
Local Council, Municipality of Oradea, Bihor County, Romania, Hotărâre privind acordarea Titlului de Cetăt, ean de onoare al municipiului Oradea” – post mortem – lui
”
Varadi Ernest (Decision on granting the title of ”Honorary Citizen of Oradea” - post
mortem - to Varadi Ernest), Oradea, 29 September 2005.
14
The area became again part of Romania.
9
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the Ministry of Mines. He resumed research in the ﬁeld of bituminous sand
mining. In Derna he set up his own laboratory in the production section. He
succeeded in producing numerous products for road construction, a wide range
of mineral oils and a wide range of products for the cold-technical aggregate
and borehole industries. And oils for the engines of certain means of transport
as well. Road building materials have been exported to many countries and
were highly valued by importers. The products from Derna were superior to
those produced by traditional companies in the ﬁeld. Also from bitumen was
produced a wide range of coloured asphalts, replacing the wood stain needed
by furniture factories. Various cosmetic products were also produced.
Engineer Varadi immersed himself in his work and his passion for chemistry,
but became extremely withdrawn and very quiet. The loss of his family at
Auschwitz left a permanent mark on him.

The discovery of the Polar Oil
Research and hard work have led to a great achievement. He discovered a
special mineral oil called Polar Oil: it had special properties because it did not
freeze even at -63 degrees Celsius. With the help of this oil, the Russians made
their ﬁrst ﬂight over the North Pole to America in the winter of 1952. This
discovery earned engineer Varadi the Order of Labour Glory 3rd Class and the
Laureate of the State Prize in 1953.
In the interview with journalist Balla Tünde a few months before his death,
engineer Varadi said the following about this period of his life: ”In Derna I have
managed to prepare a particularly valuable and cost-eﬀective material from
bituminous sand. We have exported it to the United States, West Germany,
Greece, Yugoslavia and Hungary. In Hungary we have supplied the special oil
for all refrigeration plants and appliances. We also solved special problems. In
the ﬁrst years after the war, the Oradea Electric Plant had no transformer oil.
I managed to prepare this special oil from the oil prepared in Derna-Tătărus, i. I
received the State Prize for my contribution to the production of Polar Oil from
bituminous sand. I named it Polar in order give it a commercial name. With
this oil I could produce low temperatures, even - 40 degrees Celsius. I always
wanted to be mentioned that this product was made from the Derna-Tătărus, i
bituminous sands”.
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”We also had some funny moments,” says engineer Varadi. ”A specialist who
had not had any inventions yet, wanted me to collaborate on one of his projects.
I turned him down. Once I made up a joke, which my superiors got angry about.
What did I do? In one of my papers, I listed Macsek Antonius as a collaborator.
Once at Voivozi a self-righteous man asked me who this collaborator was. I told
him that this collaborator is my cat, who is always by my side. The gentleman
grew angry”.

Work as a manager
As an engineer, Varadi Ernest was also a good organizer, in today’s language –
a manager. In fact, this skill is essential when objectives can only be achieved
by teams of workers and technicians.
In addition to his research work, Varadi provided technical assistance in the
construction of new industrial units in which his inventions were applied. This
was the case at the Asphalt Board Factory in S, imleul Silvaniei. At the same
time, he was directly involved in ﬁnding suppliers for export products, even in
negotiating prices.

Engineer Varadi and polymers
The publicist Iosif Pop and the professor Iosif Popa15 claimed that Varadi
Ernest was the ﬁrst ﬁddle in the group of academics who prepared Elena Ceausescu’s diploma for entry into the ranks of scientists. They also claimed that
engineer Varadi discovered polymers.
In view of the above I claim that the polymer was already known in the 1930s.
Thus, it was not engineer Varadi who discovered the polymer. On the other
hand, Elena Ceaus, escu obtained her doctorate in science in 1968. Her doctoral
thesis was entitled Stereospeciﬁc Polymerisation of Isoprene. The thesis has
scientiﬁc value because the process described in it, which produces a cheap
synthetic rubber, was used in industry at the Ones, ti and Brazi plants. After
1989, no one wanted to take credit for the thesis. But this thesis has nothing to
do with the ﬁeld in which Varadi worked. We also have no information on his
15

[Popa ’07], pp. 1-13.
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participation in the academic group. Therefore, I consider that Varadi Ernest
had no contribution to this thesis.

Fire in the laboratory
Engineer Varadi was extremely quiet and passionate about his work. He retired
in 1972, but had a desire to work after retirement, regardless of age. And, if
we consider the study written after 1990 preserved in my archive, he did work
indeed.
Documents of particular importance that would have attested to the value of his
work burned in a devastating ﬁre in 1993, a ﬁre that the inventor characterized
as having been set by a criminal hand in order to erase all evidence of his
work16 . He had to ﬁnd shelter in Derna. He found it with the Alexandru-Ioan
Juca family, where he actually lived for four years in the last period of his life.
The Juca family also became the legal heirs desired and accepted by Ernest
Varadi.
In the above mentioned interview, Balla Tünde noted the following: ”In intellectual solitude I found the famous chemist in Derna. He had not left his
lair for years. Aged, perplexed, he was waiting for the great reckoning at the
end of his life. Supported by three people, he managed to come out of his lair
and eventually we were able to talk and record his ideas and thoughts. A few
months later I learned that uncle Varadi had died on 2 September 1997.”
Engineer Varadi wanted a good part of his inheritance, of which he had been
given a part17 , to beneﬁt the needy, the elderly, and children who showed special
skills. He is buried in the cemetery of Derna.

Opinions of those who knew him, noted by Iosif Popa
Engineer Emil Mierlus, că tells us that Varadi was often summoned to Bucharest.
”But he was discreet, so I never found out the purpose of his visits”. Varadi,
16
17

ibidem.
In the post-1990 retrocession fever, engineer Varadi was impulsed to ask for his fortune
to be returned. Obviously not for himself.
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when he dreamed something at night, would wake up and go to the laboratory
in his pyjamas.
Elisabeta Cuc met him in S, imleul Silvaniei, when he was giving technical assistance to the commissioning of an asphalt board factory. She learned from
Ernest Varadi that he had been to the Royal Palace the day before, where the
gates were open.
Irma Rosser, his housekeeper for the last few years, has listened patiently for
many days to Varadi’s many testimonies about his and his parents’ intellectual
preoccupations. She recalled that in her parents’ house in the centre of Oradea,
12 Parcul Traian Street, real cultural meetings were held. Octavian Goga and
Ady Endre were also present at many of these meetings. The family had an
important library.

Other opinions
The author of this article keeps the notes of his former colleague, engineer
Vesselenyi Gyula Tibor from 20 March 2012, in which the following can be
read: ”Chemical engineer Varadi Ernest was the technologist, manager and
administrator of the Derna-Tătărus, i reﬁnery for years. He lived and worked
like a true scientist. He had a great prestige, especially in the 70s and 80s of
the 20th century. He had at his disposal day and night a car and a special
driver”. But these memories appeared earlier in the local newspaper Bihari
Naplo at 10 February 200418 .
Engineer Dimeny Aron, from Derna, had close, even friendly relations with
Varadi Ernest. ”Engineer Varadi was very familiar with the technology of processing bituminous sand and bituminous shale. Later the unit processed various
materials procured from the oil reﬁnery in Suplac de Barcău. From these he
was able to obtain various special oil products,” concludes engineer Dimeny his
memories. After the ﬁre in the laboratory, engineer Dimeny managed to keep
a study by Varadi that was in the ﬁnal stages of completion 19 .
18
19

[Vessellenyi ’04]
Studiu privind elaborarea tehnologiilor de exploatare a zăcămintelor de substant, e minerale utile situate sub nivelul hidrostatic ı̂n condit, ii hidrogeologice diﬁcile s, i foarte diﬁcile
prin stabilizare. (Study on the development of technologies for the exploitation of useful
mineral deposits located below the hydrostatic level in diﬃcult and very diﬃcult hydro-
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Actions of Varadi Ernest’s sympathizers
In December 2004, the Familia Română (Romanian Family) magazine published an article entitled Varadi Ernest, inventator de talie mondială, la 95 ani
de la nas, tere (Varadi Ernest, world-class inventor, 95 years after his birth). The
author Iosif Pop writes the following: ”Now, 95 years after the birth and seven
years after the death of Ernest Varadi, those close to him wish to make his life
and the merits of his scientiﬁc research better known and to eternalize his memory. We would like our thoughts to be collected in a book-documentary. In this
regard we are taking the necessary steps to ensure that Dr. Eng. Ernest Varadi
is proposed post-mortem - Honorary Citizen of Oradea and Derna”, concludes
Iosif Pop20 .
The action was successful and therefore on 29 September 2005 the title of
Honorary Citizen of Oradea - post mortem - was awarded to Varadi Ernest.
In October 2007, a large-scale action of sympathisers took place: 97 years since
the birth and 10 years since the death of chemical engineer Varadi Ernest. At
the synagogue in Oradea a memorial service and a session of scientiﬁc communications was held, honouring the life and work of the commemorated. Several
university professors and engineers who knew his work, praised him. An exhibition of photographs and documents was then opened, entitled Un Einstein
al Bihorului (An Einstein of Bihor), depicting diﬀerent moments in the life of
this scientist. The exhibition also included a voluminous folder of articles and
reports. The events were honoured by a large audience.

Interviews conducted in January 2022
Tiberiu Bălănean, a geologist-mineralogist reported the following: ”I was a
colleague of engineer Varadi for a considerable period of time (between 1965
and 1985). I knew him as a chemical engineer, endowed with outstanding
qualities, who led the work at the Derna laboratory with great skill. He created
an outstanding team and knew how to collaborate with masters and foremen.
He had many notes, but they were indecipherable. On specimens and samples

20

geological conditions through stabilization (fragment). The document is currently in my
archive.
[Pop ’04].
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he applied hieroglyphic-like marks, which were not visible. He did multiple
experiments with the help of the group of workers, but it was only him who
knew the ﬁnal goal. He knew the geological composition of the Derna-Tătărus, i
area perfectly.
I admired him for his hard work, tenacity and perseverance. He had many
connections with German companies. He had a great knowledge of industrial
chemistry. He was appreciated and protected by the company management.
He was given a free hand and a large degree of freedom in research. In 1991
he was visited by former colleagues from Israel. The colleagues invited him to
Israel, but he declined the invitation.
He was often invited to Bucharest, especially to the Ministry. But he was very
discreet and did not divulge any information about these visits. Although he
was very quiet, I managed to get close to him and was able to help him in many
matters. He was a true researcher and inventor.
He had a tousled haircut that resembled the great scientist Einstein’s haircut.
Thus, for us engineer Varadi became an ’Einstein of Bihor’, as a sign of our
appreciation and sympathy for both Varadi and Einstein”.
Engineer Teodor Cladovan was for many years director of the Suplac de Barcău
Crude Oil Reﬁnery. ”I met engineer Varadi relatively late, Mr. Cladovan
began telling his memories. Our collaboration started after the bituminous
sand exploitation in Derna was reduced in the 1970s and 1980s. Engineer
Varadi wanted to continue his research and asked for our help in securing the
bituminous shale for him. We have been delivering it to him regularly, but in
smaller quantities. Mr. Varadi was pleased with this collaboration, because the
Suplac deposit was superior to the Derna deposit and our relationship became
more collegial and closer.
Our collaboration was fruitful because Mr. Varadi was a fair partner with a
great intelligence and a wide technical knowledge. He relied on a keen mind,
ambition, perseverance and patience. Considered to have been a true researcher
and inventor”.
Engineer Lengyel György served as chief engineer at the Suplac de Barcău
Reﬁnery for quite a long time. ”During this period I worked with engineer
Varadi and got to know him quite well,” says Lengyel. He dedicated his whole
life to bituminous shale research. The discovery of the Polar Oil was also a
moral success for engineer Varadi. He was a true polyhistor and had a great
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general knowledge. He did not go after positions and thus he remained in Derna
all his life. He gave no importance to written documents that is why we have
almost nothing available. Both the ﬁre in the laboratory and the deplorable
state of the Voivozi Mining Company archives contributed to this situation.
We must keep his memory as a polyhistorian, researcher and inventor”.

Conclusion
Engineer Varadi Ernest devoted his whole life to the profession of chemical
engineering. He was in love with chemistry, considering it the essence of the
exact sciences, and the experiments, ”independent of human malevolance and
stupidity”, gave him great satisfaction and always motivated him. But he was
also a mineralogist and, as he noted in the Study below, he was convinced
that the problems of mineral exploitation and the discovery of new substances
could only be achieved in ”the areas of contact between the chemical and mining
disciplines”. He was a specialist who was very familiar with the bituminous
shale deposits in the Derna-Tătărus, i area and sought to exploit them as much
as possible. He remained faithful to this region of Bihor County, and carried
on the fame of the Derna-Tătărus, i area. He could have emigrated at any time,
but he felt at home in Derna. The discovery of the Polar Oil crowned his
professional activity. He was a modest man, he did not go after positions
and was always respected by the leaders of Voivozi and the Ministry of Mines.
He was endowed with a brilliant mind and great intelligence. The loss of
his family in the Holocaust was for him a tragedy which cannot be described
in words. This explains why he became very withdrawn and, in his old age,
very gloomy. He was surrounded by enigmas. He proved that through hard
work and perseverance a man can overcome hardship and achieve results in his
professional career. His behaviour suggested the idea that his thoughts went
beyond the ordinary material horizon. A perfect peace of mind reigned there.
The memories of him trigger further questions. Faced with these memories,
the importance of the openness of his research and communication becomes
clearer to us, as well as the need to store information related to research and
application, the link between research and circumscribed scientiﬁc knowledge
and, on the other hand, inter- and multidisciplinarity, the power of science to
generate culture.
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BOOK REVIEW

Mihail C. Roco, William S. Bainbridge,
Bruce Ton), George Whitesides (Eds.):
Convergence of Knowledge, Technology and
Society: Beyond Convergence of
Nano-Bio-Info-Cognitive Technologies,
Springer, 2013
S, tefan TRĂUS, AN-MATU
Politehnica University of Bucharest

The main ideas of this noteworthy volume are that there is an evolutionary process
toward convergence, which started with nanotechnology, and that this process needs
a new stage, involving knowledge and technology, for the beneﬁt of society (CKTS),
as a desideratum for progress, in general, and for establishing a future knowledge
society, in particular. Starting from these ideas, the editors mention that the book is
a study aiming at proposing solutions for challenges such as accelerating technological
progress, increasing economic productivity, stimulating creativity and innovation. An
important aim is directed toward improving human life: healthcare, education, and
enhancing human physical and cognitive potential, the latter aim being linked to the
development of a cognitive society, which we may see in a transhumanist perspective.
CKTS is considered as a third stage of convergence, after those of nanotechnology
(which included a convergence of research and development in biology, chemistry,
physics, electrical engineering, etc.) followed by the convergence of nanotechnology,
biotechnology, information, and cognitive technologies (NBIC). This evolution also
involves, after each stage of convergences, spreads/divergences of the achievements.
The study is based on the results of a series of ﬁve workshops held from November
2011 to October 2012 in the USA, South America, Europe, and Asia, involving, in
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brainstorming sessions, experts from all over the world, covering academia, industry,
government, and NGOs, some of them being authors of the book’s chapters.
The book has a comprehensive introduction, ten chapters conceptually grouped in
two parts, references, and appendices. Each chapter has the same sequence of sections: Changes of vision over the past decade and vision for the next decade; advances in last decade and current status; goals for the next decade; infrastructure
needs; R&D strategies; conclusions and priorities; R&D impact on society; examples
of achievements and convergence paradigm shifts; description of the panels during
the workshops dedicated to the chapter’s topic.
The ﬁrst part of the book contains four chapters, which present platforms for convergence. The ﬁrst chapter is dedicated to the foundational tools (NBIC), mainly
considering nanoelectronics, brain imagery (and brain modeling), and cognitive computing. The main subject of the second chapter is the relation between humans and
technology: human-robot interaction, arts and culture in the context of multi-player
online role-playing computer games (MMOs), digital government, post-industrial society, and the extreme post-humanist idea of mind uploading. Monitoring and management of environmental problems is the subject of the third chapter, speciﬁc topics
being water management, global ”nano-geobiochemistry”, global climate-change, and
Spaceship Earth Mission Control Center. The last chapter of the ﬁrst part discusses
several means for achieving the convergence ideals.
The second part of the book contains six chapters dedicated to the implications of
the envisioned convergences. The ﬁfth chapter discusses the implications for health:
health monitoring, cancer detection and treatment, regenerative medicine and advanced prosthetics, new types of vaccines (this last topic being now very well known
for us after the success of the new vaccines against Covid-19). The sixth chapter is
dedicated to human cognition and cognitive society: cognitive technologies and the
understanding of human cognition, with the aim of construction of the “cognome”
(“the rule set that subserves decision making”), a new concept that is introduced
starting from an analogy to the “genome”.
The relation between manufacturing and social sciences is the subject of the seventh
chapter, with examples from ethnomethodology applied to computer science (in an
Xerox PARC case study), and wearable computers and sensors. The eight chapter
discusses about education, giving also details about many universities and research
institutes involved in NBIC and CKTS. Problems of water, agriculture, food, energy,
minerals, materials, climate change, and environment related to a sustainable society
and how knowledge and technology can contribute are the topic of the ninth chapter.
Eventually, in the last chapter are presented directions for the governance of the
convergence in the considered domains.
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The CKTS studies presented in the book are the result of an amazing collective
work of a considerable number of experts from various domains, covering a wide
range of topics, following the very generous and ambitious aim of converging eﬀorts
for achieving the progress and well-being of humanity. The reader may ﬁnd stateof-the-art achievements in many domains that are considered for a convergence, a
non-exhaustive enumeration being: electronics, semiconductor manufacturing, nanotechnology, noninvasive brain imagining, biology, cyber security, risk management,
human-robot interaction, computer games, wellness-focused medicine, oncology, climate change, and administration. Moreover, ideas for managing convergences are
proposed, including details for the domains of education and government.
The book puts a lot of emphasis on nanotechnologies and their convergence with
other technologies and knowledge for the development of a cognitive society and
cognitive science. Many pertinent analysis and proposals may be found, relevant
examples are included. Nevertheless, due to the complexity of the subject, it is
normal that it is hard to cover everything, and some subjects are inherently less
considered. For example, one of the main domains of cognitive science, artiﬁcial
intelligence (AI) could have a wider extent in the book, as it is in a subsequent
paper of the main editor of the book [Roco, 2020]. This fact is now very important because, since the publishing of the book, it is said that we entered in the
AI era, which may be considered that it converges with the cognitive society visioned by the CKTS book. Moreover, the new concept of cognome, introduced in
Section 6.3.2, which needs further clariﬁcations, might be viewed related to the approaches of developing knowledge bases in the symbolic AI. Furthermore, in the
recent years, major advancements were obtained due to the achievements in deep artiﬁcial neural networks such as Convolutional Neural Networks (Gu et al., 2018) and
Transformers [Vaswani et al., 2017], enhanced also by hardware implementations like
the tensor processing units (https://semiengineering.com/knowledge_centers/
integrated-circuit/ic-types/processors/tensor-processing-unit-tpu/).
A central concept of the book is the future cognitive society. One interesting, related
idea is the proposal for creating and implementing higher-level, multidomain languages (Section 4.3.2), music being one suggestion of the authors. I agree that music
is an universal language, known from ages. However, I would add to it the human,
natural language, which is an universal way of communication (especially now, on the
social networks), and it suits in an important way the desired requirements, particularly in the new context, in which natural language processing (including language
translation) is one of the main domains of AI, which beneﬁciated from the achievements of deep artiﬁcial neural networks in the last decade. In fact, computational
linguistics has a central position in a cognitive society, and it should be included in
a CKTS vision.
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Convergence seen as a mean for evolution is the driving idea of the book. In addition,
divergence processes are discussed as following convergences, spreading the achievements in many applications. An example emphasized in the book are smart phones,
a remarkable achievement of a convergence of nanotechnologies, materials science,
communication, and cognitive science, which had as consequence divergences in the
direction of a large number of applications with major implications on the society.
However, divergences should be considered not only as a ”by product”, they may
have the role of generating contradictions driving to the need of a new convergence,
fact that should be considered in the proposed framework in the book. Divergences
may be viewed as having the same importance as convergences, as Mikhail Bakhtin
exempliﬁed by the analogy of centrifugal-centripetal forces [Bakhtin, 1981].
Arts, Humanities, and Culture, which are major elements of any human society, are
brieﬂy considered in the CKTS framework, and they would need more attention. I
appreciated the proposal of music as a high-level, multidomain language in Section
4.3.2, but the only other discussion about art that I remarked is the case study of
convergence in computer games, in Section 2.8.1. In fact, a discussion on the human
nature would have been very useful, especially in the context of the proposed posthumanist, controversial project of mind uploading (Section 2.8.4). Moreover, the
considerations about art and culture are important also because some new products
and technologies may be successful if they take into account a speciﬁc culture and
have artistic design, as was the case, for example, of the iPod revolution.
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SIGNAL

Newton Lee (ed.): The Transhumanism
Handbook, Springer, 2019

The word “transhuman” ﬁrst appeared in Dante’s Divine Comedy (Paradise, Canto
I). It escribes the fate of the human body from the eschatological perspective. In the
contemporary acceptance of the term, from the fact that we have no say in our births,
we cannot ignore the fact that due to the evolution of science and technology, we
can now aspire to live longer, healthier and more capable. The fundamental question
that arises is what is the price and, depending on it, what are the limits that this
process must accept.
In the volume we report, the editor gathers the contribution of over 70 authors who
express themselves from the most diﬀerent positions on the phenomenon that falls
under the term of transhumanism. The main topics covered relate to the following
issues:
• the whole picture of transhumanism is described from both secular and religious points of view
• artiﬁcial general intelligence and superintelligence are explained and demistiﬁed to give a realistic picture of the possibilities and limitations of these emerging technologies
• provides a realistic picture of the radical expansion of life and rejuvenation to
avoid unjustiﬁed expectations from the perspective of what must remain alive
and consistently connected to existence as a whole.
• the roles of blockchain and cryptocurrency in transhumanism are explained
with pros & cons
• transhumanist economics, ethics, philanthropy, philosophy, and politics are
thoroughly examined to highlight the positive and negative implications in a
balanced way.
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Man has become too powerful to aﬀord to ignore his technological abilities. In this
regard, Max Tegmark, a professor at MIT, is quoted in the introductory text written
by the volume’s editor:
I feel we are in a race that we need to win. It’s a race between the growing
power of the technology and the growing wisdom we need to manage it.
The volume is an invitation to moderation in the use of technologies that can only
become dangerous through misuse that people promote. In this sense it is quoted
the Swedish philosopher Nick Bostrom which in a 2017 interview says:
So if there are big existential risks, I think they are going to come from
our own activities and mostly from our own inventiveness and creativity.
The volume we point out invites a well-tempered use of technologies in the transhumanist approach that cannot be and should not be avoided. From the moment
primitive man made a cane to help him walk, the process that emerges today in
the form of transhumanism began. Only our ability to discern between good and
evil is what can give the consistency of transhumanism that can improve the human
condition by keeping it naturally connected to existence.
Reading the texts in the volume we are reporting will allow us to form an opinion
on the following quote:
Transhumanism is the next logical step in the evolution of humankind,
and it is the existential solution to the long-term survival of the human
race.
Aren’t there other solutions to preserve the human race? Should the human race be
preserved forever?
Editor
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BOOK

The Secret of Geniality
Robert DJIDJIAN∗
Khachatur Abovian Armenian State Pedagogical University

Instead of abstract
This is the last part of the book THE SECRET OF GENIALITY (Yerevan, Armenia,
Noyan Tapan Printing House, 2002) written by our colleague Robert Djidjian. We
published this book not only because we all must know the philosophical research
and creation (in our domain of epistemology and philosophy of science and technology) from a wider geographic area than that provided by the established fashion in
virtue of both extra–scientiﬁc reasons and a yet obsolete manner to communicate
and value the research; but also because the book as such is living, challenging and
very instructive.
The title of the book is suggestive enough to make us to focus on an old problem:
the dialectic of the insight, of the discovery – its psychology moving between ﬂashes
of intuitions and knowledge stored in memory – and its logic of composition of
knowledge from hypotheses to their demonstration and veriﬁcation. The realm of
science is most conducive to the understanding of this dialectic and the constitution
of the ideas which are the proofs of what is the most certain for humans: the “world
3”, as Popper called the kingdom of human results of their intellection, and though
transient and perishable in both their uniqueness and cosmic fate, the only certain
proof of the reason to be of homo sapiens in the frame of multiversal existence.
Therefore, the power to create is the secret of the human geniality, and how to
create science is a main part of this secret.
This last part of the book is that of the Appendix the author added especially in order
to highlight the methodology of the scientiﬁc discovery and the dialectical principles
∗

Graduated in Physics, later in Philosophy; Ph.D., Professor of Epistemology at the Department of Philosophy and Logic named after Academician Georg Brutian at the Armenian
State Pedagogical University after Khachatur Abovian, Yerevan.
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of both knowledge and the world. Highlighting the big problems or theories as
”mysteries” and elucidating them by revealing the contradictions that lead to new
theories and preﬁgures not only a new basis of understanding but also new problems
makes the philosophy of science to appear here exciting as in the research of a
detective. The clear explanation of concepts, the unexpected links between domains
and between theories of diﬀerent domains, the impeccable logic of inferences, the
sense of humour and the integrative approach where the history of ideas formation is
crossed by the red thread of the methodological goal make the reading of – not only
this part but – the entire book a useful and enjoyable event for anyone. The book is
a tool in the intellectual development so necessary nowadays.
Ana Bazac
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Case 1. The mystery of demonstrative knowledge
“demonstrative knowledge is derived
from necessary principles.”
Aristotle
Science as such began by Aristotle. Yet Aristotle succeeded to present his teaching
of natural phenomena in such a demonstrative way that for almost two millennia
educated mankind was completely convinced in the truth of its principles and laws.
How could can it happen? If one is ready to be satisﬁed by a simple answer to this
mystery then the answer may sound as follows. Aristotle showed that things could
not be other way.
In actuality, the situation with the demonstrative knowledge of causes was markedly
complicated. The scientiﬁc way of thinking emerged along with the attempts of
rational understanding of the world. A rational explanation of natural phenomena
presumes, ﬁrst of all, the idea of “total causality” which demands to ﬁnd out for each
object and phenomenon its causes. Scientiﬁc causality, which explains events of the
world accounting them to their natural causes, ﬁrst became a dominant tendency
by the Greeks. Aristotle expressed the Greek obsession with rational explanation
of natural phenomena in his conception of scientiﬁc knowledge as of the general
knowledge of causes.
Aristotle’s greatest work Metaphysica begins with the sentence, “all men by nature
desire to know“. Diﬀerentiating theoretical and empiric levels of knowledge, science
and art in terms of his day, Aristotle insisted that both of them grow up strongly
supported by experience. It seemed to him even that experience was “almost the
same as science and art.” When experience brings us some general understanding
of a group of similar kind of objects, we reach the empiric level of knowledge. For
instance, we can ﬁnd out by experience that some medicine has been helpful for
callias, Socrates and various other individuals. Then the empiric art of curing will
recommend using this medicine in the similar cases of diseases. We arrive to the
theoretical level of knowledge, which is the science, when we succeed to reveal the
causes of the phenomenon under investigation. For instance, by establishing that
the given medicine does good to persons of a certain constitution (phlegmatic and
bilious patients in Aristotle’s example). “we say we know each thing only when we
think we recognize its ﬁrst cause,” concluded Aristotle. (Metaphysica A3, 983 a25)
Science made by the Greeks its ﬁrst steps only. Quite mysteriously, educated people
of that time believed they possess a demonstrative knowledge of nature and even of
the heavens. This conviction was formed, at large, under the inﬂuence of Aristotle’s
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works where all basic problems of natural philosophy got their rigorous solutions.
Moreover, Aristotle grounded theoretically that scientiﬁc knowledge is demonstrative.
To prove a statement, one needs premises. But these premises require a proof too.
Yet the process of proving cannot go to inﬁnity. The most basic premises, the primary
truths cannot be proved. They should be admitted as the basic principles or axioms
of a scientiﬁc theory. Aristotle explained that the demonstrative power of scientiﬁc
knowledge is based on the set of primary principles and axioms. In any scientiﬁc
theory, axioms provide the most fundamental and most general knowledge.
But where from got axioms their demonstrative power, what can guarantee their
truthfulness? Aristotle’s answer was deﬁnite. The only way of attaining a demonstrative axiom was induction. Real causes of natural phenomena are acting everywhere and every time and involve all particular cases. So they can be expressed only
through general statements. The only way to reveal general properties is induction.
The starting point of our experience is the knowledge of individual cases. Processing
this kind of information through induction, we get the ﬁrst level of general knowledge. By successive generalizations we reveal more and more essential causes and
eventually reach the most fundamental causes – the principles of the existing world.
But the devotion to abstract discussion made philosophers unobservant of the facts
and too ready to dogmatize on the basis of a few observations. Speculative thinkers
usually try to force natural phenomena into the framework of their own views. “Lack
of experience diminishes our power of taking a comprehensive view of the admitted
facts,” pointed out Aristotle. Hence those who dwell in intimate association with
nature and its phenomena grow more and more able to formulate the principles of
their theories.
Modern readers will be surprised at Aristotle’s conviction that observation and induction may provide a ﬁrm bases for demonstrative theoretical knowledge. In the
language of the present time science the term induction is understood as the source
of generalizations grounded on the study of a number of particular cases. But the
term “induction” in Aristotle’s theory of proof is understood as complete induction
based on the study of all instances. Of course, generalizations through complete induction provide necessary and demonstrative knowledge. So principles and axioms,
if acquired by complete induction, could really serve the corner stone of any theory.
But how can one use complete induction to explore natural phenomena? A mathematician can easily consider the complete set of types of triangles (rectangular,
acute–angled and obtuse–angled) and study each one of them separately, eventually
generalizing the results of inquiry through complete induction. Unfortunately, this
scheme of research fails with natural phenomena since each one single phenomenon
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of nature can be diﬀerent from the rest and require its speciﬁc examination. So
Aristotle should realize that building theories of natural phenomena one could never
be absolutely sure in his primary principles and axioms. Aristotle himself had mentioned that frequent observations of the same natural phenomena only “elucidate”
the way to an axiom.
But there is another Aristotelian characteristic of scientiﬁc knowledge that makes
his conception more acceptable to us. I mean the interpretation of scientiﬁc knowledge as of a necessary truth or rather of knowledge of necessary things and their
interrelations. In Analytica posteriora Aristotle insisted that “scientiﬁc knowledge is
commensurately universal and proceeds by necessary connections”, and that which is
necessary cannot be otherwise. Of course, such an understanding of scientiﬁc knowledge limits it to the ﬁeld of necessary relations and objects. “So though there are
things which are true and real and yet can be otherwise, scientiﬁc knowledge clearly
does not concern them,” admitted Aristotle.
Why is the interpretation of scientiﬁc knowledge as of knowledge of necessary things
so close to the heart of the modern reader? The reason is that we all are brought
up by classical science and therefore we all have a deterministic vision of the world.
Though we cannot be sure that any building block of the universe is necessary by
its nature, nevertheless we are convinced that all basic laws of nature are acting
necessarily and unceasingly.
But we can learn the necessary things and their interrelations only through observation. So how can one be sure that a law of nature revealed by series of the present
time observations will always and everywhere demonstrate its power and never fail?
Judging from the way Aristotle handled numerous problems of natural philosophy,
the eﬀective method of revealing necessary interrelations was the theoretical proof
that things could not be any other way. We suppose ourselves to possess scientiﬁc
knowledge of a thing when we think we know the cause on which the fact depends
and that the fact could not be other than it is. (Analytica Posteriora I1, 71 b10)

Case 2. The mystery of Aristotle’s heritage
“for many centuries educated people
called him respectfully teacher.”
W. F. Asmus
The dimension of Aristotle’s scientiﬁc heritage is one of the most striking mysteries of
the whole history of human culture. Ancient science was composed of several separate
components like physics and mathematics, astronomy and cosmology, philosophy
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and logic, geography and biology, conceptions of human mental and bodily health,
theories of human society (including social, political and economical sciences), etc.
Normally, each one of these sciences should have been worked out by a number of
investigators. But the real history of science is deﬁnitely diﬀerent. And this because
of Aristotle. He created almost all sciences of the ancient world. His theories were
so complete and in such harmony with people’s experience that over two millennia
they provided the educated mankind convincing answers to all arising questions and
problems.
Aristotle’s scientiﬁc heritage was so signiﬁcant for the educated mankind that many
generations referred him simply the teacher. Up to the last decades of the Middle
Ages, to be a scholar meant to learn and comment works of Aristotle. Many of his
works are read with interest even today. Literature on Aristotle involves thousands of
authors. Aristotle built his theory of deductive inferences with such a rigorous proof
that, in the eighteenth century, Immanuel Kant regarded Aristotelian syllogistics as
an example of absolute truth that will never be surpassed by any new theory.
To realize the colossal dimensions of Aristotle’s genius, let us just list his many works
that were directly involved in forming the scientiﬁc world picture of the epoch.
Physica treatises, which presented the fundamental principles and theoretical considerations regarding change and motion in nature (physis in old Greek).
Meteorologica the explanation of the scope of phenomena of the sublunary world.
De Caelo the conception of the super–lunar world, its main problem being the dynamics of celestial spheres.
Metaphysica treatises on the ﬁrst philosophy which presented the teaching of the
essence of the existing world and a scrupulous analysis of fundamental philosophical
categories.
Analytica Priora the famous theory of syllogistics, presenting the ﬁrst theory of
deductive inferences.
Analytica Posteriora the theory of knowledge, proof, and deﬁnition.
Topica the theory of dialectical reasoning, including the methodology of inquiry and
scientiﬁc investigation.
The only possibility to tackle with the mystery of the enormous dimension of Aristotle’s genius is to question the authenticity of works ascribed to him. Especially if
one takes into account the medieval tradition of writing tractates under the name of
Aristotle or Plato.
One of Aristotle’s most signiﬁcant contributions to science was his grandiose scientiﬁc
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picture of the world. Like many of his predecessors, he accepted that the sphere of
the ﬁxed stars was the outermost boundary of the universe. This boundary was
evident to each one who ever looked at the night sky. Considering the fabric of the
heavens, aristotle set forth two diﬃcult, but extremely important questions. First,
what is the source of the eternal motion in the universe?
The answer of Aristotle was clear. All material things of sublunary world are composed of four basic elements – earth, water, air, and ﬁre. So the motion of each
object comes from the natural motion of the elements present in its composition.
But then Aristotle asked the second cardinal question. Since the universe is eternal,
why did not material things reach their natural destinations, which, in turn, would
bring to the total stoppage of all the motion in the sublunary world?
The immediate cause, according to Aristotle, was the “reciprocal transformation”
of the elements into each other. But there should be also the primary cause. In
Aristotle’s model of the universe there was place only for one single possible answer.
That is, the motion of the sublunary world is supported by the impact of the motion
of the heavenly spheres. In Meteorologica Aristotle directly stated that the revolution
of the heavenly spheres is the primary cause of motion in the sublunary world.
The problem might appear solved. But not for Aristotle. Suppose, the sphere of
the moon brings into motion the adjoining mass of air that in turn transmit their
motion to the lower strata, then to water, earth and eventually to all objects of the
sublunary world. But if a celestial sphere brings into motion air or anything else,
then some other mover must bring the celestial sphere itself into motion. In the case
of the moon, this mover could be the sphere of the sun. In its turn, it could be kept
moving by the motion of the sphere of some other heavenly body, until we reach the
outmost sphere of the ﬁxed stars. Consequently following this line of thought, one
should necessarily accept the existence of some ultimate mover, the so–called ﬁrst
mover, which had to keep in motion the outermost celestial sphere of the ﬁxed stars.
Judging strictly, the necessity to introduce the extremely strange concept of the
ﬁrst mover should force Aristotle to revise the principles of his physics. The basic
principles of his natural philosophy were in complete harmony with the everyday experience of the ancient Greek society. Aristotle himself demanded from the explorers
to deny conceptions that do not agree with observational data. But what could be
less compatible with everyday experience then the idea of the ﬁrst mover presumed
to keep in motion all the objects of the universe while being itself motionless and
bodiless?
Theory is something that shall be surpassed. Yet each author of a fundamental
theory may repeat after Horace, “Non omnis moriar” (I shall not all die). Though
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many basic Aristotelian conceptions are of signiﬁcant interest even today, there is
practically nothing inherited by Newtonian physics from Aristotle’s natural philosophy. Many writers mention with apparent satisfaction that Galileo’s telescope and
Newton’s mechanics had destroyed the system and basic principles of the Aristotelian
physics.
Quite surprisingly, some ideas of Aristotle’s physics, rigorously rejected by classical
physics, reemerged in Einstein’s general theory of relativity. Both Aristotle and Einstein denied the substantial conception of space and time as of universal containers
of material objects and physical events. Aristotle developed the “relational” conception according to which time and space (or “place” in Aristotle’s terminology) were
characteristics of relations of the objects and processes of the physical world. Place
could be viewed as the boundary of the containing body at which it is in contact
with the contained body. It was quite evident that the earth was in water and this
in air, and air in ether, and ether in the heaven. “But we cannot go on and say that
the heaven is in anything else,” noticed Aristotle. So one should suppose that no
body contained the heaven. Which meant that the heaven as a whole was not in any
place. It is quite clear that Einstein would fully agree with Aristotle’s conclusion
that “there is no place or void or time outside the heaven.” (De Caelo I9, 279 a13.)
The most striking case of similarity of Aristotle and Einstein world views is, surely,
the point that both great physicists admitted the existence of the maximal speed of
motion in the physical world. Though Aristotle did not state this principle explicitly,
it directly follows from his model of the universe. Aristotle was aware of the huge
distance between the Earth and the stars. He stressed that the sphere of the Earth
is negligibly small compared to that of the circumference of the universe. On the
other hand, the sphere of the ﬁxed stars possessed the fastest rotation in the universe
since the ﬁrst mover was situated immediately contacting with it. Thus one should
realize that the speed of the orbital motion of the ﬁxed stars must necessarily be the
maximal speed of motion in the universe.
Another striking point provides Aristotle’s mental experiment designed to prove that
the Earth should have originated as a spherical body. Imagine the Earth coming–to–
be from the initial chaos, as the old natural philosophers (the “physiologists”) were
used to tell. The particles of earth would emerge out of the initial chaotic mixture of
elements and proceed according to nature to the place of their destination – the center
of the universe. The bigger parts of mass of the emerging earth would “push forward”
the lesser parts until all the parts of the earth particles get situated symmetrically
around the center, forming thus the spherical body of the Earth.
In one of the recent studies of Aristotle’s heritage, H. Scholz summed up his impression of Analytica as follows: “we hope for a reader who will salute a truly classical
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work, to which even the clever men of today may look up with awe and reverence.”
These wards can be justly extended to Aristotle’s whole scientiﬁc heritage.

Case 3. The mystery of revolutions of orbs
“he saw his completed work at his Last
breath upon the day that he died.”
Bishop Giese
The lifework of Nicolas Copernicus De revolutionibus orbium coelestium (“On the
revolutions of the heavenly spheres”) presented a revolutionary theory of the heavenly
world. It proved that the motion of the sun on the sky as well as the motion of all
heavenly bodies was just an illusion. The real motion behind these apparent motions
was declared the motion of the Earth itself.
How could people of those days believe in such a fantastic conception that demanded
to put in motion the huge mass of the earth? Did the revolutions suggest some strong
arguments to propagate this extraordinary world–view? What had driven Copernicus
himself to believe in this strange conception? And for what reason did Copernicus
delay the publication of his great creation for long years though his friends pressed
him constantly to publish his valuable work?
As it is usual with great discoveries, we can only guess what arguments Copernicus did drive to build a radically new system of the world. But one factor seems
quite evident. The new system of the world had an indisputable advantage of clear
simplicity.
Copernicus’ great work belongs ﬁrst and foremost to astronomy. In the huge volume
of the De revolutionibus non–mathematical considerations are discussed only in the
ﬁrst book. The main preoccupation of its author was to carry on calculations of the
positions of the heavenly bodies. So it sounds quite convincing that at the start of his
research copernicus could be attracted by the simplicity of astronomical calculations
that the new system of the world should aﬀord. How much attractive should seem
to copernicus his system of the planets uniformly rotating in concentric circles round
the sun compared to the Ptolemaic system of deferents, epicycles, eccentrics and
equants.
Unfortunately, challenged by the task to make astronomical calculations at least as
correct as those of Ptolemy, Copernicus had eventually to use 46 celestial spheres to
ﬁt his calculations with astronomical observations, a number quite comparable with
the set of spheres used by Ptolemy.
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For some historians of science, the most probable driving motif of Copernicus’ revolutionary program seemed his dissatisfaction with Ptolemaic system as far as it could
not be viewed as a consistent physical picture of the world. In actuality, Ptolemy’s
system provided only an eﬀective instrument for precise astronomical calculations.
If the Ptolemaic teaching were considered as pretending to suggest a system of the
world, the impression could be only extremely negative. In fact, the geometric construction designed to present the motion of a given planet was completely independent from the constructions designed for other planets. Copernicus expressed his
dismay with Ptolemy’s approach quite vigorously. “It is as though, in his pictures,
an artist were to bring together hands, feet, head and other limbs from quite diﬀerent
models, each part being admirably drawn itself, but without any common relation
to a single body: since they would in no way match one another, the result would
be a monster rather than a man,” wrote Copernicus sarcastically.
By contrast to Ptolemy’s geometrical constructions, Copernicus’ model of the planets rotating round the sun should be ﬁrst of all conceived as the system of the world.
Copernicus could hardly avoid believing that the heliocentric system provides a possibility to build a consistent cosmological and astronomical model of the universe. In
the preface of the De revolutionibus he emphasized that in his system, “the orders
and magnitudes of all planets and spheres, nay the heavens themselves, become so
bound together nothing in any part thereof could be moved from its place without
producing confusion of all other parts and the universe as a whole”.
Yet, discussing the classical arguments against a moving Earth, Copernicus introduced but little new ideas compared to those suggested earlier by medieval scholars
Nicolas of Oresme and Nicolas of Cusa. In fact, Copernicus was on the defensive and
could suggest only some possible explanations to apparent contradictions following
from his heliocentric hypothesis. Most convincingly sounded his explanation of the
illusion of the motion of the sun and the heavens: “It is like what Aeneas said in Virgil’s Aeneid (III, 72): “we sail out of the harbor, and the land and the cities retire.”
When a ship ﬂoats along on a calm sea, all external things appear to the sailors to
be aﬀected by a motion which is really the motion of the ship, while they themselves
seem to be at rest with everything which is with them on the ship. Doubtless, in the
case of the motion of the Earth, it could happen similarly that the whole universe
was thought to rotate.”
But, strictly judging, one should admit that Copernicus had neither a decisive argument objecting the Ptolemaic system nor a convincing proof of his own heliocentric
alternative. Actually, neither the spirit of the physical science of his day nor the
level of the available means of astronomical observations did aﬀord a possibility to
accomplish these two tasks. One could to point out only the weaknesses of the old
conception and the potential advantages of the new approach.
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Continuing the critical line of argumentation, adherents of the heliocentric system
could concentrate the attention of scientiﬁc community on the following strange
feature of Ptolemy’s system. The sun was not supposed to have any bearing on
the motion of the planets. Yet the observable motion of each planet contained a
component accurately equal to the period of the annual rotation of the sun. One
should admit that such a precise coincidence in the movements of all planets, without
single exception or any slight deviation, was unlikely to be a matter of accidence. At
least, it demanded a profound study and explanation. On the other hand, such
a precise regularity was a necessary conclusion in Copernicus’ system since all the
planets were observed from the Earth orbiting the sun just with this period of one
year.
Unfortunately, there arose some speciﬁc complications. De revolutionibus relied upon
astronomical tables available by those days. But these tables contained many inaccurate observational data, which caused immense trouble to tackle them. To publish
the new system with lesser accuracy than that of Ptolemy would mean for Copernicus
accepting his own defeat.
It will remain an unsolved mystery whether Copernicus really meant to rebuild radically the human vision of the world. Was Copernicus actually a rebel of scientiﬁc
thought, as some writers like to present him? His life and work provide little ground
for such an assumption. The later thirty peaceful years of his life he was the canon of
the Frauenburg cathedral. Angus Armitage noticed about Copernicus’ personality:
“in his own age he must have passed for an exceptionally favorable specimen of the
priesthood”. Would a rebel keep his revolutionary work locked up for thirty years
making some insigniﬁcant corrections in it at the very rare occasions? Copernicus
never showed signs of stiﬀ determination to come out publicly with his revolutionary
system of the world. The constant pressure of his friends to publish his monumental
manuscript, of which there was always much talking in scientiﬁc circles, had little
eﬀect. The ﬁrst sketch of his conception, the little commentary, Copernicus never
sent to publication but rather gave its handwritten copies to his closest friends only.
The publication of the short summary of the great manuscript in 1540 was due solely
to the personal initiative of Joachim Rheticus, a young german scholar. Copernicus
agreed to publish the manuscript of the De revolutionibus already being fatally ill,
just a few months before he completely lost all the ability of accomplishing any activity. The publication of the historic manuscript was carried on under the supervision
of Copernicus’ friend Andrew Osiander.
Far from being a rebel, Copernicus was apparently worried by the perspective of severe criticism from clerical circles. He had consulted on this issue with Osiander who
wisely advised to present the De revolutionibus as a system of purely astronomical
calculations. Judging from Copernicus’ cautious behavior in regard of publication of
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his manuscript, it looks probable that he could agree with Osiander. But all writers
like to blame Osiander for the short second preface concerning the hypothesis of this
work where the task of Copernicus’ book was deﬁned as that of developing merely
a new instrument for astronomical calculations. This tactical step of Osiander signiﬁcantly neutralized the potential ideological critique of clergy, both Catholic and
Protestant. But the second preface markedly weakened the revolutionary claim of
Copernicus’ work.

Case 4. Hypotheses non ﬁngo
“fortunate Newton, happy childhood
of science!”
Albert Einstein
By his intellectual capacities, Isaac Newton was probably the ﬁrst scientist meeting
the qualities required from the modern time theoretician. Newton was apprehensive
in his research of the essence of physical phenomena, inventive in his interpretations
of mysteries of nature, excellent in using mathematics, brave in building theoretical
systems of natural science.
As his great predecessor Aristotle, Newton was convinced that science provides certain knowledge of nature. Both great geniuses had been led to this deep conviction
by their unique ability to ﬁnd out such convincing solutions of fundamental problems
of natural science that their theories appeared to many generations clear samples of
absolute truth.
By its historic impact, Newton’s service to natural science is equal to that of great
Aristotle’s. “His law of gravitation”, wrote sir Edmund Whittaker, “regarded then
and now as the greatest of all scientiﬁc discoveries, was held to be ultimate and
unassailable, the typical law according to which all other laws must be fashioned.”
Today there can be no doubt that all laws of nature are revealed with the help of
the method of hypotheses. Even the most profound laws of nature that seem to us
absolutely certain and unshakable ﬁrst emerge as hypotheses and some day should
undergo certain corrections and generalizations under the pressure of new empiric
data.
Then how it happened that one of the most gifted natural philosophers in all the
history of science, Isaac Newton, rejected uncompromisingly the value of scientiﬁc
hypotheses declaring his ﬁrm position, “Hypotheses non ﬁngo” (I frame no hypotheses)?
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There might be the impression that the general rejection of the method of hypotheses
had serious reason in the framework of the Principia where every statement was
strictly and rigorously proved. But Newton conﬁrmed his position also in the Opticks.
Here he stated the central principle of his methodology: “the main business of natural
philosophy is to argue from phenomena without feigning hypotheses”. In the last
pages of the Opticks this position is also declared directly: “hypotheses are not to
be regarded in experimental philosophy”.
The mystery of Newton’s negative attitude is underlined by the certain fact that
just the last part of the Opticks contains a variety of hypothetical assumptions unprecedented by their number, range and signiﬁcance in the entire history of physical
science. These hypotheses covered an enormously wide range of subjects like the
nature of light, the atomic structure of substance and causes of gravitation, mechanisms of heat transmission and the conservation of motion in the universe, cohesion
of bodies and the nature of chemical forces, the action of light rays on solid bodies
and formation of visual images, etc., etc.
Newton’s real attitude to hypotheses reveals itself in his deliberations concerning the
nature of light. Newton suggested his corpuscular conception of light in the third
book of the Opticks as an apparent hypothetical assumption: “are not the rays of
light very small bodies emitted from shining substances? For such bodies will pass
through uniform mediums in right lines without bending into the shadow, which is
the nature of the rays of light.”
The interesting point in this text is the argument that rays of light do not bend
into the shadow. This argument indicates how seriously did Newton consider the
alternative wave conception of light. It shows also that by that time Newton had not
yet observed the phenomena of the diﬀraction of light. In these circumstances, it
was quite natural to prefer the corpuscular conception, the general idea of which in
this or another form was discussed already by ancient natural philosophers.
The striking thing is how inventive was Newton using the corpuscular conception.
Trying to explain observations of the colors of thin plates, Newton introduced the
extraordinary idea of “ﬁts” of easy reﬂection and easy transmission. Deliberating
upon the nature of his hypothetical “ﬁts”, Newton found nothing better but to view
them as caused by vibrations of ether. Many reviewers of the Opticks thought that
both the ideas, those of vibrations and of ether, were incompatible with Newton’s
fundamental principles. The ﬁrst of them was in obvious contradiction with the
corpuscular conception of light, while the second meant a deﬁnite retreat from the
basic conception of the action at distance.
In reality, Newton just followed his main methodological principle to draw causes
from the phenomena and to be free from preconceived ideas. Vibrations were the
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only possible cause able to produce the observed periodical stripes in the colors of
the thin plates. So Newton should have no hesitation to use this idea though it
apparently belonged to the domain of the rival wave conception.
Newton presumed the same ethereal medium when hot bodies communicate their
heat to contiguous cold ones and when light communicates heat to bodies that absorb
its rays (query 17 of the Opticks).
But what could be the nature of this mysterious medium? There was no other way
but to suppose that ether, like air, should be composed of particles, which endeavor
to recede from one another and are exceedingly smaller than those of air, or even of
those of light. These properties seemed necessary in view of the fact of the regular
motion of the planets and comets in space. ”The exceeding smallness of particles,”
explained Newton, “may contribute to the greatness of the force by which those
particles may recede from one another, and thereby make that medium exceedingly
more rare and elastic than air, and by consequence exceedingly less able to resist
the motion of projectiles, and exceedingly more able to press upon gross bodies, by
endeavouring to expend itself.”
Newton could not resist the temptation to suggest that ether might be accounted
also for the action of electric and magnetic forces though the factual knowledge of
these forces was minimal by his day. Moreover, Newton, who earlier rejected to
consider the nature of gravity, bravely assumed in the Opticks that just a subtle
ethereal medium could be accounted for the gravitational attraction. “If the elastic
force of this medium be exceeding great, it may suﬃce to impel bodies from the
denser parts of the medium towards the rarer, with all that power which we call
gravity,” suggested Newton his brave hypothesis.
This apparent contradiction of wide use of hypotheses with the general declaration
“Hypotheses non ﬁngo” can be eased in a degree if we take into account the main
principle of Newton’s inductive methodology according to which scientiﬁc research
should advance by progressive step by step generalizations. In the light of inductive
methodology, one had to reveal immediate causes of the phenomena under research
but not to jump to speculative hypotheses. Yet this argument, though signiﬁcant and
helpful, is not suﬃcient for a complete resolution of the mysterious contradiction.
For Newton clearly realized that his suggestions concerning the nature of light were
far from being certain solutions of problems under discussion. He had to admit that
in regard of the number of unresolved problems he had proposed “only some queries,
in order to a farther search to be made by others”. Summing up his discussion of the
problems to be solved, Newton wrote in the ﬁnal page of the Opticks, “in this third
book i have only begun the analysis of what remains to be discovered about light
and its eﬀects upon the frame of nature, hinting several things about it, and leaving
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the hints to be examined and improved by the farther experiments and observations.”
By these words, Newton actually admitted that his “hints” were working hypotheses,
which should be “examined and improved” by further experimental and theoretical
research – a program perfectly in line with the method of hypotheses.
Newton’s thinking could not avoid hypotheses since his mind was preoccupied by
most cardinal questions regarding the material world. Here is the short list of questions from the Opticks that Newton would like to ﬁnd an answer: “what is there in
places almost empty of matter, and whence is it that nature doth nothing in vain;
and whence arises all that order and beauty which we see in the world? To what
end are comets, and whence is it that planets move all one and the same manner of
ways in orbs very excentrick; and what hinders the ﬁxed stars from falling upon one
another?” By the day of the great physicist, any answer to this kind question should
be a speculative hypothesis.

Case 5. So close to solving all mysteries
“matters that vexed the minds of ancient
seers, Now are seen in reason’s light. . . ”
Edmund Halley
By the end of the nineteenth century physicists believed they had already succeeded
to explain all the unlimited variety of natural phenomena. The mysterious point
of their tremendous achievement was that all the completely diﬀerent ﬁelds of natural phenomena were given purely mechanical explanation. Factually, all complex
and divergent phenomena had been reduced to simple, if not primitive, mechanical
models.
From the days of Democritus and Plato, natural philosophy sought the eternal basis
of the ever–changing material world. Democritus suggested this eternal basis were
atoms; Plato believed the real world was the world of ideas; Aristotle proved this basis
was matter presented in the form of the interchanging four elements and transformed
by forms. To Newton the physical world consisted of inert masses and forces of
interaction. With the discovery of the law of conservation and conversion of energy,
science introduced a new eternal feature of realty. In all the unlimited variety of
changes occurring in nature, one thing remained unchangeable – the total energy. So
it became a new paradigm of scientiﬁc thought to reveal in all natural occurrences
the conversion of some form of energy into other forms, strictly retaining the amount
of the total energy.
Besides theoretical mechanics, the nineteenth century classical science developed two
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fundamental theories that had essential bearing on the general world picture. I mean
the theory of electromagnetism and that of thermodynamics. Electric and magnetic
phenomena are so essential for our understanding of nature that the development of
electromagnetic theory was a very signiﬁcant contribution to the scientiﬁc world picture. Besides the laws of electromagnetic phenomena, the new theory introduced into
physical science the idea of the ﬁeld that later became one of the most fundamental
conceptions of physical science.
Thermodynamic approach started by the discovery of the quantitative relation existing between heat and work. Soon the laws of thermodynamics were formulated as the
most fundamental laws of nature. Thermodynamics proved that all forms of energy
eventually transform into thermal energy. And this ﬁnal form of energy should be
distributed uniformly all over the universe. Since the universe is practically inﬁnite
while the number of hot stars is quite limited, the process of establishing of the thermal balance in the macrocosm should mainly result in the total cooling down of all
the stars all over the meta–galaxy. So the main philosophical conclusion from the
laws of thermodynamics was the dull picture of the “cold death” of the universe.
The world picture drawn by classical science appeared extremely distressing. The
heliocentric world picture was the ﬁrst hard blow to the self–esteem of humanity so
well used to the idea of being the center of all things. The situation became downright
unbearable when astrophysicists proved by the end of the nineteenth century that
the sun itself was just a medium size star lost among billions of stars of the galaxy.
Then it was revealed that the galaxy itself was one of the innumerable “isles” of stars
in the limitless universe. So what importance could have the mankind drifting on a
tiny particle undetectable in the inﬁnite dimensions of the universe?
The only consolation for the mankind was the discovery that all the heavenly bodies
were composed of the same substance as our earthly world. Being aware of colossal
distances to nearest galaxies which even the light beam had to travel for hundreds
years, one should conclude that the mankind will never know anything deﬁnite about
the composition of stars and processes going on there. But a simple discovery radically changed the situation. Gustav Kirchhof and Bunsen revealed in 1860s that the
spectra of the beams of light contained essential information about substances that
had emitted them. It was soon proved experimentally that stars are composed only
of elements, which are well known on the Earth. Only the typical substance of many
stars, helium, was ﬁrst discovered in the spectrum of the sun, and only afterwards
on the Earth.
Already by the end of the eighteenth century, light was understood as a special type
of wave propagation. But even the wave conception of light was interpreted in the
frame of mechanistic approach. It was quite evident that waves need a medium to be
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propagated. Physicists readily accepted that there should necessarily exist a special
kind of medium – the luminiferous ether.
The mechanistic vision of the world was so natural for the nineteenth century scientists that even Michael Faraday elaborated his physical conceptions in complete
accord with mechanistic approach. Though it was Faraday who ﬁrst proposed the
idea of physical ﬁeld, the corner stone of the twentieth century non–classical world
picture, his understanding of the ﬁeld was rather mechanistic itself. According to
his conception, forces of magnetic ﬁeld were acting along the special kind of tubes
which ﬁlled space around magnetic poles. Moreover, Clerk Maxwell, who built the
physico–mathematical theory of electromagnetic phenomena, preferred to interpret
the essential points of his own theory with the help of various mechanical models.
By the end of the nineteenth century, lord Kelvin, then the president of the Royal
Society of London and the most prominent scientist of those days, was eager to
declare that science succeeded to explain all the secrets of nature. There remained,
in lord Kelvin’s words, only two small “clouds” on the sky of natural science – the
distribution of energy in the radiation spectra and the speed of light in the moving
substances. But just these two small clouds started the tremendous thunderstorm
that shook ﬁercely the very foundations of classical science.
Besides these two particular phenomena that nature had designed to help scientists
to get a deeper understanding of its laws there were at least two basic questions that
troubled the mind of an adherent of classical physics. The ﬁrst was the traditional
question of the nature of gravitational attraction. The second troubling question
arose in regard of the new basic component of physical world picture, the ether.
Newton was very cautious tackling the question of the nature of gravity. Finally
he concluded that one should be satisﬁed by realizing the existence of the law of
universal gravitation. “and to us it is enough,” admitted the great physicist, “that
gravity does really exist, and acts according to the laws which we have explained,
and abundantly serves to account for all the motions of the celestial bodies.” This
modest approach appeared to be fully justiﬁed. Apart from Albert Einstein’s radical
conception, that tended to unify the gravitating masses, energy and space in one
physical continuum, scientists did not succeed to suggest any satisfactory solution
up to the present time.
Possibly, already the nineteenth century scientists had to realize that the question of
the nature of gravity is not correct in its essence. I mean the status of the concept
of gravity. The law of universal gravitation was the most basic law of classical
physics. Demanding to answer the question of its nature, one should realize that this
answer is possible only on the basis of a new, more fundamental theory. And this was
possible only if one could suggest a law more basic and more general than the law of
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the universal gravitation. In actuality, up to Einstein’s attempts to develop general
relativity, all scientists were completely satisﬁed by the Newtonian law. So any
deliberation on the nature of gravity in the frame of classical physics was principally
incorrect. It was like demanding to deﬁne gravity with the help of a more basic
concept. But already Aristotle explained that the basic concepts of a theory could not
be subjected to deﬁnitions. Their essence is revealed in corresponding laws, principles,
and axioms. Newton’s law of gravity was one of the most fundamental laws of classical
physics. Asking for additional explanation of its nature in the frame of classical
physics was as incorrect as asking for a deﬁnition of the concept of gravity.
A basic concept of a theory may be deﬁned only in the frame of the more general
theory. The question of the nature of gravity may be correct only in the frame of the
more general physical theory like Einstein’s general relativity. But the time of the
more general theory had yet to come.
At ﬁrst sight, the above argument seems applicable also regarding the nature of the
ether, the medium of classical electromagnetic theory. But here the situation got
signiﬁcantly complicated. By the end of the nineteenth century it was realized that
ether had to have a set of extremely strange properties. It had to be weightless,
frictionless, undetectable, pervading all matter and space, etc. To believe in the
existence of a substance with such an unbelievable set of properties was something
very close to a kind of superstition.

Case 6. The mystery of the origin of species
“the origin and its author have a history which runs silently and mysteriously
through twenty years of ill health, lone effort, and corroding doubt.”
Loren Eiseley
There is a great mystery concerning Charles Darwin’s celebrated creation, the theory
of evolution. In later life, Darwin claimed that he came to the idea of the evolution
through natural selection already in 1838. But the fact is that up to 1858 none of
Darwin’s published works contained any slight attempt to prove or just to discuss
the idea of evolution. But how could it happen that during long twenty years Darwin
did not publish a single sentence on his great discovery until Alfred Wallace sent him
his paper that suggested the principle of natural selection?
This mysterious gap between the time of the alleged discovery of the principle of
natural selection and the publication of Darwin’s Origin of Species caught the atten-
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tion of many writers. “The sources of such long continued mental eﬀort,” mentioned
Loren Eiseley, “are not always easy to discern, and it is unlikely that Darwin himself
preserved to the end of his life clear memories of all his multiform activity during
the years when he was engaged upon his book.”
In actuality, there was a serious factor that almost excluded for Darwin the possibility
to discover natural selection. This factor was Darwin’s unlimited devotion to the
alternative principle of inherited eﬀects of use and disuse of parts and his strong
belief in the direct action of physical conditions.
All over the pages of The Origin of Species proving the decisive role of natural selection, Darwin persistently mentioned also the role of use and disuse of parts. Concluding his celebrated work, Darwin wrote that the modiﬁcation of species “has been
eﬀected chieﬂy through natural selection of numerous successive, slight favourable
variations; aided in an important manner by the inherited eﬀects of the use and disuse of parts; and in an important manner, that is in relation to adaptive structures,
whether past or present, by the direct action of external conditions, and by variations
which seem to us in our ignorance to arise spontaneously.”
To be understood clearly, Darwin emphasized that the latter two forms of variation
lead to permanent modiﬁcation of the structure of organisms “independently of natural selection”. It is true that The Origin of Species is mostly a demonstration of
the unlimited capacities of the principle of natural selection in explaining general
features and peculiarities of the evolution of species. Yet, in almost each of these
demonstrations, Darwin persistently added that natural selection can or should be
helped by the mechanism of use and disuse of parts.
These strong bonds with the hypothesis of evolutionary importance of use and disuse
of parts and direct action of external conditions almost push us to a crucial assumption. Namely, that in Darwin’s manuscripts of his ﬁrst attempts of developing the
theory of species, just the principles of use and disuse of parts and action of external conditions were initially presumed as the mechanism of the variation of species.
While the principle of natural selection appears to be a later insight, most probably
conceived only after receiving the memoir of Wallace.
We have already mentioned how uncompromisingly scientists did defend their important ideas and hypotheses, clinging to them even when opposed by strongly contradicting facts and rigorous theoretical objections. By contrast to this universal rule,
Darwin was never strong and incisive in defending the principle of natural selection.
In 1867, Fleeming Jenkin, an erudite Scotish engineer, strongly criticized Darwin’s
theory. He mentioned that a favorable new character possessed by one or a few
rare mutants, which Darwin considered the initial step of evolution, would soon be
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swamped out of existence in any population group in which it occurred. Jenkin’s
calculations proved that a new favorable character could survive only if it emerged
simultaneously throughout the majority of the population. Loren Eiseley stressed
that Jenkin’s challenge could be answered only by genetic theory of inheritance, yet
unknown in the day of Darwin. Nevertheless, Darwin too readily admitted that the
principle of natural selection was insuﬃcient to build the theory of evolution. Under
the pressure of critique, in the later editions of the Origin of Species the principle
of natural selection was supported by the idea of use and disuse of parts and direct
action of conditions.
In The Descent of Man (1871) Darwin directly admitted his retreat from his earlier
view of the principle of natural selection as of leading motif of his theory of evolution.
In that most characteristic volume of his theory of evolution, Darwin wrote that he
“attributed too much to the action of natural selection”.
Darwin’s favorable principles of use and disuse of parts and action of conditions are
apparently non–Darwinian if natural selection is understood as the corner stone of
Darwinism. The assumption of the inheritance of variations emerging through use
of parts and action of external conditions is diametrically opposite to the ideology of
natural selection. Factually, Darwin’s principles of use and disuse are incompatible
with natural selection. The latter selects and accumulates favorable variations among
a mass of fortuitous, chaotic modiﬁcations. While Darwin’s principles of use and
disuse of parts and action of conditions deal from the start with favorable variations.
How could the increased use of a particular part of an organism bring ﬁnally to the
emergence of a new variety with a given favorable character? It could happen if
and only if the increased use of that part would modify the organism in a favorable manner. In that case, the inheritance of such modiﬁcations through successive
generations could be accounted for the emergence of a new variety with the given
particular feature.
Darwin believed that variability was generally related to the conditions of life to
which each species has been exposed during several successive generations. He tried
to show that “changed conditions act in two ways, directly on the whole organization
or on certain parts alone, and indirectly through the reproductive system”. “The
direct action of conditions of life produce well directed favorable modiﬁcations that
cannot be evaluated as being fortuitous or chaotic. The principle of use and disuse of parts presumes same kind modiﬁcations too. But assuming initial favorable
variations, one would have no need of natural selection to deal with them. So, any
biologist who accepted the principle of use and disuse of parts and direct action of
conditions would hardly need natural selection. This implies the crucial conclusion
that biologists with such vision of variation of species least of all would be inclined
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to discover the principle of natural selection.
Thus we come to the following ﬁnal conclusion. Preparing and elaborating during
long years his manuscript on the problem of species in the light of the principle of
use and disuse of parts and action of conditions of life, Darwin neither did need the
principle of natural selection nor had any chance to discover this principle. Darwin’s
non–Darwinian principles were not just an occasional misjudgment of an inexperienced investigator. On the contrary, they emerged from Darwin’s vast experience in
regard of the problem of species and his excessive studies of variation under domestication. Darwin was strongly convinced that under domestication there was more
variability and more monstrosities than under nature. This conviction he advocated
in many occasions in the Origin and even after its publication. Such a hypothetical
feature of variability, or “fact” in Darwin’s opinion, could be accounted only to the
action of change of conditions.

Case 7. Did Max Planck discover quanta of energy?
“with his quantum hypothesis he dethroned classical physics.”
Albert Einstein
The answer to the paradoxical question suggested in the headline of this section
depends on its context. Planck did discover quanta of energy if we consider the way
his work inﬂuenced the development of atomic physics. But if Planck’s conception is
approached rigorously just as a work of theoretical physics, the conclusion must be
that it did not provide a correct proof of the quantum nature of energy.
In the last decade of the nineteenth century, the failure of classical electromagnetic
theory to treat satisfactorily the experimental data concerning short wave radiation
puzzled many theoreticians. Later the situation was labeled as “ultraviolet catastrophe”, the term “violet” pointing out the short boundary of optical radiation. Planck
approached the problem of short wave radiation from the point of view of statistical
physics, namely using the conception of entropy. At ﬁrst sight, Planck’s approach
may seem absolutely strange since electromagnetic radiation was understood as a
specimen of continuity, while the statistical physics is applicable only to discrete
systems.
In actuality, Planck’s statistical approach applied quite normally to the building of
the theory of heat radiation. Radiating bodies are complex systems of atoms. So
the problem was not just of the radiation of atoms but also that of the radiation of
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atoms. Since radiating objects are usually huge complexes of atoms, heat radiation
could be adequately described by the means of statistical physics.
Anyhow, the study of the statistical model did not produce signiﬁcant results. Planck
was forced to tackle the problem from another side, that of thermodynamics. In
this ﬁeld he felt himself quite conﬁdent since during many years he had profoundly
analyzed the laws of thermodynamics.
The intensive research of the problem made it necessary to realize the essential role
of the universal constants of the laws of radiation. They were two. The ﬁrst was the
well–known Boltzmann’s constant. The signiﬁcance of the second universal constant
appeared more complex. It represented the product of energy and time, that physicist called action. So the second constant could be viewed upon as the elementary
quantity of action or, using the Latin term, the quantum of action. Similar considerations could bring Max Planck to the idea of quanta of action, from which there
was a short distance to the hypothesis of the quanta of energy.
Of course the suggestion that heat radiation is composed of discontinuous quanta or
atoms of energy was absolutely incompatible with the principles of classical physics.
Yet to consider energy in terms of quanta, as a transitional means for reaching the
real basis of the nature of heat radiation, could seem quite admissible. Especially:
if we take into account that all the research was carried on in the light of statistical
physics and thermodynamics where scientists were used to deal with discontinuous
entities, that is, atoms and molecules. This way or another, Planck suggested his
revolutionary hypothesis of quantum structure of energy of radiation.
In the history of revolutionary conceptions, it is the ﬁrst step that counts. The ﬁrst,
and most decisive, conﬁrmation of quantum conception came from Albert Einstein’s
investigations. In his Nobel lecture, Max Planck clearly admitted that the acceptance
of quantum conception was due not to the experimental proof of the law of energy
distribution or to the theoretical derivation of that law. It should rather be attributed
to the restless forward trusting work of those research workers who used the quantum
conception to help them in their own investigation.
Einstein’s discovery of photons of light is traditionally viewed as a direct application
of Planck’s theory of quanta of energy to the phenomenon of absorption of light. Such
an interpretation is natural and has an evident logic. But in that case what was the
greatness of the discovery of photons? By that time, it was already well known that
light is a particular case of electromagnetic radiation. So light unavoidably should
be understood as composed of quanta too. The revolutionary essence of Einstein’s
discovery can be revealed only taking into account historical realities and scientiﬁc
paradigms at the start of the century and, what is no less important, Einstein’s
personal attitude to Plank’s quantum conception.
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But ﬁrst, what was wrong with Planck’s approach to the problem of radiation? By
analogy with Boltzmann’s approach to molecular statistical mechanics, Planck considered radiation as a chaotic gas under the natural presumption that in each state
of energy there could be only one particle. In the case of such statistics, later labeled
Fermi–Dirac statistics, the conclusion of discrete quantum structure of radiation appears completely justiﬁed. But already in the early 1870s J. Willard Gibbs developed
a deﬁnitive theory of statistical equilibrium. In 1901 he presented a rigorous and most
general theory of statistical thermodynamics where, in particular, he considered the
option of an entirely diﬀerent statistics of particles that could occupy the same state
of energy in unrestricted numbers. The conception of this statistics was in 1924 independently rediscovered by Bose and developed further by Einstein. In the frame of
Bose–Einstein statistics, the “ultra–violet catastrophe” resolved without introducing
the assumption of quanta of energy.
But even in 1905 Albert Einstein would not agree that his conception of photons is
a direct application of the idea of energy quanta to particular physical phenomena
like that of photoelectric eﬀect. His 1905 famous paper clearly pointed out what was
the source of the idea to introduce the conception on quanta of light. “Indeed, it
seems to me”, explained Einstein, “that the observations of black–body radiation,
photoluminescence, production of cathode rays by ultraviolet light, and other related
phenomena associated with the emission or transformation of light appear more readily understood if one assumes that the energy of light is discontinuously distributed
in space. According to the assumption considered here, in the propagation of a light
ray emitted from a point source, the energy is not distributed continuously over
ever–increasing volumes of space, but consists of a ﬁnite number of energy quanta
localized at points of space that move without dividing, and can be absorbed or
generated only as complete units.”
Einstein quite clearly stated here that he was driven to his hypothesis by the inability of the classical conception to deal with the newly discovered phenomena of
the interaction of light with the ponderable matter like those of the phenomena of
production of cathode rays by ultraviolet light.
Now let us consider the matter in more detail. The 1905 paper on quanta of light
began with a general methodological remark regarding energy radiation: “a profound
formal diﬀerence exists between the theoretical concepts that physicists have formed
about gases and other ponderable bodies, and Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetic
processes in so–called empty space. . . according to Maxwell’s theory, energy is considered to be a continuous spatial function for all purely electromagnetic phenomena,
hence also for light, whereas according to the present views of physicists, the energy
of a ponderable body should be represented as a sum over the atoms and electrons.
The energy of a ponderable body cannot be broken up into arbitrarily many, arbi-
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trarily small parts, but according to Maxwell’s theory (or, more generally, according
to any wave theory) the energy of light ray emitted from a point source continuously
spreads out over an ever–increasing volume.”
In this introductory remark two points should be underlined. First, the idea of
discontinuity is introduced in opposition to the classical conception of continuous
energy emission. And second, in regard of the discontinuous structure of ponderable
bodies and their energy, Planck’s quantum conception is not mentioned in general.
Both these speciﬁc features come out more clearly and strongly in the succeeding two
paragraphs of the paper. Of course, the wave theory of light, which operates with
continuous spatial function, has proved itself superbly in describing purely optical
phenomena and will probably never be replaced by another theory. But the things
seem radically diﬀerent when the phenomena of the radiation of light are considered.
The young author of the paper was convinced that the classical theory of light “leads
to contradictions when applied to the phenomena of emission and transformation of
light”.
And here comes the principal argument: “indeed, it seems to me”, insisted Einstein,
“that the observations of ‘black–body’ radiation”, photoluminescence, production of
cathode rays by ultraviolet light, and other related phenomena associated with the
emission or transformation of light appear more readily understood if one assumes
that the energy of light is discontinuously distributed in space. According to the
assumption considered here, in the propagation of a light ray emitted from a point
source, the energy is not distributed continuously over ever–increasing volumes of
space, but consists of a ﬁnite number of energy quanta localized at points of space
that move without dividing, and can be absorbed or generated only as complete
units.”
Most surprisingly, the new quantum conception of Planck is not mentioned again
though it had a direct and most important bearing on the issue. But such a position
had its deﬁnite ground. The context of the introductory arguments of the 1905
paper shows that for Albert Einstein, by that time, the real ground for suggesting the
conception of spatially localized energy quanta was not Planck’s hypothesis. Einstein
was driven to his hypothesis by the inability of the classical conception to deal with
the newly discovered phenomena of the interaction of light with the ponderable matter
like that of the phenomena of production of cathode rays by ultraviolet light.
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Case 8. The mystery of Schrödinger waves
“the idea of your work springs from
true genius.”
Einstein to Schrödinger
Schrödinger wave function is the most eﬀective instrument of theoretical atomic
physics. The idea of wave properties of electrons and, in general, of duality of matter
and waves came forth in 1923 in Louis de Broglie’s doctoral theses. Actually, Louis
de Broglie proposed not only the general idea of wave–particle duality, but also
mentioned that in the light of the new conception it could be natural to assume that
electrons vibrate inside the atom in the form of spatial standing waves. If he had
been more mathematically gifted, he would soon develop the wave mechanic theory
of atom. But this last task accomplished Erwin Schrödinger.
The source of the startling conception of wave–particle duality was apparently Einstein’s discovery of photons. In 1905, Albert Einstein proved that light was composed
of particles the energy of which depended on the frequency of the corresponding light
wave E = hν. In his turn, de Broglie suggested that each particle of matter should
demonstrate wave properties, the length of the wave λ being inverse proportional
to the product of the mass and speed of the particle λ = h/mv. There is such a
striking similarity between the above–mentioned formulas and ideas that it seems
very probable that some kind of analogy with Einstein’s conception should help de
Broglie in his great insight.
Though I did not ﬁnd a direct conﬁrmation of my assumption in the works of de
Broglie, there are plenty of indirect ones. For instance, I would like to quote the
following passage from The Revolution in Physics: “and it was desirable to establish
this association so that the general rule expressing the connection between the wave
and the corpuscle would, when applied to the photon, yield the well–known and
well–veriﬁed relations established by Einstein expressing the association of photons
and light waves.”
Over a decade after his discovery, Louis de Broglie told of two other factors that led
him to the conception of wave–particle duality. First, “a purely corpuscular” theory
sounded to him unsatisfactory since it was unable to answer what frequency should
have photons. “on the one hand”, wrote louis de broglie, “the quantum theory of
light cannot be considered satisfactory, since it deﬁnes the energy of light–corpuscle
by the equation W = hν, containing the frequency. Now a purely corpuscular theory
contains nothing that enables us to deﬁne a frequency; for this reason alone, therefore,
we are compelled, in the case of light, to introduce the idea of a corpuscle and that
of periodicity simultaneously.”
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But where could de Broglie meet “a pure corpuscular theory”? Einstein’s photon
theory was a theory of corpuscles of light, and as such it should have initially the
information concerning the frequency of light. The second source, mentioned by
de Broglie, was the quantum model of the atom. “on the other hand”, continued
de Broglie his argument, “determination of the stable motion of electrons in atom
introduces integers: and up to this point the only phenomena involving integers
in physics were those of interference and of normal forms of vibration. This fact
suggested to me the idea that electrons too could not be regarded simply as corpuscles,
but the periodicity must be assigned to them also.”
As an abstract possibility, de Broglie’s argument sounds quite convincing. But if
this kind of reasoning had brought him to the conception of wave–particle duality,
than de Broglie should have come to the theory of electrons vibrating in atom. But
that could happen only at the next stage of building the wave mechanics, namely,
by applying it to the problems of atomic radiation.
On the surface, Schrödinger wave approach was an attempt to build atomic physics
on the basis of classical mechanics. But in essence, it assumed an extremely radical, a
really “crazy” idea. A free electron outside the atom felt itself, at large, as a particle.
But getting inside the atom and becoming its structural part, the electron should be
transformed into a pure wave of electric substance.
The philosophical diﬃculties of the wave approach should be very disturbing. But
they were signiﬁcantly stiﬂed due to immense success of wave mechanics as of an
extremely productive instrument of theoretical calculations. All the parameters of
atomic world were easily described with the help of wave function. It was unanimously accepted soon that the three conceptions of atomic physics – Schrödinger
wave mechanics, Heisenberg matrix system, and Dirac operator approach – were
equivalent systems of the newly born quantum mechanics.
What regards the philosophical diﬃculty of the transformation of electrons within
the atom into waves of electric substance, Max Born overcame it with the help of
his probabilistic interpretation. According to this conception, the wave function described not the actual position of electrons inside the atom but rather the probability
of ﬁnding an electron in diﬀerent points of space inside the atom. The wave function
became a universal means for the description and calculation of all physical parameters in the atomic world. But the idyllic picture of complete incorporation of wave
mechanics into the framework of probabilistic conception of quantum physics, in fact,
contained a number of serious problems.
Niels Bohr and his colleagues and followers strongly believed that probability was
built in at the very foundation of the micro–world. They denied that quantum
mechanics was unable to give a deterministic description of atomic world just because
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of lack of knowledge about the processes going on there at the sub–atomic level
of physical interactions. Probability was regarded a necessary feature of each sub–
atomic event, independent of the number of interacting particles or conditions of
interactions.
Was there a ﬁrm empiric ground for such generalization? The answer to this question
can be both positive and negative depending on its aspect. The positive answer is
grounded on the brilliant experiments carried on by Davison and Germer that proved
that a beam of electrons passing through a crystal produces a diﬀraction picture.
This discovery conﬁrmed de Broglie hypothesis and forced physicists to admit that
science should reject the classical belief that particles and waves belong to diﬀerent
domains of physical reality.
But the answer to the above question should be negative if one takes into account
that experiments on electron diﬀraction proved wave properties of electrons but not
their probabilistic nature. Wave properties could be interpreted as supporting the
standpoint of classical mechanics as well. Niels Bohr, Max Born, and other adherents
of the Copenhagen school insisted on the probability as the essential feature of atomic
events but apparently underestimated the wave properties of atomic particles. Born
denied electron standing waves, but he readily used the wave function. Yet, on the
macro level, one could not show any diﬀerence between the standing wave of an
electron in the atom and the sum of positions of an atomic electron described by the
wave function. In both cases, a macro–observer would have the same picture of a
cloud of electric charge inside the atom in the form of standing wave.
In one point Schrödinger and Heisenberg held the same orthodox view. They both
denied believing in trajectories of electrons inside the atom. I am not going to insist
that electron’s inside the atom move on separate trajectories in the classical sense of
the term. But I would like to point out that Schrödinger and Heisenberg rejection
of the reality of electron trajectories did not follow from a deeper insight into the
physics of the micro–world. In actuality, neither wave mechanics nor matrix system
had suﬃcient means to describe electron’s motion along its orbit. If for some reason
Schrödinger and Heisenberg found admissible to consider the orbital motion of atomic
electrons, they would not be able to describe it by the means of their theories.
Returning to the problem of the equivalence of matrix approach and wave mechanics.
If Schrödinger had abandoned his far going claim of reducing all micro–world to
material waves, he could easily sustain the principle of wave–particle duality in his
system. But there is no comprehensible place for the fundamental principle of wave–
particle duality in Heisenberg’s matrix version. There is no slightest possibility to
speak of waves in the Heisenberg version of quantum mechanics. So one cannot talk
seriously of the equivalence of the main systems of quantum theory. Perhaps, it is
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time to realize that they are partial theories, which are able to describe the atomic
world only combining their eﬀorts. But in this case one should realize the necessity
to develop a really fundamental theory of atomic physics.

Case 9. Einstein refuting relativity?
“probably every theory will some day
experience its ’no’”
Albert Einstein
It is really a mystery, how could Albert Einstein develop the conception of the absolute basis of the physical world – that of the notion of entity of space, energy,
gravitational masses, and ﬁelds. Did not this absolute basis of existence refute the
conception of total relativity proved by Einstein’s special and general theories of
relativity? The special theory of relativity is usually praised for the deeper understanding of space and time. Einstein proved that all inertial frames of reference were
equivalent. That meant that there is no absolute space, no absolute time, and no
absolute motion. Soon the conception of world ether was also abandoned since it
implicitly presumed the presence of absolute space.
But did it mean that the relativistic correction of classical mechanics was logically
necessary? In retrospect, many contemporary physicists are ready to suppose that
Michelson’s experiment was quite suﬃcient for Einstein to proceed with his cardinal
reconstruction of classical mechanics. Several other writers go even further and
insist that Einstein derived the whole conception of relativity just out of his own
head having no information concerning relevant empiric data.
In actuality, the historic process that eventually brought to the formation of relativistic mechanics began with the diﬃculties of classical electromagnetic theory to
describe the motion of fast moving electrons. Then problems came with the speed
of light when experiments proved that it was independent of the speed of the hypothetical ether (Fizeau, 1851) as well as of the speed of the source of light (Michelson,
1881 and 1887).
The negative conclusions of the special theory of relativity concerning absolute space
and motion sounded very convincing and categorical. It was quite easy to accept
that there was no absolute motion. So, one had to accept that motion could be only
relative. It appeared also completely clear that there was no absolute space.
But what did the theory say positive regarding the essence of space? When
Minkowski presented relativistic mechanics in terms of four–dimensional continuum,
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the educated public was soon informed of new revolution in understanding the essence
of space and time. It was declared that modern mechanics rejected the old belief of
space and time as of independent characteristics of the physical world. Since space
and time coordinates of events were presented by Minkowski as components of the
uniﬁed space–time continuum, writers on the theory of relativity convinced their
readers they should stop making diﬀerence between space and time.
It is really surprising how easily the adherents of the new belief succeeded to forget
that space coordinates served to describe distance and extension while time described
a very diﬀerent thing – change and motion. If one day a young driver learns that
car engine, wheels, chassis, seats, etc. are just separate parts of car, would it mean
that the engine should lose for him its special statue? Why should any newly discovered property or interrelation of space and time coordinates change their essentially
diﬀerent standings as of fundamental characteristics of the physical world? No new
discovery can change the fact that the concept of space emerged as an abstraction
of extension of physical bodies and distances between them. Likewise, the concept
of time had been formed as an abstraction of duration and succession of events.
Of course, one never could imagine in classical mechanics that there existed any
link between space coordinates and time. It was really strange that the length of
a rod or the pace of a clock might depend on the speed of the frame of reference.
The relativity of simultaneity of events, proved by Einstein, and the invariance of
the space–time interval, introduced by Minkowski, required long consideration and
much eﬀort to be properly understood.
For Einstein the invariance of a physical law was the most necessary indicator of its
claim to be a true description of reality. So it seems quite possible that Einstein
would accept the absolute character of space–time intervals since it is an invariant
characteristic of physical events independent of the speed of motion of the reference
system. This argument may be supported by Einstein’s remark in Mein Weltbild:
“the four–dimensional space of the special theory of relativity is just as rigid and
absolute as Newton’s space.”
Apparently, the special theory of relativity had not any new answer to the most
fundamental philosophical question of science, “what is space?” What would be
Einstein’s answer if he were asked “what would remain there if all material objects,
charges and ﬁelds were removed from the universe?” Even after the discovery of
relativistic mechanics, but before the creation of the general theory of relativity,
Einstein, most probably, would agree with the answer given by classical physics:
“there would remain empty space.” Following Minkowski’s terminology, one could
give a slightly diﬀerent answer: “there would remain empty space–time continuum.”
But the diﬀerence between this answer and that of classical mechanics is not essential.
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The space component of four–dimensional continuum is the good old Euclidean space.
In classical physics, space was understood to be the universal receptacle of all the
objects of the physical world. Similarly, the four–dimensional continuum of special
relativity functioned as the universal container of all physical events.
The problem of the essence of space became the central issue of the general theory
of relativity. Here Einstein’s genius demonstrated its immense dimensions. Even the
greatest minds of scientiﬁc thought, after they had made a revolutionary discovery
and advanced science into a new epoch, still remained themselves in the framework
of general paradigms of their epoch. The special theory of relativity opened a new
chapter in the history of physics. Its revolutionary insight into laws of mechanical
motion radically changed scientiﬁc conceptions of mass and energy and provided new
understanding of the essence of relativity and invariance, and so on.
The only scientist who tried to think of a post–Einsteinian world was Einstein himself.
His general theory of relativity is the most daring theory ever developed by human
mind. Following Einstein’s thought, physicists and all educated people observed in
amazement the astonishing picture of the universe as a whole.
Einstein’s equations of the general theory of relativity and their solutions described
a stable universe. According to this model of the universe, it had ﬁnite space. Yet
due to the curvature of space, this ﬁnite world had no boundary. In Einstein’s model
of the universe, the curvature of space served to describe the motion of gravitating
masses. Space–ﬁeld entity became a kind of speciﬁc substance. Its properties, including the distribution of its curvature, were determined by gravitating masses. In
its turn, space–ﬁeld continuum determined the trajectories of motion of gravitating
masses, stars and other heavenly bodies. I would like to stress here that space of
the general relativity appeared to be a unique entity, a real frame that determined
the distribution and motion of all objects in the universe. Thus, space by Einstein
became the absolute basis of existence.
This impression of substantiality became even stronger in relativistic cosmology.
Models of expending universe proved that space not only determined the motion
of gravitating bodies but also carried with it all existing bodies and made them to
run away from each other due to its self–extension. Considered as the most basic
carrier of all existing material objects, space appeared much like a special kind of
substance.
To sum up. Space of classical physics was a passive container of heavenly bodies and
all existing material objects. It has no other function and never demonstrated its
independent existence as of a substance or of anything else. Space of the theory of
general relativity became the real basis of the physical world, the absolute determiner
of the motion of all gravitating masses. As it is often the case with the development
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of ideas in the history of human ideology, the extreme extension of a conception
brings to its opposite. Extending the principle of relativity to all frames of reference,
Einstein found the absolute.
Einstein’s relativistic mechanics is as immortal as is its predecessor, Newton’s mechanics. Any future development of theoretical mechanics can bring only to certain
corrections of relativistic mechanics. With the general theory of relativity there is
no such guarantee. All depends on the real nature of gravitation. One cannot exclude today that gravitation may appear to be some unique, non–ﬁeld–theoretical
phenomenon.

Case 10. The mystery of Michelson experiment
“the principle of relativity was proved in
a particularly incisive manner by Michelson’s famous experiment”
Albert Einstein
It is widely accepted today that Michelson’s experiments denied the existence of the
world ether and rejected the conception of the absolute space and time of classical
mechanics. Surprisingly enough, the great physicists of the early part of the twentieth
century, even discussing Einstein’s conception of relativity, regarded mainly Fizeau
experiment and hardly ever took into account the results of Michelson’s experiments.
Absolute space and absolute motion are usually thought as symbols of classical mechanics. In actuality, Newton stated quite clearly that only relative motion reveals
itself in mechanical appearances. Absolute space was rather a philosophical concept
necessary to think of the very possibility of mechanical motion.
But in the year 1818 Arago pointed out that the index of refraction of any given
substance should depend on the ratio of its velocity of absolute motion to that of the
speed of light. When the experiment did not succeed in determining the absolute
motion, a hypothesis was suggested that the light might be partially “dragged” by
the moving substance. In 1851, Fizeau designed an experiment to test this hypothesis.
He measured the speed of light along a tube with water ﬂowing in it. The result of
the experiment was positive. The velocity of light slightly changed in the moving
water. In 1895 Lorentz presented a satisfactory explanation of Fizeau experiment
still assuming absolute space and ethereal medium.
But in the classical electromagnetic theory there remained the problem of the nil
result of Michelson’s experiment of 1881 that was conﬁrmed by the more reﬁned
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Michelson–Morley experiment of 1887. The nil result of these experiments proved
that the speed of light is constant in all directions and independent of the motion of
the source of light.
To explain this experimental fact, Fitzgerald suggested in 1892 one of the most
unusual physical hypotheses. He showed that one could explain Michelson–Morley
experiment if it was assumed that moving bodies contract along the direction of their
motion. In 1904, Lorentz introduced special rules of transformation of space–time
coordinates and deduced Fitzgerald contraction as a necessary conclusion from his
general principles.
To Lorentz and all other physicists of that epoch the absolute factors were space and
ether. The speed of light only seemed constant due to the relativistic contraction. In
1905, Einstein came forward with his revolutionary revision of this classical viewpoint.
He introduced a new absolute – the speed of light. Postulating the speed of light as a
physical constant, Einstein deduced the Lorentz rules of transformation and all basic
relativistic eﬀects, including the eﬀect of relativistic contraction earlier designed to
explain the nil result of Michelson experiment. Einstein’s revolutionary approach
abolished the absolute space and the ethereal medium.
Thus we have the clear picture of the chain of ideas that brought eventually to formation of relativistic mechanics: Michelson experiment – Fitzgerald contraction –
Lorentz transformation – Einstein relativity.
In essence, if properly understood, Michelson’s experimental proof of the independence of the speed of light from the speed of its source necessarily implied a crucial
conclusion that there was neither absolute motion nor absolute space. Michelson experiments could be understood only with the help of Lorentz transformations. They,
in turn, should sooner or later bring to the necessary corrections of classical mechanics. Einstein was the scientist who performed this great reconstruction and created
relativistic mechanics. But to this day, historians of science cannot resolve the puzzle whether Einstein had the information on Michelson’s historic experiment prior to
creating his revolutionary theory. Einstein’s contradicting answers to the question
made the situation completely unsolvable.
One may think that there is an objective factor that can make the positive answer
more likely. This is the fact that in 1907 Michelson was awarded Nobel Prize for
physics. Could Einstein miss information about the experiments of such a highly
appraised investigator?
Unfortunately, this line of argumentation comes out to be absolutely unproductive.
First, Michelson got his Nobel prize not for his famous experiment. According to
the formulation of the Nobel committee, Michelson was awarded “for his optical
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precision instruments and the spectroscopic and metrological investigations carried
out with their aid”. In his greeting word, president of the Royal Swedish Academy of
Sciences, K. A. Mörner, made a special notice of the American scientist’s fascinating
instrument. “Your interferometer,” praised K. A. Mörner, “has rendered it possible
to obtain a non–metrical standard of length, possessed of a degree of accuracy never
hitherto attained.” And no single word on the historic experiment carried out with
the help of this instrument! And what is not less startling, Michelson himself did not
mention his greatest achievement in his Nobel lecture! Michelson’s report in the Nobel
lectures is followed by his short biography. Here, at last we ﬁnd a clear statement of
the exceptional importance of Michelson’s experiment: “Michelson performed early
measurements of the velocity of light with amazing delicacy and in 1881 he invented
his interferometer for the purpose of discovering the eﬀect of the Earth’s motion
on the observed velocity. In cooperation with Professor E. W. Morley, and using
the interferometer, it was shown that light travels at a constant speed in all inertial
systems of reference.” But this biography was composed by the editor sixty years
after Michelson’s Nobel lecture.
The above strange facts can normally mean one thing: by the year 1907 neither the
Nobel committee nor Michelson himself did realize the signiﬁcance of his experiment
on the speed of light. Moreover, I am going to bring in another fact which proves
that the physicists of that time had been unaware of the historic importance of
Michelson’s experiment.
In 1911, shortly after the ﬁrst Solvay Congress, Albert Einstein was invited to give
lecture on the theory of relativity at the meeting of the Zurich Society of the researchers of nature. Quite surprisingly, during this lecture Einstein did not mention
the Michelson experiment, even when he stated the constancy of the speed of light.
Many prominent professors of physics participated in the discussions. Only one of
them spoke in passing about the Michelson experiment and that only in connection
with the Lorentz–Fitzgerald contraction.
We have to conclude that at the start of the century the physics community was
unaware of the exceptional importance of Michelson’s experiment. So it could hardly
play a notable role in the formation of Einstein’s conception of relativity. For instance,
in the above–mentioned lecture Einstein derived the principle of the constancy of the
speed of light as a consequence from Lorentz’ assumption of resting ether, but not
from Michelson’s experiment.
Possibly, the physicists did not pay deserved attention to Michelson experiment due
to the dominant position of the concept of ether in those days. Fizeau experiment
was immediately intended to investigate the relation of ether and moving bodies,
while the relation of Michelson experiment to ether was not so much evident.
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Perhaps the most decisive clue regarding the role of Michelson’s experiments in Einstein’s deliberations on relativity is contained in the introductory section of 1905
celebrated paper. Here Einstein ﬁrst pointed out the widely known examples of
asymmetries of Maxwell’s electrodynamics in regard of the motion of a conductor
relative to electric and magnetic ﬁelds. Then came the decisive sentence. “examples
of this sort,” wrote Albert Einstein, “together with the unsuccessful attempts to detect a motion of the Earth relative to the light medium, led to the conjecture that not
only the phenomena of mechanics but also those of electrodynamics have no properties that correspond to the concept of absolute rest”. In this sentence two points
that I marked by italics are of cardinal importance. First, the phrase about the
“unsuccessful attempts to detect a motion of the Earth relative to the light medium”
may be attributed only to the Michelson’s experiments. Second, Einstein assessed
the negative results of these experimental attempts as helping only to conjecture the
principle of relativity.
So the mystery of the role of Michelson’s experiments in the formation of Einstein’s
theory of relativity may be more adequately understood taking into account the
above–discussed circumstances. Writing his famous 1905 paper, Einstein was well
aware of the negative results of Michelson’s experiments but assessed them only as
helping to conjecture but not to prove the principle of relativity.
Historians of physics sometimes discuss also if Einstein, preparing his 1905 paper on
statistical physics, had any information concerning the so–called Brownian motion.
The problem apparently arose from the denial of such knowledge in autobiographical notes. This passage goes on as follows, “in the midst of this i discovered that,
according to atomistic theory, there would have to be a movement of suspended microscopic particles open to observation, without knowing that observations concerning
the brownian motion were already long familiar”.
The truth is that writing his autobiography in 1947 Einstein did not remember that
his 1905 paper contained a direct reference to the Brownian motion.

Case 11. The mystery of inﬁnity
“in regard of inﬁnity, to rely on mere
thinking is absurd.”
Aristotle
Aristotle suggested the following strict deﬁnition of inﬁnity: “a quantity is inﬁnite if
it is such that we can always take a part outside what has been already taken. On
the other hand, what has nothing outside is complete and whole.” For instance, the
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inﬁnite is not the biggest number, but rather the potential to be bigger of any given
big number, the ability to get beyond any given ﬁnite number and thus always to
have “something outside it”. This classical notion of inﬁnity, called potential inﬁnity,
is a generalization of the properties of mathematical series like that of the series of
natural numbers.
In spite of the completely clear meaning of the concept of potential inﬁnity, human
mind always felt unsurpassable diﬃculty to imagine inﬁnity. It could not be other
way. For we imagine something as actually existing while by its deﬁnition and essence
inﬁnity is only a potential.
Kant demonstrated clearly what an enormous diﬃculty we have to face trying to
apply the mathematical category of inﬁnity to such a unique object as the universe
as a whole. These diﬃculties were clearly outlined in the so–called ﬁrst antinomy of
the famous Critique of Pure Reason. Kant’s antinomy consists of two parts. The
thesis proves that the universe is ﬁnite, since it cannot be inﬁnite. The antithesis
proves the opposite statement that the universe is inﬁnite since it cannot be ﬁnite.
Let us have a closer look at Kant’s argumentation.
The thesis is formulated as follows: “the world has a beginning in time, and is also
limited as regards space.” Naturally, the proof of the thesis consists of two parts since
the thesis speaks of two essentially diﬀerent characteristics of the universe, namely its
space and time. The proof of the temporal argument may be presented as follows: “if
we assume that the world has no beginning in time, then up to every given moment,
there has passed away in the world an inﬁnite series of successive states of things.
Now the inﬁnity of a series consists in the fact that it can never be completed. It thus
follows that it is impossible for an inﬁnite series to have passed away, and therefore
the world necessarily has a beginning.”
This proof sounds quite convincingly. The only point that leaves room for a critical
analysis is the ﬁrst sentence of the proof. Here from the assumption (a) “the world
has no beginning in time” a conclusion is derived that (c) “up to every given moment,
there has passed away in the world an inﬁnite series of successive states of things.”
But in this conclusion (c), in actuality, are joined together two sentences: (c1 ) “in
the world, up to every given moment, the series of the successive states in the past
is inﬁnite”, and (c2 ) “this series is completed (since it has passed away)”.
But it is impossible for the sentences c1 and c2 to be together logical consequences
of the assumption a. If it follows from a that the series of the successive states in the
past is inﬁnite (c1 ), then this same series cannot be completed. And if one admits
that it follows from the assumption a that the series of the successive states in the
past is completed (c2 ), then this series cannot be inﬁnite. This contradiction makes
meaningless all the following argumentation of Kant’s proof. So we have to conclude
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that Kant’s proof of the ﬁrst part of his antinomy could not go further of its ﬁrst
sentence.
The second (spatial) part of Kant’s proof of the thesis of the ﬁrst antinomy concerns
the extension of the universe. It is not diﬃcult to show that in this case too, Kant’s
proof cannot be continued after its very ﬁst sentence. Let us examine in detail the
proof of the second part of Kant’s thesis: “the world is limited as regards space.”
Since Kant proves his thesis by the refutation of a contradicting proposition, he had
to begin with the following assumption: “the world is not limited as regards its
spatial extension.”
(1) Instead, Kant begins with a self–contradicting assumption: “the world is an
inﬁnite given whole of co–existing things.” But in actuality, the predicates “inﬁnite”
and “given as a whole” (=completed) are incompatible. Any sentence, containing a
joint assertion of these two predicates is a contradiction in terms. Since Kant proves
his thesis by the refutation of a contradicting proposition, he had to begin with
the following assumption: “the world is not limited as regards its spatial extension.”
Then he could draw from this statement the following conclusions:
(2) “the world space is not completed.”
(3) “the world space can be continued limitless.”
(4) “the world space is inﬁnite.”
But having the assumption (1) and drawing from it sentences (2)–(4), one is forbidden
to continue by a contradicting assertion “the world is an inﬁnite given whole of co–
existing things”. This means an evident failure in Kant’s proof of the spatial part of
the thesis of his antinomy.
Let us now examine the proof of the antithesis of Kant’s ﬁrst antinomy. Kant formulated the antithesis of the ﬁrst antinomy as follows: “the world has no beginning,
and no limits in space; it is inﬁnite as regards both time and space.” Again we have
two distinct parts, one temporal and the other spatial. And again, Kant proves each
one of them by refuting the contradicting proposition. The temporal part of the
antithesis can be proved as follows. Antithesis: the world has no beginning.
Proof: let us assume that it has a beginning in time. Then there must have been
a preceding time in which the world was not. Since the world is the totality of all
existing things, there could nothing exist in the time preceding the beginning of
the world. But this means that the world had to begin out of nothing, which is
impossible.
Indeed, this laconic proof is rigorous and strong. The only possible objection may
be suggested taking into account modern conceptions of relativistic cosmology. The
teaching of the expending universe brought to light a theoretical possibility of a
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“tight “model in which the universe and time begin together. This is believed to be
very helpful in avoiding the unpleasant question what was the state of the universe
before the start of the big bang.
To evaluate this alternative, we have to concentrate attention on the concept of the
“beginning”. Kant rightly mentioned that the beginning of an object assumes “a
preceding time when the object did not exist”. Explicating further the concept of
beginning, we must mention also that it assumes also two additional points. Firstly,
“the object must change from non–existence to existence.” Secondly, and just this
point comes to be the most important factor in the analysis of the alternative of
the “tight “model, “any thing arises from something else.” But this “something else”
cannot be presented by “nothingness” (an empty world) as well as it cannot be also
the world itself.
Now we are ready for the critical analysis of the alternative of the “tight” model.
The essence of this approach is expressed by the statement “the world and time have
begun together at the moment t = 0.” But to begin means arising from something
diﬀerent. So there should exist something prior to the world, which would necessarily
require the existence of time. This would unavoidably raise the question of the
beginning of this something existing prior to the world, which would bring to the
assumption of the new something, new beginning and so on ad inﬁnitum. As we see,
the “tight” model of the universe and time beginning together cannot change the
conclusion that the world cannot have a beginning.
Now we can sum up the analysis of the temporal part of Kant’s antinomy. The thesis
“the world has a beginning in time” has not any convincing proof, while there is a
strong proof for the antithesis “the world has no beginning in time.”So we have to
accept that the world has no beginning. A conception advocated by Aristotle and
assumed in Einstein’s model of the universe.
Let us turn to the last proof, which concerns the spatial part of the antithesis of
Kant’s antinomy. Antithesis: the world has no limits in space.
Proof: let us assume the opposite that the world in space is ﬁnite. It would follow
then that there is empty space beyond the world. But empty space is impossible. Though apparently clear and strong, in fact, this version of the proof is self–
contradicting. Its starts arguing on the basis of the absolute space and then rejects
own conclusion from the position of the relational conception of space. But these two
conceptions of space are completely incompatible and exclude one another. So, one
has to admit that the proof of the spatial part of the antithesis is, in fact, a failure.
But earlier we have seen that there is no proof also for the spatial part of the thesis
of the ﬁrst antinomy. So we must conclude that either the thesis “the world is ﬁnite
in space” or the antithesis “the world is inﬁnite as regards space” have no consistent
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proof.

Case 12. The mystery of singularity
“humanity should not seek knowledge
exceeding its capacities.”
Aristotle
Great explorers of secrets of nature have an obsessive dream to explain the universe
as a whole. And not only to draw its present picture but also to reveal its genesis
from the very beginning whatever it were. Considering the problem of the universe
as a whole, Isaac Newton was aware that there would be a problem with the inﬁnite
space uniformly ﬁlled with stars. The masses of innumerable stars should create
gravitational ﬁelds that would produce resultant inﬁnite tension at any point of
space. Yet it was realized that the background gravitating masses of the inﬁnite
number of stars of the uniform universe would act on any given star from all sides
thus compensating each other’s force of attraction.
The problem of the universe as a whole became a cardinal issue of modern physics due
to the relativistic cosmological models. In 1917, following the principles of his theory
of gravitation, Einstein suggested an attractive model of a ﬁnite but unbounded
universe. The startling conclusion of Einstein’s theory was that huge gravitating
masses changed the “normal” space, which had Euclidean geometry, into Riemannian
space with positive curvature. Because of the positive curvature of space, the ﬁnite
universe should have no boundary.
Einstein’s beautiful model underwent a disastrous change in 1922. Alexander Friedmann, mathematics professor from Soviet Russia, proved that Einstein’s cosmological
equation had a non stable solution. Friedmann’s purely mathematical consideration
led, in actuality, to the speculative assumption of an incredible physical phenomenon
of self–extension (or self–contraction) of space.
Friedmann’s two papers on non–stable solutions of the cosmological equation passed
almost unnoticed by the community of theoreticians. Much greater was the impact
of the 1927 paper of Georges Lemaitre, a young Belgian priest who demonstrated
a genuine devotion to cosmology rather than to theology. Lemaitre independently
found out the non–stable solutions of the Einstein equation with a zero cosmological
constant. But unlike Friedmann, he, from the very start, considered the model of the
expanding universe as a theory explaining the coming to be of the physical world.
Lemaitre put emphasis on the past of the universe. If the assumption of self–
expansion was true there followed a very unordinary conclusion. The expansion
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of space should have its beginning in time. Moreover, “at the beginning” all the
matter of the universe should be pressed together in one singular point. Lemaitre
introduced the idea of the “primeval atom”, the sphere of very negligible size that
had to contain all the matter of Einstein’s ﬁnite world. Lemaitre himself was very
glad to prove scientiﬁcally the biblical thesis of the beginning of the world. Modern
writers prefer to speak of “singularity”, while for the general public they use the
picturesque term big bang. The term “singularity” actually sounds better, since the
singular state of the universe can refer not only to the moment of the self–expansion
of space but also to the super–dense state of all the matter of the universe pressed together in the negligibly small volume of the “primeval atom”. Later on, it was proved
that in the conception of general relativity the assumption of self–expansion of space
inevitably brings to the conclusion of a singularity at the origin of the universe.
As soon as it was realized, that Hubble’s empiric law of the red shift in the spectra of
all remote galaxies might be well interpreted as the evidence of the self–expansion of
space, physicists almost unanimously accepted the models of the expanding universe.
And this: in spite of the apparently absurd conclusions following from the physical
interpretations of the state of singularity adherent to all ﬁnite models of the universe.
Finite cosmological models bring inevitably to the conclusion that the expansion of
the universe must stop at a deﬁnite moment, depending on the density of the cosmic
matter. And then a really horrible thing should happen. The universe must begin
contracting into a new singularity. All the matter of the universe should be pressed
back into one single point. The most distressing thing is that after this catastrophic
contraction of the universe, no new expansion would follow.
Adherents of this conception are so excited with their unchallenged success in predicting the so called back ground radiation that they think of their theories as of
the ﬁnal truth that precisely pictures the present, the past, and the future of the
material world. They quite seriously discuss and calculate physical parameters of
the universe up to the point of 10−−10 seconds after the “beginning”.
What does make adherents of the conception of the expending universe so sure in their
extraordinary assumption? The basis of the conception of the expending universe is
the fact, the absolutely certain fact that there is a signiﬁcant red shift in the spectra
of all remote galaxies. This empiric observation becomes a dominant cosmological
factor as soon as physicists admit that the only possibility to explain the red shift is
to account it to the Doppler eﬀect: which assumes that galaxies are running away
from us, some of them at speeds close to the speed of light. From the moment the
red shift is admitted being a Doppler shift, we are necessarily bound to the picture
of the expending world of galaxies.
Only a very fundamental controversy can bring a shadow of uncertainty in the ranks
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and ﬁles of adherents of the big bang models. Such a fundamental feature of the world
of galaxies is already well known though its damaging eﬀect upon the conception of
the expending universe is not fully realized yet.
This extremely important feature of the macrocosm is the fact of cosmogonical activity of the nuclei of galaxies. I mean the discovery of the enormous eruptions of
matter and radiation from the nuclei of many galaxies. These eruptions prove that
there is an unimaginable huge density of matter and energy at the nuclei of galaxies.
While the main problem of the models of expanding universe is to bring together
into stars and galaxies the initial substance of the “primeval atom” that should have
been driven away all over space from the moment the big bang had started.
I would like to emphasize this controversy. On the one hand, we have the fact of
enormous density of energy and matter at the heart of galaxies, in their nuclei. On
the other hand, we have a hypothetical conception of the big bang, which provides the
least favorable condition for the formation of galaxies and leaves almost no place for
the extraordinary huge density of matter and energy in galactic nuclei. Again, the
fact is the enormous star density end energetic activity of the nuclei of galaxies. The
hypothesis of the self–expending space makes such an enormous density and activity
the least probable phenomenon.
In my following objection to the hypothesis of self–expansion of space I will prove that
this hypothesis, in fact, does not achieve its main goal. Namely, the self–expansion
of space is unable to explain Hubble’s law.
Let us ask a paradoxical question, “would the expansion of space bring in an increase
of the distances between galaxies?” Indeed, to measure any physical distance, one
should do it with the help of some measuring rod. If space expends, the measuring
rod will extend accurately the same way as any other distance. So the value of the
distance between any two given galaxies as the ratio of the distance between them
to the length of a measuring stick would always remain the same, if even space were
expending.
This argument holds in behalf of all physical processes related to spatial distances.
Any law of nature refers not to space as such, but rather to the distance related to
a measuring rod. So no law of nature would change its inﬂuence on physical bodies
and processes if space were extending. No physical phenomenon or measurement
would be able to reveal the expansion of the universe. This argument was clearly
formulated by W. K. Cliﬀord and Delbauf and supported by P.W. Bridgman and
Henry Poincaré.
But if we accept this conclusion that the expansion of space can bring no change in the
phenomena of the universe, it will make groundless all the models of the expending
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universe. The expansion of space cannot cause any red shift of radiation. Distances
between all physical bodies, including galaxies, will always remain the same since
if space expends k times, the measuring stick extends precisely k times too. But if
distances do not change, there would be no Doppler shift and no red shift of the light
of remote galaxies.

Case 13. The mystery of virtual particles
“the whole ﬁfty years of conscious brooding
have not brought me nearer to the answer
to the question, “What are light quanta?”
Albert Einstein
The idea of ﬁeld necessarily becomes the central issue of discussions when scientists
try to answer what is the nature of the electric force or, in general, of any other
force of physical interaction. Albert Einstein was deeply convinced in the most fundamental place of physical ﬁelds in the structure of the material world. Yet, just
Einstein’s scheme of the interaction of the electron with electromagnetic radiation
brought eventually to the factual elimination of the classical concept of ﬁeld. If electromagnetic energy was emitted and absorbed by means of special particles, photons,
there remained no use of the concept of ﬁeld in regard of radiation. Moreover, the
exchange of photons could be supposed to be the real mechanism of interaction of
electric charges. Such an approach would eventually lead to complete elimination of
the concept of ﬁeld from the theory of electromagnetic phenomena.
On the other hand, Bohr’s theory of atom emphasized the fact that electrons do
not radiate electromagnetic energy moving on their stable orbits in atom. This
fact challenged the most profound principle of classical ﬁeld theory according to
which charged bodies moving with acceleration had to radiate electromagnetic waves.
Another mystery of atomic radiation concerned its frequency. It did not coincide with
the frequency of rotation of electrons in atom.
In spite of the above–mentioned insurmountable diﬃculties, the leading paradigm
of the early part twentieth century physics remained the notion of ﬁeld. By that
time, physicists had already faced serious troubles with the luminiferous ether as
the carrier of electromagnetic radiation. But it was soon realized that one could
silently ignore all uncomfortable questions substituting the troublesome term ether
by the term ﬁeld. Even the non–classical quantum physics and relativistic mechanics
continued to work along the conception of ﬁeld interaction. Moreover, the modern
quantum electrodynamics, which actually introduced the idea of the interaction by
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means of virtual particlesinstead that of the interaction by a ﬁeld media, is still called
quantum ﬁeld theory.
In the frame of classical ﬁeld conception, physicists thought it quite admissible to
postulate that electric charge was the “inborn” ability of matter to produce in the
surrounding space a ﬁeld of forces. On the other hand, quantum physics actually
told that the atom is a material structure able to transform the energy of heat into
photons of electromagnetic radiation. Is it not possible to extend this mechanism
on the process of creation of electrostatic ﬁeld by an electric charge? Does not, for
instance, an electron create his electrostatic ﬁeld by the way of some transformation
of its inner energy?
The discovery of quanta of radiation and of photon structure of light made unavoidable the question, “what is the carrier of the ﬁeld interaction?” Or “by what means
does an electric charge create its ﬁeld of force?” The quantum mechanical theory
of atomic radiation brought to light several additional questions: “how do electrons
absorb photons?” and “how do atomic electrons produce photons while they radiate
electromagnetic energy?”
In the framework of atomic physics, all these questions could be considered abstract
speculations. But the nuclear physics made it unavoidable to realize the profound
signiﬁcance of the phenomenon of birth of particles in nuclear interactions. Subsequent intensive studies of interactions of high–energy particles revealed that the birth
and transformation of elementary particles was a predominant way of behavior and
interaction at the very basis of the structure of substance.
By the mid–twentieth century, quantum ﬁeld models of Dirac, Fermi, and Yukawa
provided a completely satisfactory picture of the atom and atomic nucleus. Atoms
and their radiation were described in detail by the force of electromagnetic interaction, the photon being its force–carrying particle. The properties of atomic nuclei
were well explained by pi meson model of strong interaction of protons and neutrons. The process of beta decay was accounted to the force of weak interaction
that required introducing one more elementary particle, neutrino, in addition to the
well–established electron, photon, proton and neutron.
If only physicists could stop here their unceasing quest of research of nature. What
a clear and beautiful picture of the world would have the physical science. But
physicists had no chance to enjoy their achievements. By the end of 1960s, there
were discovered over 200 new elementary particles, which demonstrated numerous
strange properties and unexpected transformations. The predominant part of new
particles had been observed in experiments with electrons and protons accelerated to
high energies up to several billions electron volts. To study high–energy interactions,
physicists bombarded with charged particles of accelerator beams tiny targets made
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of diﬀerent substances. Soon observations showed that the main feature of high–
energy interactions was the birth of a number of particles. The birth of new kinds
of particles went on with such an explosive intensity, and the newborn particles
behaved themselves in such unordinary ways that there the impression arose among
physicists: the time had come for a new revolution in the foundations of physics. But
still many theoreticians believed they could manage to deal with all new particles and
their extravagant properties in the framework of the quantum ﬁeld theory. Rather
unexpectedly, this conservative position came out to be the winner.
Theoreticians ﬁrst undertook the task of building a classiﬁcation table for elementary
particles like that of periodical system of chemical elements. The most successful
one was Murray Gell–Mann’s “eightfold” table. It grouped elementary particles into
octets. The table provided eﬀective means to reveal the mass relations among all
barions and mesons. The signiﬁcance of the new conception for the world of the
elementary particles was so obvious that already in 1969 Gell–Mann received the
Nobel Prize for physics.
The next step was the search of new “ultimate” building blocks for this complex world
of elementary particles. The intensive eﬀorts of a number of theoreticians, among
which the central role belonged again to Murray Gell–Mann, brought eventually to
the formation of the quark theory. In1963, Gell–Mann showed that all barions and
mesons could be built of three quarks only. Physicists thought they had found the
last building block of nature. Quarks seemed to be the real “atoms”, the principally
indivisible particles of matter since the force binding quarks together appeared to
increase when one tried to bring them apart.
Of course, there was a stumbling block too. Quarks had to have fractional charge
that of 1/3 and 2/3 of the charge of the electron. There was no slightest evidence of
fractional charge in the huge body of observational data. Nevertheless, Friedmann,
Kendall and Taylor veriﬁed experimentally the reality of quarks. Their work was
awarded the 1990 Nobel Prize for physics.
Contemporary physicists are almost unanimous in accepting the quantum theoretical
picture of an elementary particle.
Surrounded by a frothing cloud of virtual particles that, in Feynman’s words, all the
time are “popping in and out of existence.” But is it not absurd to believing in entities
that have to keep on their shoulders the entire physical world by constantly coming
into existence and vanishing? Really, why are ﬁeld carrier particles of quantum
electrodynamics called “virtual”? Just because they cannot function as real normal
particles.
Consider proton–neutron interaction. Hear we deal with a short–ranged strong force.
To build the quantum ﬁeld of such kind a force, physicists have to assume that
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the proton–neutron interaction is carried on by exchanging special ﬁeld particles
having a signiﬁcant mass of rest. Namely, protons and neutrons, having the mass of
rest about 1800 me, are presumed to interact by sending and absorbing pi mesons
that have mass of rest about 270 me. The law of conservation of energy clearly
forbids processes in which low energy protons and neutrons could produce pi mesons.
That means that protons and neutrons cannot interact inside the atomic nucleus by
exchanging actually existing mesons.
But never mind such a triﬂe. Let us say that pi mesons, so much necessary to quantum ﬁeld theory, exist virtually when we deal with the process of strong interaction.
The term “virtual” helps to reason about the processes of exchanging pi mesons as if
these ﬁeld carrier particles actually existed. Actually non–existing ﬁeld carrier particles are presented as a special form of physical existence (or rather non–existence)
called virtual particles. And then, getting used to descriptions of physical interactions in terms of virtual particles, physicists speak about virtual particles as of really
existing ones. Surely, physicists would hardly agree with such a trick if they learned
about it in some other branch of science.

Case 14. The mystery of Goedel’s theorem
“Gödel’s reasoning skirts so close to
and yet misses a paradox.”
Stephen Kleene
Kurt Gödel is one of the greatest logicians from the time of Aristotle. His proof of
the completeness of the calculus of predicates is one of the most signiﬁcant results
of the modern meta–logic. And the famous 1931 paper on the incompleteness of
formalized arithmetic is evaluated as the greatest single piece of work in the history
of mathematical logic. “Kurt Gödel’s achievement in modern logic,” declared John
von Neumann, “is singular and monumental – indeed it is more than a monument,
it is a landmark which will remain visible far in space and time”.
The advantage of the axiomatic presentation of a theory is widely accepted. As a
rule, axioms of a theory are chosen from the most clear and evident statements of the
given ﬁeld of research. On the other hand, a good theoretician is just unable to make
a mistake in his logical deductions. So there is little chance to refute an axiomatic
theory or even question its particular statements. If the axiomatic method is so ideal
and strong, why do logicians and mathematicians undertake the task of formalization
of axiomatic theories? What is the goal of the method of formalization?
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The idea of formalization emerged as a remedy against paradoxes that had been revealed in the very foundations of mathematics. By the early twentieth century, some
prominent mathematicians, having a natural interest to philosophical foundations of
their science, became really upset by the emergence of paradoxes in the theory of
sets, the very last basis of mathematics.
David Hilbert, the most prominent authority of the mathematics of his day, believed
that paradoxes arise due to the use of the everyday language. Any term or concept
of everyday language has, as a rule, several meanings, some of them signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent from each other. There is always a chance that one and the same term
could be used in diﬀerent meanings during the same proof bringing thus to contradictory conclusions. So Hilbert suggested that mathematicians should avoid using
everyday language in their proofs. This should be achieved through the formalization
of mathematical theories.
To formalize an axiomatic theory means to present it as a symbolic calculus. This
can be done as follows. First, one builds the corresponding formal language. It
can be done substituting the terms and concepts of a given axiomatic theory by
a set of symbols, which compose the “alphabet” of the formal language. Then one
deﬁnes the concept of the “well–formed” formula. When a formal language gets some
interpretation, the well–formed formulas correspond to those symbolic expressions
that have a sense in the non–formal language.
After the formal language is built the axioms of the formalized theory are introduced
as its initial formulas. Then one has to formulate the last structural component of
the formalized theory – its rules of inference. Only with the help of the rules of
inference one is allowed to draw new formulas (theorems) from the initial formulas,
the axioms and deﬁnitions.
Now, the question is whether the method of formalization can prevent the appearance
of paradoxes in mathematics and in science in general? The pro–argument is quite
evident. From the day of Aristotle, scientists realized that the main ground feeding
the paradoxes is the lack of rigorousness and precision in the language we use. It
seems very probable that using a formal language one can eliminate the main source
of paradoxes in mathematics, too.
On the other hand, any formal calculus is a translation of a respective axiomatic
theory into the given formal language. By this translation a term is just substituted
by a corresponding symbol, usually a letter of the Latin alphabet. If a given paradox
follows from the use of a term, say “space”, in its diﬀerent meanings, then the
respective “bad” statements can creep into the formal proof, too.
By the term Gödel’s theorem writers usually mean the main theorem of Gödel’s
famous 1931 paper “on formally undecidable propositions of Principia Mathematica
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and related systems”. In modern presentations the address of the theorem is more
concrete – the formal system s of the axiomatic set theory or the theory of numbers.
For instance, Stephen Kleene formulates Gödel’s theorem as follows: “if the number–
theoretic formal system is consistent, then it is (simply) incomplete, with aq(q) as
an undecidable formula”.
Why is so important this aq(q) formula? If a formula is undecidable, it means
that neither this formula nor its negation is provable in the formalized system. But
according to the law of the excluded third, the assertion of this formula or of its
negation necessarily must be true. Thus, presenting an undecidable formula one
factually proves the incompleteness of the corresponding formal system.
So all our attention must be directed to this formula aq(q), which for its importance
I will call Gödel’s formula.
What does assert Gödel’s formula? In its essence, Gödel’s formula a asserts its own
unprovability. One cannot miss how close is such a statement to the liar paradox.
Yet it does not lead to a logical contradiction since Gödel built the formula a with
the help of the predicate “to be a proof” and did not use the characteristics “true”
or “false”. By its construction, all the content of Gödel’s formula is as follows, (1) A
means that A is unprovable.
It is absolutely clear that such a formula does not belong to the ﬁeld of mathematical
knowledge. It can belong only to the domain of the theory of proof or metatheory,
sometimes called metamathematics. Then how could Gödel’s formula be related to
the completeness of the number theory, and generally to mathematics?
There is serious ground for it. Gödel built his formula using the means of the formalized number theory. Logicians believe that building his formula Gödel made
metamathematics a branch of number theory. In actuality, this evaluation needs a
correction very signiﬁcant for the task of the adequate understanding of the meaning
of Gödel’s theorem.
In the ordinary elementary number theory, one cannot build Gödel’s formula. This
theory uses only one predicate (equality), usually denoted by “=”. To build Gödel’s
formula, one must introduce the predicate W (x, n) that means that x is a proof of
n, when interpreted metatheoretically. So the system in which Gödel’s formula can
be built and of which Gödel’s theorem does speak, is an extension of the formal
system of the number theory. Gödel’s undecidable formula is a formula only in that
extended theory, but not in the system of the formalized number theory. That means
that Gödel’s theorem proves the incompleteness of Gödel’s extended theory, but not
of the formalized number theory.
Moreover, even the introduction of the predicate w is not enough to build Gödel’s
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formula. One must also use a special kind of enumeration of the introduced metatheoretical means. But here Gödel’s proof confronts a serious drawback. For some mysterious reason, analysts of Gödel’s proof do not see the apparent fact that Gödel’s
numbering is ambiguous. Each one of Gödel’s numbers designates two completely
diﬀerent objects, namely, a natural number and, at the same time, a metatheoretical
predicate. Just this ambiguity, strictly forbidden by the most fundamental law of
identity, provides the possibility of building Gödel’s formula with its characteristic
apparent strictness.
In fact, Gödel’s proof had a cardinal speciﬁcity. It can be carried on only with
the help of a self–referential formula. But using self–referential statements one violates the basic logical law of identity. In Gödel’s proof, A denotes simultaneously
the proposition A and the statement “A is unprovable”. This means that building
mathematics and proving theorems with the help of self–referential statements one
gets results based on a plain logical fallacy. Would any mathematician agree to prove
a fascinating theorem or build a profound theory allowing a logical fault, be it only
just in one single point of the undertaken theoretical construction? No serious mathematician would do it. For in mathematical sciences revealing a single logical fault
in a mathematical conception necessarily leads to its complete rejection, unless this
error is corrected.
To sum up. Using Gödel’s numbering means to break the law of identity. If one
has diﬃculties to accept this disturbing fact, he must realize at least that Gödel’s
proof reveals the incompleteness of his formalization of metalogic rather than that
of formalized arithmetic.

Case 15. A method to resolve paradoxes
“he said true things, but called them
by wrong names.”
Robert Browning
The mysterious ways of great discoveries remind the hidden apparatus of magniﬁcent
shows of modern magicians. Both are fascinating and wondrous, yet, in the both
cases, one suspects that huge hidden structures have been put into action to produce
the ﬁnal performance.
Paradoxes of science are much more challenging for the self–respect of scientists as
are the striking card tricks that magicians perform, so to say, “barehanded” just
in front of the spectator. How can one hope to overcome their mystery if there is,
apparently, no possibility of using an implicit assumption or a hidden string?
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On the other hand, philosophers had long ago recognized that Aristotle possessed a
universal method for the solution of the most complicated problems. This notorious
method was the rigorous explication of the meanings of main notion involved in the
problem under discussion.
Aristotle brilliantly used the method of explication to solve all the aporias known
to the ancient men of learning. I would like to begin my discussion with Melissus’
famous aporia. Probably Melissus was the ﬁrst thinker to query what was there
supposed to be beyond the boundary of the universe. “If one succeeds to reach
the celestial sphere,” asked Melissus, ”and from there throws his javelin out of the
universe, where then that javelin will come down?”
Aristotle’s solution of this paradox is one of the most amazing achievements of human
thought. As it was usual for Aristotle, he found the solution through the detailed
analysis of the most basic concept related to the problem. In the case of Melissus’
question, the basic notion was the concept of space. Considering the main aspects of
the problem, Aristotle developed the relational conception of space. Space appeared
to be not a separate entity but a relation of material objects, namely, the boundary
surface between the given body and the one that contained it. And since the universe embraced all existing material objects, it should be concluded that, out of the
universe, there was no space and no place for the Melissus’ javelin.
In the day of Aristotle, the notion “paradox” was not yet consciously realized. All
diﬃcult problems, including paradoxes, were questions to be answered. So “real”
paradoxes of the type suggested by Zeno were considered “usual” aporias demanding
a solution rather than resolution.
Paradoxes got their speciﬁc status of irresolvable contradiction due mainly to Immanuel Kant. In the wide sens of the term, any well argued statement that comes into
apparent contradiction with well–established theories, or just with common sense,
may be called paradox. In the strict sense, we face a paradox when one presents
a suﬃciently rigorous proof both to a statement and its negation. Thus a paradox
contains, explicitly or implicitly, two contradictory statements both claiming to be
true, in direct violation of the most fundamental law of human thought – the law of
contradiction.
I am going now to prove that Aristotle’s method of explication of notions is the
universal method for resolving paradoxes. My proof is empirical, or rather “practical”.
I am going to resolve all paradoxes, known to this moment, by explication and
correction of a relevant term or notion. In this regard, I would like to remind you
that in the above discussions I have resolved Kant’s paradox of inﬁnity and Gödel’s
theorem just by the explication of main notions (see cases 11 and 14 of this Appendix).
I gave the solution of the famous liar paradox using the same approach in my recent
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book Twenty Rules for Talented Thinking. In the present section I will show the
eﬀectiveness of the same method by resolving Zeno’s aporias – the most challenging
paradoxes in the long history of human culture.
Let us begin with the relatively simple case of Zeno’s aporia called the arrow. Zeno’s
argument may be presented as follows. “Consider a ﬂying arrow. Observing it at
any instance of its ﬂight, we have to admit that at this instance of time the arrow is
at a deﬁnite place. Then, at any instance of its ﬂight the arrow stands still”.
Let us concentrate our attention upon the main concept of the argument – the ﬂight
of the arrow, or more generally, the notion of mechanical motion. If we use an explicit
deﬁnition of mechanical motion, then it will be easy to show that observing a body
during an instance, one cannot decide does that body move or not. That means that
Zeno’s argument in the arrow contains a logical error of the type non sequitur (“does
not follow”). Really, we can admit that “now”, at the given instance, the arrow is
in a deﬁnite point of space. But from this statement it does not follow that at that
instance of time the arrow does not move. To be able to ﬁnd out does a body move
or not, one must observe it during a time interval of a non–zero duration.
The argument of Zeno’s another paradox, called dichotomy, is as follows. “To pass
a given distance, one has ﬁrst to traverse its half. But to do it, one has to traverse
the half of this half, and so on ad inﬁnitum”.
According to the widely accepted interpretation, dichotomy proves that mechanical
motion is not possible since it cannot be started. But what does in actuality the
argument of dichotomy show? Only one thing: any distance can be inﬁnitely divided
into its halves, then halves of halves, and so on. But does the divisibility of the
distance and space present any obstacle for motion? On the contrary, the space
continuum was usually regarded as an optimal condition for mechanical motion. So,
Zeno’s dichotomical division of the distance a body has to traverse, in fact, has
no bearing on its motion, in general, or the possibility of starting this motion, in
particular.
Zeno’s most popular paradox is called Achilles and the tortoise. Suppose, Achilles
is at point a and the tortoise at point b, some distance ahead of Achilles. To catch
up with the tortoise, Achilles has ﬁrst to reach the point b. But by that time, the
tortoise would already move to a new position c ahead of b. While Achilles moves
from b to c, the tortoise will appear at a new point d. And so on ad inﬁnitum.
Some modern writers reject Zeno’s proof in the Achilles and the tortoise the following
way. They admit that Zeno succeeded to prove that Achilles’ advance could be
presented as an inﬁnite series of decreasing distances. But building this series did
not mean that Achilles would never catch up with the tortoise.
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In general, this objection is correct. To say “never”, Zeno had to prove that his
inﬁnite series composed an inﬁnite distance. But modern learned persons know
well that Zeno’s series is a fast decreasing geometrical progression. So summing up
members of Zeno’s series, one gets a ﬁnite total distance.
But this kind of objection ignores the historic background. In day of Zeno, no one
could imagine that a sum of inﬁnite number of quantities could bring to a resultant
ﬁnite amount (in the case of this aporia – a ﬁnite distance). So, for ancient readers,
presenting the distance as an inﬁnite series meant that one could never travel it.
If Zeno kept in mind, that Achilles for certain would catch up with the tortoise in a
ﬁnite time interval, then he could conceive that he had made a great mathematical
discovery. In fact, Zeno had proved that there existed such inﬁnite series that the
sum of their members gives a ﬁnite amount.
Now a concluding general remark. Many methodologists begin to panic foreseeing
an unavoidable crisis in science when a paradox arises in some ﬁeld of research. By
contrast, the men of science steadily continue their investigations being convinced
that someone will soon make things clear with the source of the paradox. The
common sense of scientists appears in this case completely justiﬁed. One should not
panic confronting a paradox. Any paradox is an indicator that the progress of science
and advance of human understanding have arrived at a higher level requiring more
strict and accurate use of relevant concepts and notions.

Case 16. Absurd conceptions and crazy ideas
“. . . nor do we know how ignorant we are.”
Charles Darwin
It is really a great mystery that scientists can suggest absurd conceptions. But it
is even a greater mystery that the scientiﬁc community and educated wide circles
could accept an absurd conception as a respectful and true theory.
Quite naturally, present day learned people look at ideas and conceptions of the past
in amusement and disbelief. But it should be remembered that we observe ideas of
the past epochs from the height of the science of the present time often forgetting
historical realities that formed the scientiﬁc conceptions of the past days.
Evaluating any scientiﬁc conception of a past epoch as absurdity, we must ﬁrst of
all take into account the common sense and basic scientiﬁc principles of that time.
Let us observe examples of scientiﬁc conceptions that held an important position in
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the natural science of the past but should be evaluated as absurdities even from the
viewpoint of the common sense of their time.
Though there is no limit for my appreciation of Aristotle’s great genius, even his
brave conception of the ﬁrst mover appears belonging to the province of absurd
conceptions. Aristotle proved that the ﬁrst mover was the source of eternal motion
of the heavens and all material objects of the sublunary world. For many thinkers
already this statement could sound rather strange. But the concept of the ﬁrst mover
appeared beyond reasonable judgment when Aristotle proved additionally that the
ﬁrst mover should be unmoved and unchangeable and had no extension in space. Such
an object could not be material since it had no extension and consequently could
not be perceived by senses. Thus we come to a concept of an object unconceivable
from the point of view of the common sense of the ancient society. No one had ever
experienced a motion of material object caused by a non–material, invisible body.
Another example of inﬂuential concept that apparently should be evaluated as belonging to the domain of absurd notions is the assumption of the self–expansion of
space. This idea is in contradiction with the most fundamental principle of natural
science – that of the principle of determinism. In the deterministic world any change
(any eﬀect) must have its cause (its acting agent). The self–expansion of space denies
the principle of determinism since it has no cause. The big bang of the universe is
not caused by any physical agent. It is an unconditioned and “unprovoked” self–
expansion and as such is irrational if not absurd.
Of course, judging a theoretical conception one must bear in mind that the characteristic “absurd” is relative. We ﬁnd a conception absurd if it is completely incompatible
with the present day common sense or with the fundamental principles of natural
science. So, in our evaluations we must be very careful since common sense itself
evolves with the progress of the scientiﬁc picture of the world.
Modern scientiﬁc thought had encountered such a variety of absolutely new domains
of reality that explorers, to be able to deal with them, were forced to try completely
new approaches, or in Niels Bohr’s words, make use of deﬁnitely “crazy” ideas. But
crazy ideas look out so much like the absurd ones. Many crazy ideas eventually ﬁnish
their life by landing into absurd conclusions.
Any hypothetical explanation, even seemingly absurd, is better than none. In actuality, the only thing the theoreticians are really interested in is that of being able to
carry on correct quantitative descriptions of phenomena under research. And once
the job of correct description is done, all other points seem superﬁcial. At least, scientists are convinced that it is a matter of time to overcome all other obstacles. This
is the way by which emerge beliefs in realities that do not exist. So, the appearance of
absurd conceptions is rather unavoidable in the perspective of the development of sci-
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entiﬁc knowledge. Likewise, the acceptance of an absurd conception by the scientiﬁc
community of its day is, in a sense, a normal behavior too.
Scientists know well that nature never unveils its mysteries easily. Each level of
knowledge of nature is achieved through hard and slow step by step advancement. A
scientist never comes to the ﬁnal and complete knowledge of some basic feature of
natural phenomena. Each level of knowledge is incomplete, partial, and sometimes
simply wrong. Just the latter case often results in absurd conclusions.
The revelation of an absurd conclusion or/and of an apparent contradiction in the
framework of a fundamental theory is a clear sign that something is wrong with its
basic principles. If colleagues reveal just some minor inconsistencies in a theory of
a scientist, he would not even react to it. Men of learning ﬁnd minor discrepancies
quite a normal thing in the process of the development of their conceptions.
Principles and laws of natural science grow from the empiric data and its interpretation. The interesting thing is that wrong principles of a natural theory of the past
are due, as a rule, not to the fantasy or imagination of a scientist, but rather are
related to a “natural” interpretation of certain well–established facts. I put the term
natural in commas to emphasize that this interpretation had been natural just for
its time. The appearance of an absurd conclusion signals scientiﬁc community that
some of the most obvious assumptions as well as some interpretations of empiric
experience of the epoch are false.
But how can one diﬀerentiate absurd conceptions from the crazy ideas, the latter
understood as ideas that bring with them revolutionary changes to natural sciences?
It is quite a common place in methodology of science that great ideas are at ﬁrst
conceived as absurdities. A revolutionary idea is accepted as a serious scientiﬁc
conception and then admitted as a new icon in the temple of science only by the
power of its striking success in explaining the most serious diﬃculties.
The diﬀerence between crazy ideas, including those that later appeared to be a fantasy, and absurd conceptions, involving those ones that are yet accepted by scientiﬁc
community, is as follows. Crazy ideas are radically new principles designed to solve
profound diﬃculties in a given fundamental theory. Absurd conceptions are necessary conclusions from the principles of a given theory signaling a basic crisis in its
foundations.
Crazy ideas are rather paradoxical than absurd. When even in apparent contradiction with common sense and established scientiﬁc principles, crazy ideas contain
these principles implicitly as some particular or limited cases. Absurd ideas have no
prospective of improving their incompatibility with facts. I would like to bring in here
some illustrations.
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Aristotle’s striking statement that beyond the heavenly sphere there was no material object and no space meant a basic solution of the problem of space and time.
Copernicus, substituting by a hypothetical motion of the Earth the “obvious” motion of the sun, moon and all innumerable stars, factually suggested a new approach
which had to free astronomers from the haunting mystery of the retrograde motion of
the planets. Planck–Einstein conception of quanta of energy and photons of light resolved the “ultraviolet” crisis in the theory of radiation and found explanation for the
absolutely strange laws of photoelectric phenomena. Einstein’s principles c = const
and E = mc2 , together with Lorentz transformation, were intended to build the new
system of physical science.
These crazy ideas struggled by and by to the statue of fundamental physical principle
providing solutions to insurmountable diﬃculties of the natural science of their day.
By contrast, absurd conceptions were necessary conclusions from the principles of a
corresponding fundamental theory.
The conception of the singularity at the “beginning” of the universe followed from
the assumption of self–expansion of space. The impossible set of properties of caloric
and ether were preconditioned by the mechanistic interpretation of heat and electromagnetic ﬁeld. This list can be continued but not completed. Each epoch has
to face its own absurdities. But one should not consider them merely historic curiosities. Already William Whewell had mentioned that failures of science help to
disclose important clues of the scientiﬁc way of thinking.

Case 17. The true destination of science
“we are always struggling from the
relative to the absolute.”
Max Planck
It is really strange or rather mysterious that in all historic epochs people smiled at
scientiﬁc teachings of the past but felt genuine respect in regard of theories of their
own day.
Why do people smile at the science of the past, but take for granted that the knowledge of their day is certainly the ﬁnal truth? The crucial factor is the discovery
of the principally new empiric facts and experimental data. New theoretical conceptions, being developed on the ground of the newly discovered observational and
empiric data, appear in good agreement with the main body of the available factual knowledge. For this reason, the theoretical teachings of the new epoch make
the impression of completely certain scientiﬁc knowledge based on well–known facts
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and experimentally proved conceptions. By contrast, the theoretical conceptions of
the past seem apparently contradicting to well–established facts and principles. Not
knowing or forgetting the historical background of old conceptions, modern readers
wonder what primitive and contradicting ideas preoccupied the minds of the best
thinkers of the past.
The great german philosopher Immanuel Kant was deeply convinced that Newton’s
mechanics was a sample of absolute truth. But at the same time he realized that
human knowledge grows on the empiric bases. Unlike abstract–analytical laws of
logic and mathematics, the principles of mechanics were synthetic statements based
on empiric data. So Kant found himself confronting an unsurpassable question:
“how can the human mind with its limited empiric experience suggest absolutely
true general laws?” For modern time educated people this question does not sound
much disturbing since there is hardly any principle of natural science that we are
ready to declare as an instance of absolute truth. But if we admit for a moment
the existence of absolutely true general statements in natural science, we would feel
how diﬃcult it would be for Kant to resolve the problem. To do justice to Kant,
one must admit that he found the only possible answer. Human mind should posses
several a priori principles of cognition initially built into its structure. All human
knowledge is construed in accordance with these a priori foundations. That is the
reason that human mind perceives them as being absolutely true even realizing the
limited nature of own experience. For instance, we all are absolutely sure that all
natural phenomena have their causes since the principle of causality is an inborn
paradigm of our judgment.
In regard of Kant’s theory we have made the serious reservation that modern educated man can hardly consider any general statement of natural science as an instance
of absolutely true knowledge. Nevertheless, Kant’s conception of a priori has a close
bearing to our way of thinking as well as to the thinking of any other epoch. All the
knowledge, which a person uses uncritically, is a priori to his mind and consciousness. Paradigms of science when used uncritically function as a priori knowledge of a
whole epoch. A basic paradigm of science is a priori, strictly in Kantian sense, if for
some historic reasons there are no grounds to question its validity. But again, it will
be strictly a priori only for the epoch that considers this paradigm an unshakable
principle.
Modern natural science reduces all physical objects and phenomena to elements,
structures, and forces. A theory is appraised as an important achievement as long as
it succeeds to deduce signiﬁcant features and properties of the object under research
from the assumed hypothetical elements and forces. But the scope of empiric data
constantly grows through continuous observations and new experiments. Each theory
in the ﬁeld of natural sciences must be ready to face some day a radically new empiric
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fact able to force signiﬁcant changes in the original theory.
Einstein’s revolutionary conception of relativity followed by the quantum mechanical
revolution manifested the hypothetical nature of the most fundamental scientiﬁc
theories. Under the impact of the theory of relativity and quantum mechanics it was
realized that one should adopt a highly critical attitude towards those theories which
he admires most.
The emergence of special and general relativity, quantum mechanics and theory of
elementary particles made clear that even the most fundamental and well proved
theories can undergo a revolutionary rebuilding. Nothing appeared sacrosanct to
scientists. Laws and principles that for long centuries had been appreciated to be
unshakable pillars of the entire scientiﬁc world picture were suddenly rejected and
substituted by some extremely strange postulates. A philosopher noticed that truth
became stranger than ﬁction, since ﬁction has to make sense.
Scientists of our time are, at large, “progressive relativists”. They realize that a
scientiﬁc theory can be evaluated only as a “relative truth” since it is hardly in
position to embrace all available data, not speaking of the ability to predict principally new phenomena. On the other hand, they never panic confronting new empiric
data apparently incompatible with their theories. Scientists are sure that improving
their views and assumptions they will eventually overcome present diﬃculties thus
achieving more and more adequate picture of reality. Einstein believed in the existence of the “ideal of knowledge” and agreed to call this ideal limit to which science
continually approaches by the philosophical term “objective truth.”
But Einstein’s revolutionary theories spread the impression that the principle of
relativity held in regard of scientiﬁc knowledge, too. Even the most fundamental
principles of the past could not stand the critique of the present day science. So
one should be ready to meet contradictory facts in regard of the most authoritative
modern theories when they will undergo the scrutiny of the science of the nearest
future. Modern age is, in a sense, entirely opposite to the mode of thinking of the
Greeks. Bright speculations are pushed to the background by crude empiric facts.
“It is the spirit of the age,” remarked Gore Vidal, “to believe that any fact, however
suspect, is superior to any imaginative exercise, no matter how true.”
Theories and principles of natural science, changing each other in succession, often
drew entirely diﬀerent, even contradicting pictures of reality. Methodologists extrapolated these kind facts of the history of science and proved that, in general, there was
no theoretical conception that could be evaluated as representing the real truth. In
the light of such philosophy, theoretical conceptions appeared to be just useful conventions that enabled scientists to discuss, interpret, and systematize empiric data.
Extreme conventionalism denied any general tendency and logic in the historic path
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of scientiﬁc conceptions and theories.
To do justice to relativism and conventionalism, one should admit that these conceptions were not far away from the truth. But conventionalism needs an essential
correction. First, scientiﬁc theories, if even being conventional, have to satisfy the
strong balancing demand of empiric veriﬁcation. It is immensely diﬃcult to work
out even a mere conventional conception when it is controlled by stubborn empiric
facts. Second, even if we agree that the progress of science is a chain of conventions,
we must realize that this chain is directed by experience, mainly by principally new
empiric data. New empiric data are often so speciﬁc, so incompatible with current
conceptions that they require radical changes in the whole theory. So, scientiﬁc
progress is directed by experience toward more and more adequate conceptions.
The advance of science is achieved through deeper understanding of basic principles and more exact deﬁnition of fundamental concepts directed by the discovery of
radically new empiric data.
The contemporary conception of scientiﬁc progress is laconically expressed in Albert
Einstein’s following remark concerning the problems of modern science and their
solutions: “our knowledge is now wider and more profound than that of the physicist
of the nineteenth century, but so are doubts and diﬃculties.”
Generations of scientists, in Einstein’s words, seek solutions of mysteries in the book
of nature. But no one can be sure that “the great mystery story” has a ﬁnal solution.
Science just keeps constantly moving to deeper understanding of reality through the
chain of relatively true conceptions. “The absolute represents an ideal goal which is
always ahead of us and which we can never reach,” wrote Max Planck.

Case 18. Einstein – Darwin striking parallels
“as long as science lasts their story
will be remembered.”
Loren Eiseley
Though Loren Eiseley’s wrote about a group of prominent English biologists, his
beautiful sentence could be perfectly applied in the case of the heroes of this chapter,
Einstein and Darwin, too. I have revealed the secret of geniality deliberating for
long years over the startling phenomenon of Albert Einstein’s life in science. And
only recently I have observed how many striking common features were there in the
intellectual capacities and ways of thinking of the two greatest geniuses of modern
science.
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In the above discussions I have mentioned a number of these parallels. The most
striking moment concerning these great revolutionaries of science is that they both
were completely ignored by their teachers and never gave a slightest hint of their
extremely bright future. It is quite surprising also that both prominent scientists in
their early life hated compulsory learning and had more or less serious diﬃculties
in mathematics. Yet both were extremely ambitious in regard of their destination
in science. History completely justiﬁes their inner conviction. The revolutionary
essence of the theory of evolution through natural selection and the radical principles
of relativistic mechanics will demonstrate their historic signiﬁcance more and more
convincingly.
My clariﬁcation of the phenomenon of geniality is partly theoretical, based on the
analytic–synthetic conception of the logic of creative thinking, and partly empiric,
oriented on biographies of famous scientists. No surprise, both Einstein and Darwin
possessed qualities that I revealed as the main factors of geniality, involving that of
having big ambition.
My evaluation of the both prominent scientists Einstein and Darwin as of ambitious
persons may sound strange enough to many readers. So I would like to remind that
in the context of the problem of geniality, ambitiousness is regarded as an inner
conviction of being able to make great scientiﬁc discoveries.
Of course, even people not so much close to science know well what a simple and
unpretentious person was Albert Einstein. This point of his character got its expression in many humorous stories told traditionally about Einstein. Darwin was a very
amiable person, too. From his early life, there was something in Darwin’s personality
that made him sympathetic to his young friends and even to many grown–ups.
Yet Darwin spoke directly about his ambition of becoming a prominent scientist in
his autobiography. As far as I know, Einstein never confessed having great ambitions
in early years of his life. But what it had been if not a great ambition when a sixteen
years old youngster makes a sketch of the theory of ether under the title “on the
investigation of the state of the ether in magnetic ﬁeld”? The author of the sketch
was the young Albert Einstein.
Few people were aware of young Einstein’s great ambition. To his friendly circle he
appeared a very lovely, but not much serious and markedly lazy young man, always
ready for a daylong walk to nearby mountains, striving for friendly talks, especially if
they pertained to fundamentals and newest achievements of physical science. But in
Einstein’s approach to the subjects he had to learn and theories he readily discussed
with his friends and colleagues as well as in his attitude to his teachers and senior
colleagues there were deﬁnite signs that he was not as simple as he might appear at
the surface. It was eventually assented at the Zurich Polytechnic that Einstein was,
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in his own words, “a curious bird” with certain ambitions and a deep conviction he
knew more than his elders and betters.
One person was mostly trusted Einstein’s far–reaching plans of building completely
new theoretical conceptions. This person was Mileva Marič, Einstein’s ﬁrst serious
romance. Letters to Mileva Marič help us to realize with certainty the general direction of the development of Einstein’s thoughts that eventually brought him to his
epochal discoveries.
The most rare, almost improbable thing one can believe of a famous scientist is
the assumption that he was not in command of exceptionally strong and vividly
demonstrated intellectual capacities. Is not it quite clear that one can make a great
discovery only with the help of an extremely powerful intellect?
Yet biographers of both famous scientists are unanimous in their evidence that neither
of them demonstrated outstanding intellectual capacities as a school pupils and even
as university students.
Ronald Clark stated in his fundamental study of Einstein’s life and time, “nothing
in Einstein’s early history suggests dormant genius.” At his early teens, Albert made
rather an impression of being a common child. People perceived him as being slightly
backward and rather introspective.
Charles Darwin, at the early years of his life was even regarded having intellectual
capacities lower of the standard ones. “. . . I believe that I was considered by all
masters and by my father as a very ordinary boy, rather below the common standard
in intellect,” admitted Darwin in his Autobiography.
Here I would like to mention one particular feature common to both my heroes.
They both disliked making references. Of course, references do not play any significant part in the history of great discoveries. But they are necessary conditions for
adequate understanding and plausible discussion of a newborn idea. From the day
of Aristotle, good references were considered as being insistently demanded from a
serious scientiﬁc investigation. Men of learning know Zeno’s famous paradoxes just
due to Aristotle’s references. Correct references play a special role in revealing the
concise history of the development of scientiﬁc conceptions.
Being indiﬀerent to making references, my heroes did not pay much attention to their
predecessors. As it was mentioned above, historians of science cannot ﬁnd a convincing answer to the question whether Albert Einstein had knowledge of Michelson’s
experiments by the time he developed his conception of relativity. Einstein’s famous
1905 paper on relativity did not contain any reference of the works of his predecessors
and did not mention ideas of his prominent forerunners Hendrick Lorentz and Henri
Poincaré.
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Likewise, the ﬁrst edition of Darwin’s voluminous The Origin of Species did not
contain practically any plausible references. Charles Darwin never admitted the
inﬂuence of Lamarck’s conception on the formation of his evolutionary viewpoint.
Loren Eiseley mentioned Darwin’s “cavalier rejection of his distinguished forerunner”.
In the vast volume of The Origin, Alfred Wallace’s discovery of the principle of
natural selection was mentioned only once, and that only in the introduction. No
surprise that the reading public believed Darwin drew his evolutionary conception
directly from his studies of the living world. Loren Eiseley was forced to admit that
“the still widespread notion that Darwin drew all his ideas from pure ﬁeld observation
has been furthered perhaps by Darwin’s own seeming indiﬀerence to the history of
the ideas with which he worked.”
The indiﬀerence of my great geniuses to references is partly eplained by the fact
that only their bright names remained in the history of science. History had made
its decisive choice. Speaking of relativity, scientists remember only Albert Einstein.
Considering evolution, people keep in mind only the name of Charles Darwin.
The diﬀerences between any two persons are practically unlimited. Nevertheless, I
would like to mention two of them. Darwin’s understanding of the logic of research
was limited to orthodox Baconian inductive methodology. He was sure that discoveries were made through systematic collection of the necessary amount of observational
data. He proudly mentioned in his Autobiography, ”I worked on true Baconian principles and without any theory collected facts on a wholesale scale.” Quite contrary to
Darwin’s inductive approach, Einstein gave preference to the inventiveness of thought
and creative imagination. “For the creation of a theory,” explained his standpoint
Einstein, “the mere collection of recorded phenomena never suﬃces – there must
always be added a free invention of the human mind that attacks the heart of the
matter.” These “free inventions of the human mind” were, of course, hypotheses oriented on empiric data and needing experimental conﬁrmation. But many writers still
believe that Einstein theories were pure products of a mighty intellect.
Charles Darwin took everything too seriously, especially his family life and continuous
illnesses. Einstein liked to speak of everything, including his striking geniality and
unprecedented fame, with a good portion of humor. Here is an example of his
light–hearted attitude. “With fame”, wrote Einstein, “I become more and more
stupid, which, of course, is a very common phenomenon. There is far too great a
disproportion between what one is and what others think one is, or at least what
they say they think one is. But one has to take it all with good humor.”
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Case 19. Building artiﬁcial intellect
“nature could oﬀer his children only
primitive laws of thought.”
Anonymous
In the mid–twentieth century cybernetics there was a sincere conviction that if one
builds a suﬃciently complex neuron system it would automatically model human
intelligence. This romantic air of immediate success faded away very soon. Scientists
had to admit that to model human intelligence one has to understand ﬁrst of all the
logic of creative reasoning. Eventually it came out that the most productive line of
modeling human thinking was that of revealing the algorithms of solving problems
in particular ﬁelds of human activity. This approach brought to creation of several
types of so called “expert systems”, among which I cannot avoid mentioning the
systems of medical diagnosis and the chess–game programs.
This remarkable success should help to realize a simple truth that the general theory
of artiﬁcial intellect must be based on the complete theory of problem solving. And
as such a theory, of course, I would recommend my analytic–synthetic conception.
According to my analytic–synthetic approach, one may build the ﬁrm basis of the
theory of artiﬁcial intellect revealing the system of precise steps of problem analysis.
The second pillar of the strategy of building artiﬁcial intellect must be the teaching
of the methods of idea generation. Here the main principle is that all solutions of
problems are synthesized by analogy with the solution of some similar problem.
In actuality, the ﬁeld of similar prototypes covers an unlimited range of problems.
The most similar problems are almost identical with the problem under investigation. In this case one applies direct analogies. Extending the search of prototypes
one comes to problems and objects so diﬀerent from the problem under investigation that only inordinate imagination may assume there any similarity. These type
analogies produce most original ideas some of which sound strange and crazy not
only metaphorically.
Analysis prepares synthesis by analogy. Yet only clever people use right analogies.
The ﬁeld of possible analogies is unlimited. An analogy may never guarantee a
correct solution. Since only a very limited number of prototypes lead to more or less
satisfactory solutions, all the vast ﬁeld of possible analogies are useless. Moreover,
many of them are absurd and may serve only for one goal – to reveal the stupidity
of the person that used it.
So, how should one choose the direction leading to right prototypes? Natural phenomena, living organisms and technical devices are normally classiﬁed according to
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their essential features and properties. So thinking of a given object, one ﬁrst of all
considers the most closely related objects in a corresponding list of natural classiﬁcation.
But solving research problems or designing new devices one has to deal with diﬀerent
aspects and features of related objects. In research and design, as well as in any other
ﬁeld of investigation, just the question formulated in the problem under discussion
determines the cross section by which the given object should be considered. The
question of the problem directs also the search for prototypes and analogies.
For instance, studying the patterns of social behavior we ﬁnd features similar with
human social organization mostly in the tribes of primates. But when one deals with
transplantation of organs it comes out quite unexpectedly that the closest species to
humans are pigs.
The indicators of similitude are relative and dependent on the aspect of identiﬁcation
of the objects under consideration. The model of an object is usually suggested using
some characteristic features essential in its relations and interactions.
In general, the strategy of searching clever analogies and good prototypes is as follows. Carrying on the analysis, the investigator reveals those features of the objects
involved in the given problem that are related to the question of the problem. Taking
into account these features, the investigator chooses the direction of the search for
relevant prototypes. In the case of easy problems, the prototypes are very close to
the initial problem and they bring to direct analogies. But if the problem is diﬃcult,
one is happy to ﬁnd any prototype and does not much think if the analogy is remote
enough or original.
Let us call indicators those features of the problem under research that one uses to
reveal its precise type. Knowing the set of indicators, one can easily determine the
type of the problem and its prototypes. This, in its turn, provides the ways by which
the solution of the problem may be synthesized. This is the way to clever analogies.
Now let us turn to the weakest point of modern systems modeling human thinking.
Even the best of them lack a basic ability – the ability to understand simplest information. Moreover, developing smart cybernetic systems, people are completely
indiﬀerent whether their creation would demonstrate any level of human understanding or not. And what is even more discouraging, this approach has good reason.
The main goal of developing a computerized smart system is to suggest consumers a
product that will satisfy their demands. In this practical approach, it does not matter at all if an eﬃcient cybernetic device is deprived of the ability of understanding.
The situation will change only if one presents a computerized device more eﬃcient
of competing systems due to its ability of understanding.
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Thus one has to admit that the problem of computerized systems provided with the
ability of understanding has undeniable theoretical signiﬁcance. One should bear in
mind also that people would never agree that a cybernetic device does really think
unless it has the ability of understanding.
To make a bit closer the coming of computers capable of understanding information,
let us examine what does a computer need to have this ability.
In general, the kind of understanding a computer needs is that of understanding the
information it has got and stored in its memory. Information is expressed and exists
in the form of propositions. Any information coming to the input of a computerized
system may be presented as a chain of propositions. A complex proposition, in its
turn, is built of simple propositions. The most simple proposition is the singular
judgment “a has the property p” or symbolically P (a). So the most simple task is
to understand singular judgments of the type P(a).
What abilities should one provide a computer to make it able to understand the
simplest information p(a) ?
Aristotle had revealed that all notions of natural language belong to ten categories
that in turn may be reduced to three most basic ones denoting objects, properties,
and relations. Almost to the same conception came modern mathematical logic.
Developing a symbolic language appropriate to mathematical reasoning logicians
found out that the most adequate formal language is that of the calculus of predicates.
Here any simple proposition is expressed with the help of symbols denoting objects
and relations, properties being considered as a particular case of relations.
In short, all information may be reduced to objects, properties, and relations. This is
the principle statement that programmers should introduce into computer’s mind, I
mean, into computer’s memory. All the terms (symbols) in the memory of a computer
should be divided into these three basic classes of objects, properties, and relations.
Then to understand a simple proposition P (a), the computer must just identify its
components with those the computer has in its memory and activate the information
relevant to these components.
Thus the task of understanding by a computer the information it is supplied is
in essence resolved. For complex propositions may be understood with the help
of simple propositions of which they are built. And to understand a portion of
information means to understand propositions contained in it.
There remains the practical problem of standard presentation of propositions of natural languages. Sentences used in the practice of communications often have structures signiﬁcantly diﬀering from the standards of the language of predicates. But
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even standard structures may lead to misunderstanding due to the ambiguity of the
terms used in natural languages. A closely related diﬃculty is presented by idioms.
To overcome these obstacles, one has to reveal and explicate syntactical, morphological, and contextual indicators suﬃcient for standard and unambiguous presentation
of sentences.
Though any given theory may be considered as a set of sentences, the task of understanding a theory has its speciﬁcity. The core of a theory is contained in the set of its
basic principles and laws. To reach a proper understanding of a theory, one should
be able to deduce from its basic principles all general conclusions and particular laws.
In other words, one can prove his adequate understanding of a theory by successfully
applying it for the solution of general and particular problems.
The proper understanding of a problem under investigation is achieved, ﬁrst of all, by
its analysis. Testing suggested ideas of solutions we come to a deeper understanding
of the given problem.
All the above factors are united in one ﬁnal criterion. Namely, smart and understanding people suggest only clever analogies.

Case 20. The law of new scale of events
“no one is warranted in extending principles beyond the boundaries of experience.”
Ernst Mach
Diﬀerent scales of reality have principally diﬀerent laws.
Albert Einstein, most probably, was the ﬁrst scientist to realize this law. At least,
many interpreters of the special theory of relativity had mentioned that Einstein’s
revolutionary rebuilding of classical mechanics was conditioned by the necessity to
involve into the framework of the theory the motion of objects travelling at the speeds
close to the speed of light. Einstein himself, undertaking the task of building the
theory of the universe as a whole, did not hesitate to introduce the force of cosmic
repulsion, a hypothetical type of interaction of which there was no single evidence.
“No oath too binding for lover,” said Sophocles. The founders of atomic physics
Niels Bohr and Werner Heisenberg were ready to abandon the newly born quantum
mechanics in the name of a more striking scientiﬁc revolution they felt in the air of
their day. Niels Bohr once announced even that the fundamental law of conservation
of energy might appear not necessary on the level of individual subatomic events.
He repeatedly tried to revise the laws of conservation when physicists started to
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investigate a completely new scale of physical phenomena, that of atomic nuclei and
nuclear forces.
Werner Heisenberg considered the possibility of the discrete, “quantized” structure
of space to build the theory of interactions of high–energy elementary particles.
The law of the new scale of events is not speciﬁcally belonging to physical sciences.
It should be considered as a universal law covering all natural sciences. Charles
Darwin succeeded to explain the most improbable thing – the appearance of the
ability of vision of animals through chance mutations – just by demonstrating the
enormous evolutionary role of the big scale of time. Antony Leeuwenhoek discovered
the secretive world of microorganisms when he got the opportunity to observe living
cells through the microscope he built himself. The long and detailed research of the
structure of the nuclei of the living cells revealed the DNA code of life itself.
Nevertheless, the law of the scale of events most vividly demonstrates itself in physical
sciences. The study of atomic world revealed that even the conception of space–time
motion of bodies loses its meaning on this level. Though quantum physics still
assumes a kind of structure of atomic electron shells when it has to deal with atomic
radiation.
On the level of atomic nucleus, even the concept of structure is hardly applicable. The
concept of structure presumes that there are separate elements having inner energy
or mass of rest much bigger than that of the energy binding them with other elements
of the system. The heavy atomic nuclei do not satisfy this demand. Quite deﬁnitely,
there is no ground at all to speak of inner structure at the scale of elementary particles
since, in this case, the binding energy of presumed structural elements is comparable
with the total energy of a particle under consideration.
Modern classical astrophysics tries to explain galactic evolution using only well known
forces of physical interaction. But the newly revealed dimensions of eruption of energy and ejection of substance in the nuclei of galaxies are so enormous that one
can hardly hope to handle them with the help of known forces. The only resort of
astrophysicists is to adjust black holes to these purposes. But I can mention two major characteristics of the world of galaxies that make the hypothesis of cosmogonical
activity of black holes practically improbable.
First, all galaxies eventually evolve and continue to exist as elliptical galaxies. This
means that elliptical galaxies contain mainly old stars. According to comprehensive theories, black holes emerge at the last stage of evolution of stars. These two
circumstances should have resulted in numerous events of accretion of the starry
substance of elliptical galaxies by black holes accompanied by their huge radiation.
But this, apparently, is not the case. In short, if the black hole were the ﬁnishing
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phase of certain type stars, then they would disrupt the matter of all galaxies giving
no opportunity for the formation of elliptical galaxies.
There should be surprises also in the ﬁeld of evolution of galaxies. Carefully examining pictures of galaxies in the Hubble atlas one can notice that all bright spots on
these pictures are due to the superposition oﬀ faint multiple arms of galaxies. Keeping this conclusion in mind, it is not diﬃcult to reveal that all structural elements of
bared spiral galaxies – their nuclei, arms, and even bars – are visible just resulting
from the superposition of their multiple arms. Further study shows that almost all
barred galaxies have more or less developed disks of multiple arms. The dynamics
of the tracks of multiple arms strongly suggests that the substance of multiple arms
slowly slides down from the surface of the bars.
On the other hand, all spiral galaxies demonstrate quite developed disks of multiple
arms. All these details of the structure of galaxies bring to the conclusion that
barred galaxies evolve into corresponding type normal spiral galaxies by dissolving
their bar–structure into a disk of multiple arms.
But it is almost unanimously accepted that normal spiral galaxies evolve into elliptical ones. So we come to an important conclusion that the evolution of galaxies takes
its beginning by the phase of barred galaxies. In its turn, a barred galaxy emerges
in the process of dissolving of its initial barred structure into a disk of multiple arms.
This all means that all galaxies emerge from initial barred structures composed of
dark substance of dust and cool gas.
But all the substance of the universe is contained in galaxies. Thus we come to an
extraordinary picture of the cosmic evolution: the universe of galaxies took its start
from innumerable bar–like structures composed of dust and gas. And these dust–gas
bar–like structures unavoidably presume the existence of some unknown forces of
nature since they rotate like rigid bodies.
I have above mentioned the huge eﬀect of the big scale of time in evolution of life.
Friedmann–Lemaitre assumption that the scale factor in Einstein’s cosmological equation changes with cosmic time brought to the awful picture of the universe that should
eventually contract into singularity. The extraordinary assumption of self–expansion
of space has its positive role, too. Now any physical constant may be considered as
being time–dependent. In his later years, Paul Dirac examined implications of the
assumption of world constants being the function of time.
Consider one simple case, namely, that the world constant c is increasing with time.
Then the older is a photon, the lesser should be its frequency. Accordingly, more
remote is a galaxy, more signiﬁcant should be the red shift of the spectrum of its
radiation. Thus we explain the Hubble law of red shift. It makes unnecessary the
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assumption of the self–expansion of space and saves the universe from the Friedmann
contraction into singularity.

Editor’s note
Robert Djidjian claims, in the 14th section, about Gödel’s theorem:
”In the ordinary elementary number theory, one cannot build Gödel’s
formula. ... the system in which Gödel’s formula can be built and of
which Gödel’s theorem does speak, is an extension of the formal system
of the number theory. Gödel’s undecidable formula is a formula only
in that extended theory, but not in the system of the formalized number
theory. That means that Gödel’s theorem proves the incompleteness of
Gödel’s extended theory, but not of the formalized number theory.”
But, as far as we know, Gödel’s incompleteness theorems proves that the theory
of Peano’s arithmetic – not ”elementary number theory” – if consistent, then is
incomplete, i.e., there are ﬁrst-order logic sentences true in the model of Peano’s
arithmetic but are not a consequence of the ﬁrst-order logic axiomatization. Hence,
Peano’s arithmetic is an example of an undecidable theory. Indeed, in the ordinary
elementary number Gödel’s theorem does not work because it was developed in a
more complex mathematical theory (which is not metamathematics), the Peano’s
arithmetic, which Robert Djidjian does not discuss. Consequently is hard to accept
the concluding sentence of Robert Djidjian:
”If one has diﬃculties to accept this disturbing fact, he must realize at
least that Gödel’s proof reveals the incompleteness of his formalization
of metalogic rather than that of formalized arithmetic.”
because the proof provided by Kurt Gödel is developed in Peano’s arithmetic not in
”his formalization”.

